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Executive Summary
Almost 400 people have been consulted with through 63 separate consultations in a comprehensive
consultation program conducted for the McArthur River Mine (MRM) Overburden Management
Project (the Project) Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) process.
The consultation found genuine interest in and support for the Project and support for the
methodology undertaken to equitably involve a large number of stakeholders representing a diverse
range of local, regional and cultural interests.
This report provides a detailed overview of results collected during consultation and summarises all
areas of interest to stakeholders based on their perceived potential impacts or opportunities as well
as threats as a result of the Project.
Consultation was undertaken in accordance with requirements and objectives stated in the Northern
Territory Environment Protection Authority’s EIS Terms of Reference released specifically for the
Project in September 2014.
The purpose of consultation was to provide information to regulatory agencies, to inform the public
of the scope, impacts and mitigation measures of the Project and to facilitate genuine feedback from
communities and stakeholders potentially impacted or benefited by the Project.
The goal of the community and stakeholder consultation conducted during this period was to share
information in an open, equitable, all-inclusive and comprehensive way and to encourage
community feedback and input into the process.

Methodology
The consultation framework is presented in Table 1.
Table 1: Consultation Framework
Aspect

Detail

Inform

The community and stakeholders were provided with balanced and
objective information about the Project to assist them understanding
what was being proposed and how consultation would take place.
The community and stakeholders were consulted about the Project
through the EIS development process and given feedback about how
their input helped to shape the process.

Consult

Involve and collaborate:

MRM worked directly with the community and stakeholders to ensure
their concerns and feedback were clearly understood and that they
had the opportunity to become more involved moving forward.
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Consultation commenced in May 2015 and is continuing, with this report capturing all consultation
up to and including 8 December 2016. During this period:




A total of 397 individuals were consulted, with more than a quarter of these consulted more
than once throughout the process.
Consultation took place via both public and private meetings and, where appropriate, took
into account cultural requirements and allowed for privacy.
A total of 53 people attended site tours of the mine site, which took into consideration a
preference held by many Traditional Owners and elders that they and their families have the
opportunity to view the site first-hand.

Consultation involved a mix of one-on-one meetings, focus group-style sessions, written
correspondence, open community meetings and forums to gain an understanding of stakeholders’
thoughts and feelings towards the proposed Project.
These meetings were supported by reference tools including maps, models, diagrams and factsheets
to facilitate discussion which was oriented around a line of questioning designed to comply with the
requirements of Social Impact Assessments and the specific Project Terms of Reference.

Key findings
Following is a summary of the outcomes of discussions on the key topics tested through consultation
in order of priority as determined by the frequency of comments received.
Economy and Jobs: There is broad recognition of the contribution MRM makes to the economies of
the Gulf region and broader Northern Territory and strong support for the mine’s continued
operation. The potential for increased local employment in the future is strongly supported by both
local community members and other stakeholders. There is recognition of the steps MRM has
undertaken to encourage Indigenous employment.
Consultation and Communication: There was a high degree of satisfaction with the consultation
process itself and support for the openness shown during consultation. The communication
approach was the most frequently discussed topic of focus to all stakeholders.
Waste Rock Management: Stakeholders generally understand that the risks associated with waste
rock can be effectively managed. There was support for a higher Overburden Emplacement Facility
given the reduced environmental impact of this option. A small minority of stakeholders support inpit disposal only.
Open Cut Closure: There was a great deal of interest expressed in the final void lake scenario as a
water source for potential future economic activity in the long term. Stakeholders were positive
about the potential for the McArthur River to flow along its original course. There was support for
the proposal to leave operational waste in the open cut during the final six years of operations.
Long-Term Monitoring: Local people, and particularly Gurdanji families, are excited about the
potential to be involved in long-term monitoring of the site following closure.
Flora and Fauna: All stakeholders want to be assured that the mine will not impact on flora and
fauna in the region. The area is rich in bush tucker which is accessed by many community members.
Fishing is important both as a food source and for tourism.
Closure Planning: There was a positive response to the work completed on closure planning. It
helped to focus stakeholders on what needs to happen now and what the future might look like.
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Tailings: There was an overwhelmingly positive response to the proposal to completely remove the
Tailings Storage Facility and rehabilitate the area.
Culture and Heritage: Gurdanji Traditional Owners are supportive of MRM’s proposed application to
vary an existing Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority clearance certificate to allow the NOEF to be
constructed higher than Barramundi Dreaming. Gurdanji Traditional Owners and families have
agreed on an approach to move the archaeological scatter site known as MRM4 to allow the further
development of the NOEF.
Water Management: Stakeholders understand the importance of water management in protecting
the environment and support the strengthened monitoring regime put in place by MRM.
Government Bond: Stakeholders want to have confidence that the security bond held by the NT
Government is sufficient to cover future rehabilitation costs.
Bing Bong: Stakeholders were satisfied that the Project will have minimal impact on Bing Bong
Loading Facility.
Safety: A number of stakeholders wanted to be assured that safety issues were being taken into
consideration as part of this Project.
Rehabilitation: A number of stakeholders said they were impressed with the progress of
rehabilitation on the McArthur River channel.
Consultation was conducted by MRM General Manager Sam Strohmayr and MRM Environmental
Projects Manager Gary Taylor. They were supported by Northern Territory based consultant Tracy
Jones of Creative Territory and the MRM’s Senior Community Relations Advisors Chrissy Joll and
Rebecca Gentle as well as METServe General Manager Dave Moss. Their overall observation of the
outcomes of the meetings conducted was that there was a genuine interest and support for the
Project and support for the consultation process undertaken. A strong theme that came through the
consultation feedback was a desire for better future opportunities for the community, particularly
for young people.
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Outcome
In summary, the objectives of the consultation, expressed in the following table, were determined to
have been effectively achieved.
Table 2: Stakeholder Engagement Objectives
Objective
Ensure consultation is comprehensive, all
inclusive, equitable and thorough

Result








Help inform decision making on the Project to
mitigate risk and maximise opportunity





Further develop relationships with stakeholders
to help inform strategies to develop effective
future engagement and sustainable
development initiatives.







397 individuals were involved in the
consultation process, 103 on more than
one occasion. There was a total of 619
points of contact
63 separate consultations occurred.
People consulted included a wide cross
section of stakeholders in the community.
While some constraints were experienced
within the community (such as sorry
business), alternative arrangements were
able to be scheduled on most occasions.
A variety of consultation tools were offered
to take into account literacy levels and
cultural sensitivity including fact sheets,
diagrams, presentations and animations.
Project managers from the consultation
team were involved in a preliminary risk
assessment as part of the planning for the
EIS and community-based interests were
raised and factored in.
Results from the consultation program
have been regularly communicated to the
EIS Project team for consideration within
further technical studies.
Feedback during consultation was
favourable regarding the extent of
engagement conducted, the availability of
information and the involvement of the
MRM General Manager and senior
management team
The outcomes of the consultation program
will also inform forward planning for
MRM’s annual stakeholder engagement
strategy developed and implemented in
line with Glencore’s Community and
Stakeholder Engagement Policy.
Ideas generated regarding community
programs, particularly around caring for
country initiatives, are being explored by
the mine and the MRM Community
Benefits Trust.
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1. Introduction
In August 2014, Creative Territory was engaged to collaboratively manage the community
consultation and engagement program for the Overburden Management Project on behalf of
McArthur River Mining (MRM). Planning for the consultation began in September 2014 while
consultation began in May 2015.
Creative Territory is a corporate communication consultancy based in the Northern Territory. The
firm has had an ongoing consulting relationship with MRM since 2012 when it was engaged to
support the communication of the Draft EIS (January 2012) for the Phase 3 Development Project and
subsequently on ongoing public and community relations activities. Creative Territory Managing
Director Tracy Jones worked on all aspects of the consultation.
All consultation meetings were managed and attended by Tracy with MRM General Manager Sam
Strohmayr and Environmental Projects Manager Gary Taylor. Sam’s presence at all points of
information provision and consultation was important in demonstrating to our stakeholders the
commitment to taking their feedback on board and the value that MRM places on its relationships.
The consultation was supported by METServe General Manager Dave Moss who was able to answer
technical questions from stakeholders. It was further supported by MRM’s Senior Community
Relations Advisors Chrissy Joll and Rebecca Gentle. Their involvement ensured local consultation was
undertaken in a way that met the needs of the local community.
This consultation team provided a mix of culturally sensitive support, executive leadership and
objective third party analysis of the findings.
This report provides a detailed overview of the results collected during consultation with community
and key stakeholders undertaken. Consultation captured in this report was undertaken between
14 May 2015 and 8 December 2016, and this report describes the approach, process and activities
undertaken, consultation areas of interest and key outcomes.
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2. The Project
The Overburden Management Project (OMP), ‘”the Project” has been necessitated by the improved
understanding of the overburden geochemistry at the McArthur River Mine (MRM) site. Previously,
Potentially Acid Forming (PAF) material was estimated to comprise approximately 35% of the total
overburden material to be excavated during the life of the mine, with the remaining 65% being Non
Acid Forming (NAF) benign material. Improved geochemical sampling and analysis of the overburden
material has indicated that of the approximately 65% NAF material, a large proportion is non-benign
and could potentially have environmental implications if not appropriately managed, including the
potential to generate neutral mine drainage, metalliferous mine drainage and/or saline drainage.
The aim of the Project is to present a best practice life-of-mine management solution for the
handling and storage of overburden at the MRM. To achieve the aim, the Project has a number of
objectives including:





To provide a comprehensive understanding of the physical and chemical characteristics of the
overburden;
To provide a storage methodology for the overburden;
Assess the potential impacts on the surrounding environment based on the storage
methodology proposed; and
Provide an assessment of environmental risks for other aspects of the MRM operation that
may be directly or indirectly altered by the new overburden classification presenting
significant risks to the environment.

This in turn has necessitated a re-design of the overburden management facilities at MRM. This
redesign was considered to be significantly different from the designs proposed and approved as
part of the Phase 3 Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) and therefore required additional
environmental assessment and approval at an EIS level.
The Final Terms of Reference (TOR) governing the assessment requirements of the OMP EIS were
provided to MRM in September 2014. The TOR broadly defines the scope of the EIS by the following
statements:
“This TOR document will address those aspects of the Project that have
significantly changed since the assessment of the Phase 3 EIS in 2012 and the
Phase 3 authorisation in 2013”
and
“Henceforth, where the term ‘the Project’ is used in this document, it refers to
the components of the mine that have been, are being or will be altered from the
2012 assessment and or would be affected by those alterations to those
components and are defined as being within the scope of these TOR”.
The TOR also states that those activities that continue in accordance with the Phase 3 authorisation
may not require further assessment. This is communicated via the following statement:
“In order to continue with activities associated with the previously authorised
Phase 3 Project, the Proponent will need to provide justification for not including
aspects of Phase 3 activities within this EIS”.
The McArthur River mine is currently operating in accordance with its Phase 3 EIS approval
conditions and an approved Mining Management Plan (MMP) and associated amendments covering
Overburden Management Project EIS | Consultation Report

the operating period 2015 to 2018. For the purposes of this EIS, the term “current operations” has
been used to describe the combination of activities that have been approved under both the Phase 3
EIS and the subsequent MMP and associated amendments for 2015-2018.
The proposed OMP represents significant project changes to the current operations as defined
above. The Project changes are described in the context of the three main geographical domains on
site. The following information outlines the revised operational and closure proposals for the three
main domains: the Open Cut, the North Overburden Emplacement Facility (NOEF), and the Tailings
Storage Facility (TSF).

2.1. Open Cut
The operation of the open cut will largely be in accordance with the Phase 3 approval, however the
an additional profile will exist to include quarry material for capping purposes and final stages of
mining within the open cut will include in-pit dumping of limited waste rock for the last five to seven
years of the mine life. Furthermore, all tailings from the TSF will be re-handled into the final void
over a period of approximately 10 years, following cessation of mining. This will fill the final void to
approximately 175 m below the pit crest.
The decommissioning and rehabilitation of the Open Cut final void involves a staged approach which
ultimately maintains the McArthur River diversion as the primary river flow path, with the final void
lake being managed through a staged flood flow-through scenario. Following re-handling of the
tailings, the final void will be filled with water. Upon successful monitoring and stabilisation of the
water quality, the second stage will see the downstream levee being removed to allow flood water
and sediments to flow back into the void via engineered spillway heights, further improving the
water quality. The final stage will allow the upstream levee to be removed to allow the McArthur
River to return to its natural course (through the final void lake) during flood events. The progression
of each stage will be subject to the performance of the previous stage’s water quality results, which
will be monitored over several years.

2.2. North Overburden Emplacement Facility
Based on the outcomes of previous NOEF designs, MRM has established a set of performance
objectives which focuses on:






Physical stability which includes consideration of material selection, placement and
compaction techniques, batter angles and configuration, base preparation, cover system
alternatives and surface water drainage and management system requirements;
Chemical stability through material placement and compaction techniques, cover system
alternatives, collection and treatment structures and management of spontaneous
combustion risks; and
Limiting the disturbance footprint through facility design that focuses on an increase in
NOEF height as opposed to an increase in lateral extent.

As a result, the final design will have a height of 140 m to limit disturbance with a trilinear batter
slope configuration to support physical stability. A cover system that utilises both the ‘moisture
store-and-release’ and ‘barrier’ concepts was identified as the most suitable cover system for the
NOEF. This is based on the operation receiving a distinct wet and dry season and being situated in a
tropical environment.
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2.3. Tailings Storage Facility
The preferred design for the TSF will maintain the current thickened tailings process with discharge
to a Tailings Storage Facility (TSF) at the current site. However the preferred option includes the
combination of Cell 1 and Cell 2 for the storage of tailings materials and Cell 3 will be used for water
management. Tailings placement in the facility will be via perimeter spigots and thus incorporating
best practice water management strategies.
The preferred closure and rehabilitation alternative includes the rehandling of all tailings back into
the open cut using a hydraulic mining method, and subsequent re-profiling of the TSF site. The
tailings within the TSF would be consolidated to a greater extent, and as the tailings are to be placed
subaqueously, dust would be greatly reduced. Removing the tailings from the surface would
eliminate potential long-term seepage risks, and hence the risk to Surprise Creek will be greatly
reduced.

2.4 Life of Mine Changes
Table 3 outlines the primary changes to MRM as a result of the OMP.
Table 3: Comparison of Current Operation to Project Operations
Component

Ore remaining from 2018
Mining Rate
Mining Life
Project Life
Mining Method

Tailings

Open Cut Dimensions

Overburden

Workforce

Current Operations
(i.e. Phase 3 Operations + MMP
amendments)
90 Mt
Up to 5.5 Mtpa of ROM ore
Until 2036 (at 5.0 Mtpa)
Until 2036
Open cut mine using conventional
drilling, blasting, loading and
haulage methods
Tailings discharged to tailings
storage facility (cells 1, 2, 3 and 4)

Length – 1750 metres
Width – 1500 metres
Depth - 420 metres
Overall footprint – 210 hectares
(within the existing approved
bunded area)
Stored on surface in existing and
new OEFs (SOEF, EOEF) –480Mt

Approximately 440 permanent
staff and contractors
Construction phase workforce
peak at approximately 930
Operational phase workforce peak
at approximately 735 permanent
staff and contractors
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OMP Project Operations

92 Mt
No change
Until 2037 (at 5.0 Mtpa)
Until 2047 – including re-handling
of tailings into final void
No change

Tailings discharged to tailings
storage facility (combined cells 1
and 2 only), and then re-handled
back into Open Cut when mining
complete
Length – 1950 metres
Width - 1550 metres
Depth - 420 metres
Overall footprint – 265 hectares
(within the existing approved
bunded area)
Stored on surface in existing
expanded NOEF, with some
temporary storage and in-pit
placement
Operational phase workforce peak
at approximately 1029 permanent
staff and contractors
FIFO works will continue to be
accommodated in the
accommodation village

3. Consultation Guidelines and Principles Applied
Stakeholder consultation is recognised as an essential element in the EIS process. From the Project
perspective, it facilitates an open, all-inclusive, equitable and comprehensive approach to
information sharing and feedback gathering, with results contributing to the design of the Project as
appropriate. It also provides communities and key stakeholders with ownership over proposed
projects that will impact them in some way.
The Community and Stakeholder Engagement Plan for this Project is provided in Appendix 1. A
number of guidelines and principles were applied in the framing of the plan.

3.1. NT EPA Terms of Reference
As part of the EIS process, Project Specific Terms of Reference were developed by the Northern
Territory Environment Protection Authority (NT EPA). The consultation guidelines for the EIS include:






Any consultation that has already taken place;
A list of persons and agencies consulted during the EIS;
If there has been consultation about the Project, any documented response to, or result of,
the consultation;
Proposed consultation about relevant impacts of the Project; and
Identification of affected parties, including a statement mentioning any communities that
may be affected and describing their views.

The Terms of Reference state:
“The EIS has an important role in informing the public about this Project. It is essential that
the Proponent demonstrates how any public concerns were identified and will influence the
design and delivery of the Project. Public involvement and the role of government
organisations should be clearly identified. The outcomes of any surveys, public meetings and
liaison with interested groups should be discussed including any changes made to the
proposal as a result of consultation. Details of any ongoing liaison should also be discussed.”

3.2. Glencore Community and Stakeholder Engagement Policy
The Glencore Community and Stakeholder Engagement Policy identifies requirements for
community and stakeholder engagement in line with Glencore’s Values and Code of Conduct and to
comply within Glencore Corporate Practice.
It is framed around the principle that Glencore’s global presence and economic strength have a
predominantly positive impact on the communities in which it operates. It says:






The social impact of our activities, community concerns, needs and social risks to our operations
are identified by means of a stakeholder engagement strategy.
Communities are engaged in constructive, transparent and proactive dialogue through the
community engagement plan.
Community development plans help reduce dependency on our operations and contribute to
sustainable growth in the regions where we operate.
Community investment activities target the following group-wide focus areas, as well as needs
identified on a local or regional level:
Capacity building, including education/ training, enterprise development and economic
diversification;
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Health; and
Environment.

In terms of communication with the local community, the Policy outlines:






Culturally appropriate communication mechanisms are established to see that regular two-way
flow of information, concerns, feedback, etc. Between the communities/stakeholders and the
asset/operation/project.
All community consultation processes are designed to be:
a. Inclusive, particularly of traditionally disadvantaged groups;
b. Respectful of traditional decision-making mechanisms in the community;
c. Recognising the traditional rights of indigenous communities;
d. Transparent and responsive; and
e. Accessible and cognisant of the local context.
Complaints and grievance mechanisms are in place, in accordance with Glencore’s Human Rights
policy. They comprise that:
a. Complaints are registered in a complaints register at the project/operation;
b. A follow-up process is in place to provide timely, relevant and accurate feedback.

The Community and Stakeholder Engagement Policy is complemented by the Glencore Community
Complaints and Grievances Guideline (Appendix 3) and the Glencore Human Rights Policy (Appendix
4).

3.3. Industry Best Practice Approach
The International Association for Public Participation (IAP2) is an internationally recognised
organisation that seeks to promote and improve the practice of public participation in relation to
individuals, governments, institutions and other entities that affect the public interest.
The IAP2 Quality Assurance Standard is considered best practice consultation. Objectives of the
Quality Assurance Standard relevant to this project are:





To better assure the quality of engagement and engagement audit services.
To improve confidence and certainty in the process of community and stakeholder
engagement both for users and clients of the engagement practice.
To “authorise” practitioners to undertake community and stakeholder engagement in
accordance with the agreed standard process.
To validate engagement activity by defining and measuring (rating) a quality public
participation process.

The IAP2 has developed a public participation spectrum to demonstrate the levels of public
participation available as part of a project’s stakeholder engagement approach. The spectrum
demonstrates that the differing levels of participation are legitimate depending on the goals,
timeframes, resources and level of concern in the decision to be made.
The model shows increasing levels of participation as stakeholder engagement activities move from
inform to consult, involve, collaborate and finally empower, as shown at Figure 1.
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Figure 1: IAP2's Public Participation Spectrum

The IAP2 model was used to influence MRM’s stakeholder engagement activities during consultation
on the Overburden Management Project. Consultation activities occurred at the ‘inform, consult and
involve’ levels, with some aspects of ‘collaboration’ and ‘empowerment’ used where appropriate.
The consultation plan was also developed in line with the IAP2 Core Values, as shown at Appendix 5.
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3.4. Consultation Team Principles
The policies and guidelines established through the EIS Terms of Reference, the Glencore
Community and Stakeholder Engagement Policy and the IAP2 model have been interpreted into a
set of principles which were considered particularly critical for the Project. These are summarised in
Table 4 and outlined in further detail in the Project’s Consultation Plan (Appendix 1).
Table 4: Consultation Team Principles
Principle
Comprehensive

All-inclusive

Equitable

Thorough

Description
Thorough in subject matter, covering all generic areas of study expected under a
social impact assessment as well as all specific matters relevant to the design,
planning and potential execution of the Overburden Management Project.
Recognising the diversity of interests within the Gulf Region: Indigenous and nonIndigenous, residents and businesses, local, Territory and Australian Government
and a range of organisations with an influence and interest in the future growth
of the region. It also ensured that two-way communication was encouraged with
both those who take a high profile and have prominent positions and community
members with traditionally quiet voices.
Providing a range of methods for engaging with the diverse range of stakeholders
to ensure all had equitable access and opportunity to be heard. This included
ensuring stakeholders had ample opportunities to be informed about the Project
and EIS, and to ask questions and receive answers.
Disciplined approach to conducting meetings, capturing feedback and reporting
the outcomes within an effective management system to ensure all responses
are accurately reported. This was important to ensuring the trusted relationship
with MRM as a primary source of information and the feedback conduit in the EIS
was maintained.
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3.5. Consultation Team
Glencore engaged METServe to conduct the EIA and produce the EIS and METServe engaged
Creative Territory to conduct community and stakeholder engagement. Table 5 outlines the roles
and responsibilities of key people as part of the consultation process.
Table 5: Roles of Key People as Part of the Consultation Process
Name
Gary Taylor
MRM

Role on Project
Project Manager

Sam Strohmayr
MRM

General Manager

Tracy Jones
Creative Territory

Consultation Plan
Director

Chrissy Joll and
Rebecca Gentle
MRM

Community Relations

Cass McCarthy
Glencore

Corporate Affairs
Advisor

Dave Moss
METServe

METServe Director

Consultation Responsibilities
 Manage the Project
 Manage EIS process
 Attend and speak at consultation meetings
 Project spokesperson
 Attend and speak at consultation meetings
 Provide assistance in obtaining responses to
consultation issues
 Oversee communication and consultation
activities
 Develop consultation plan
 Manage and conduct consultations
 Develop meeting plans
 Provide accurate notes and input into CMS
 Analysis of consultation
 Consultation report
 Provide expert advice regarding local community
and cultural issues
 Assist in coordinating meetings and attendance
 Support analysis of consultation results
 Provide advice regarding Glencore principles,
policies and guidelines
 Provide expert support for Government relations
activities
 Oversee communication activities
 Provide technical advice for consultation materials
 Attend and provide technical advice at
government consultation meetings

A profile of Creative Territory principal Tracy Jones is at Appendix 6.
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4. Methodology
4.1. General Operational Consultation and Communication Activities
MRM is an existing brownfield mining operation with well-established community relations
programs and communication mechanisms. The company enjoys a close relationship with the local
community of the Gulf region as well as stakeholders across the Northern Territory. Its relationship
is built on the basis of open communication and transparency maintained over more than 20 years
of operations.
There are many ways in which the mine communicates with its stakeholders. Some are formal
processes required by legislation or regulation while others are informal.
4.1.1. Visits to Borroloola
MRM’s Senior Community Relations Advisors Chrissy Joll and Rebecca Gentle visit Borroloola several
times a week while other communities in the region are visited regularly.
4.1.2. Community Reference Group
The Community Reference Group is the opportunity for local residents, businesses and
representatives from other organisations to hear about what is happening at MRM as well as ask
questions of senior management.
The MRM Community Reference Group meets at least quarterly in Borroloola. The meeting is usually
attended by the General Manager, Community Relations team, Environmental Projects Manager,
Environment, Safety and People Manager and a representative from Human Resources.
From March 2016, MRM opened up Community Reference Group meetings to all members of the
public.
4.1.3. Traditional Owners
MRM values the counsel Traditional Owners (TOs) contribute to issues of cultural heritage
management. The company is in regular contact with TOs for the site to seek their advice.
4.1.4. MRM Community Benefits Trust
The MRM Community Benefits Trust (CBT) was established in 2007 for the life of the mine as the
main vehicle to contribute to the social and economic development of the region.
The CBT operates as a partnership between MRM, the Northern Territory Government and the local
community. It funds initiatives in the areas of enterprise and job creation, environment, arts,
culture, health, education, social and community development.
Since its establishment in 2007, MRM, through the CBT, has invested almost $12 million into 74
programs to support socio-economic development in the Gulf region. In addition to funds invested
through the Trust, MRM has committed a further $6 million to the community over that time for
infrastructure, sponsorships, donations and fund-raising activities.
Community involvement is important to the success of the Trust and engagement with community
on the structure, focus and priorities is regularly conducted.
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A process of submitting proposals, assessing them against criteria and then managing the
implementation of grants is defined within the Formal Agreement and ensures transparent and
consultative management of the funds.
4.1.5. Local Boards and Committees
MRM representatives have a seat at the table on a number of boards and committees, including:





Regional Representative for Alcohol Management Committees;
Roper Gulf Regional Council Local Authority;
Gulf Rivers Landcare Group; and
Minerals Council Subcommittee Resources Group.

4.1.6. Community Events
MRM participates in a range of community events including the Borroloola Rodeo, Kids Christmas
Party and the Borroloola Show, where the MRM annual art competition is one of the most popular
stands.
4.1.7. Site Tours
MRM hosts numerous site tours each year for people who have an interest in its operations. These
include:




Annual site tours for residents of Borroloola, Robinson River and King Ash Bay as well as Gulf
region pastoralists;
Special interest groups; and
Visiting government officials and dignitaries.

4.1.8. Supplier Forums
Contractors and suppliers are integral to operations at MRM. The company hosts an annual supplier
forum in Darwin as well as Charity Golf Days.
4.1.9. Memorandum Magazine
MRM’s quarterly magazine Memorandum keeps our community and stakeholders in touch with
what is happening at MRM as well as its activities in the community. It is published in both hard copy
and online via the MRM website.
4.1.10. MRM Website
The MRM website contains information about MRM’s operations, environment and community, as
well as publications, including fact sheets. Go to www.mcarthurrivermine.com.au The MRM website is
complemented by a YouTube channel at https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHuvaH3pDICf_ijniCPuiMw
4.1.11. MRM Community App
The award-winning MRM Community app is available for free download for both Apple and Android
devices. It includes an emergency call button, important safety information, a village map, links to
websites and a host of other features. To download the app, search for MRM community in iTunes,
Google Play or the Amazon Appstore.
4.1.12. Freecall Phone Number
MRM maintains a freecall phone number for people to make contact with staff. The number is
1800 211 573
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4.2. Stakeholder Identification and Analysis
Stakeholders were identified and classified according to their interest in and influence on the
proposed Project.
The identification criteria used to collate the targeted list of stakeholder to be consulted were based
on:







Responsibility: The people for which the operation is responsible
Influence: Stakeholders with influence or decision-making power
Proximity: Stakeholders who interact most with the operation
Dependency: Stakeholders directly or indirectly dependent on MRM
Representation: Stakeholders that can claim to represent a constituency
Strategy intent: Stakeholders addressed directly or indirectly through Glencore policies or value
statements or provision of early warning on emerging issues.

Once identified, each stakeholder was assessed by rating their power over and influence on the
proposed Project using the Minerals Council of Australia’s model shown at Figure 2.
Figure 2: MCA Power Versus Interest Model

Source: Socioeconomic Benefits and Impacts: an assessment and planning toolkit

As a result of the assessment, the stakeholder groups were ranked in terms of engagement levels
required. Stakeholders perceived to have the highest level of power and interest were managed
more closely than those perceived to have comparatively lower influence. In practice, this means
that while all stakeholders had an equal opportunity to participate, priority was placed on those with
high levels of influence. Any stakeholder has the potential to move from one classification to the
other, therefore, flexibility and constant review of stakeholder classifications is essential.
The constraints of every stakeholder have been identified. This may be due to capacity, such as time,
money or access to IT, or due to competency, such as language or expertise. These constraints were
taken into consideration when developing the consultation tactics.
Figure 3 provides detail on the classification of each stakeholder identified relevant to the Project.
Appendix 5 provides further detail on the stakeholder analysis.
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A complete list of stakeholders and their interest in the Project can be found at Appendix 7.
Figure 3: Stakeholder Classification

It is also important to understand how each of these stakeholder groups impacts on MRM and the
EIS Project. This is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Impact and Influence of Each Stakeholder Segment
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4.3. Consultation Goal
The goal of the consultation plan was to achieve open, equitable, all-inclusive and comprehensive
engagement and consultation with the community and key stakeholders.

4.4. Objectives
At a high level, the EIS community and stakeholder consultation objectives were to:





Involve as many people as possible in the engagement and consultation process;
Help inform decision making on the Project to clearly address concerns;
Collaborate with the community to look at ways to reduce identified Project risks and enhance
benefits and opportunities; and
Inform strategies to develop effective partnerships to achieve economic and social outcomes for
the region.

4.5. Location of Consultation
Consultation opportunities were available to all stakeholders within the Gulf Region including the
township of Borroloola, King Ash Bay and Robinson River. Consultations occurred on the mine site as
well as in Borroloola, King Ash Bay, Limmen River, Manangoora, Greenbank Station and Seven Emu
Station.
Components of the engagement program were also implemented in Darwin, Canberra and
Katherine. Information on the Project was also made available to all members of the public
worldwide through the MRM website and the MRM Community App.

4.6. Consultation Timeframe
EIS specific consultation began in Mid-2015 and is continuing. This report covers the period up to
8 December 2016.
The aim was to make contact with stakeholders in the “manage closely” category at least once per
quarter. A summary of consultation activities is provided in Table 6.
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Table 6: Summary of Consultation Activities
Timing

Purpose

Method

Tools

May to December
2015





Community Reference Group
meetings
Discussions with Gurdanji TOs
Presentation
- NT EPA



EIS Fact Sheet



Draft Closure Fact Sheet



EIS Fact Sheet



Closure Fact Sheet

Briefing
- MRM employees



Community “flash cards”






PowerPoint presentation
3D model
Maps
Other MRM Fact sheets
- About MRM
- Community
Engagement
- Cultural Heritage
- Employment
- Cattle Management
- Fish Monitoring
- North OEF
- Tailings Storage
Facility
- Water quality
Animations
- Fish monitoring
- Waste rock
management
- Cattle management
Meeting guidelines and
consultation report notes

January to March
2016







Identify key considerations
for closure
Identify key environmental
assessment issues from
stakeholders’ points of
view.
Ensure key regulators are
aware of the approach
being undertaken to
address these issues.
Ensure stakeholders
understand the EIS
assessment/approval
process and their
opportunity for
involvement.



Seek feedback on
proposed options.



Determine cultural
limitations to infrastructure
development.






Public meeting
- Borroloola



Meeting and site tours:
- Gurdanji Traditional
Owners
- Gurdanji families
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Timing

Purpose

Method

Tools

April to June 2016







EIS Fact Sheet



Closure Fact Sheet



Community “flash cards”






PowerPoint presentation
3D model
Maps
Other MRM Fact sheets
- About MRM
- Community
Engagement
- Cultural Heritage
- Employment
- Cattle Management
- Fish Monitoring
- North OEF
- Tailings Storage
Facility
- Water quality



Animations
- Fish monitoring
- Waste rock
management
- Cattle management
Meeting guidelines and
consultation report notes







Identify key environmental
assessment issues from
stakeholders’ points of
view.
Ensure key regulators are
aware of the assessment
approach being
undertaken to address
these issues.
Ensure stakeholders
understand the EIS
assessment/approval
process and their
opportunity for
involvement.



Seek feedback on
proposed options.

Briefings to NT Government
- Minister for the
Environment
- Office of the Chief Minister
- NT EPA
- Mines and Energy
- Parks and Wildlife
- Worksafe NT
- Primary Industry and
Fisheries
- Land Resource
Management
Briefings
- Dept Environment and
Energy (Federal)
- Katherine Regional Mining
and Exploration Forum
- Roper Gulf Council
- Member for Nelson
- AFANT
- MRM employees
- NT Chamber of
Commerce members
- MRM CBT Board
- Employees



Public meeting
- Borroloola
- King Ash Bay



Meetings and site tours:
- Gurdanji Traditional
Owners
- Gurdanji families
- Local pastoralists
- Member for Barkly
- Chief Veterinary Officer
- Parks and Wildlife
- Gulf Rivers Landcare
Group
- Independent Monitor



Stand at Borroloola Show
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Timing

Purpose

Method

Tools

July to September
2016





Full-day workshop with key
consultants with:
- NT EPA
- Mines and Energy



EIS Fact Sheet



Closure Fact Sheet



Workshop notes



Briefings to NT Government
agencies:
- Primary Industry and
Fisheries
- Land Resource
Management
- Health
- Chief Minister
- Treasury



Community “flash cards”








Briefings
- Limmen River Fishing
Camp
- Employees



Public meeting
- Borroloola

PowerPoint presentation
3D model
Maps
Other MRM Fact sheets
- About MRM
- Community
Engagement
- Cultural Heritage
- Employment
- Cattle Management
- Fish Monitoring
- North OEF
- Tailings Storage
Facility
- Water quality





Site tours
- Borroloola school teachers
- Gurdanji TOs
- Gurdanji families
- Chief Veterinary Officer

Animations
- Fish monitoring
- Waste rock
management
- Cattle management
- Mining process



Meeting guidelines and
consultation report notes







Ensure key regulators are
aware that their key
environmental assessment
issues are being
addressed.
Ensure key regulators
have confidence that MRM
is using best practice
methodologies in
developing the EIS
Ensure stakeholders
understand the EIS
assessment/approval
process and their
opportunity for
involvement.
Ensure stakeholders are
aware of the proposed
lodgement/approval
timeframe.



Stand at Borroloola Rodeo



Correspondence with:
- Action Aid
- Minerals Policy Institute
- DME
- EPA
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Timing

Purpose

Method

Tools

October to
December 2016





Briefings to NT Government
Ministers



EIS Fact Sheet



Closure Fact Sheet



Briefings
- Northern Land Council
- Employees



Workshop notes



Community “flash cards”






PowerPoint presentation
3D model
Maps
Other MRM Fact sheets
- About MRM
- Community Benefits
Trust
- Community
Engagement
- Cultural Heritage
- Employment
- Cattle Management
- Fish Monitoring
- North OEF
- Tailings Storage
Facility
- Water quality



Animations
- Closure scenario
- Fish monitoring
- Waste rock
management
- Mining process
- Cattle management



Meeting guidelines and
consultation report notes







Ensure key regulators are
aware that their key
environmental assessment
issues are being
addressed.
Ensure key regulators
have confidence that MRM
is using best practice
methodologies in
developing the EIS
Ensure stakeholders
understand the EIS
assessment/approval
process and their
opportunity for
involvement.



Meetings and site tours:
- Borroloola community
- Gurdanji Traditional
Owners
- Gurdanji families

Ensure stakeholders are
aware of the proposed
lodgement/approval
timeframe.

Note: The names and make-up of some NTG agencies changed following the election of a new Government in
August. In this table we use the name of the agency at the time the specific consultation took place.
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4.7. Communication Tools and Activities
Examples of selected consultation materials are available in Appendix 8 and on the MRM website. A
general description of each is summarised in Table 7.
Table 7: Communication Tools and Activities
Tool or activity
Fact sheets

Detail
Used as a means of providing general information and proactively communicating about
anticipated areas of interest or issues which arise repeatedly during consultation
 EIS Fact Sheet


Presentations
Hotline/ email
Website
Community App
YouTube
Site visits
Magazine
Q&As
Meeting tools

MRM Community
Reference Group
Maps and diagrams
Animations

3D model
Community flash
cards

Closure Fact Sheet
 Other general fact sheets: About MRM, Community Benefits Trust. Community
Engagement, Cultural Heritage, Employment, Cattle Management, Fish
Monitoring, North OEF, Tailings Storage Facility, Water quality.
Used as a visual means of presenting information at indoor meetings. A master
presentation was developed and then adapted depending on the audience being
consulted.
Freecall number – 1800 211 573
Project email – mrmprojectenq@glencore.com.au
Fact sheets and animations are available on the MRM website:
www.mcarthurrivermine.com.au
Fact sheets and animations are available on the MRM Community App. Search for
MRMCommunity in iTunes, Google Play or Amazon Appstore.
Animations are available via our YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHuvaH3pDICf_ijniCPuiMw
Site visits were a key tool for communicating with stakeholders in the “manage closely”
category, showing mining operations first hand and using physical references to explain
the Project.
MRM’s quarterly magazine Memorandum provided information updates in the issues of
June 2015, June 2016 and September 2016.
To provide an authorative source of information about the Project
 Meeting guides were prepared for each meeting to ensure meeting objectives were
met.
 Detailed meeting notes were recorded and entered into Consultation Manager, an
online stakeholder management software program.
In March 2016 MRM opened the Community Reference Group meeting to invite all
members of the general public. Since the first successful meeting, all quarterly meetings
have now been open to the public.
Maps and diagrams were used extensively in outdoor meetings and meetings with
stakeholders with a lower level of English literacy.
These were specifically developed to explain key issues using words and moving
pictures. These could be run on large screens or shown on iPads.
 Fish monitoring – explaining how fish are monitored and the issue of lead in fish
 Waste rock management – explaining how PAF and other problem waste is
stored and managed in the NOEF
 Cattle management – explaining how cattle are managed to exclude them from
the mine site.
Three-dimensional model showing NOEF options to scale
Simple cards explaining issues very simply. Feature large graphic and few words.
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4.8. Special Considerations
When conducting consultation with Indigenous communities, the Project team acknowledged the
consultation process was required to be culturally sensitive and appropriate to the local community.
The team recognised that Indigenous culture is unique, with its own history, beliefs and values, and
when engaging in consultation, these cultural and historical factors were recognised and respected.
Consultation was delivered in line with local Indigenous customs. This demonstrated respect for the
Indigenous people, their customs and their country – the consultation team were guests in their
community, and our approach reflected this appreciation.
Respect was of the utmost importance – respect for elders, the land, animals and ancestors are
fundamental aspects of the Indigenous culture, and the consultation team acknowledged this in
various ways during consultation:








Meetings were established on days and at locations that were convenient to the participants
Consultation was founded in oral communication, with some written
materials/diagrams/maps to support discussion. This ensured the consultation was clear and
easy to understand, which promoted and encouraged involvement and feedback.
Consultation also involved site tours to give the community a visual understanding of the
areas the consultation would focus on. For example, while on site at MRM, visitors were
taken to see the Tailings Storage Facility, the North Overburden Emplacement Facility and
the rehabilitation works at the McArthur River channel.
All people involved in consultation were asked permission for the sessions to be recorded so
accurate documentation of the consultation could be developed.
On the unfortunate occasions that deaths in the community occurred, the Project team
respected cultural commitments which needed to be undertaken as part of sorry business.

4.9. Constraints to Consultation
There were three key constraints to consultation:
4.9.1. Sorry Business
The consultation team respects the level of involvement and cultural commitment required by
family members following the passing of another family member (sorry business). Unfortunately,
there were a number of occasions where community members were unable to be involved in the
consultation process due to sorry business. The team has utmost respect for this cultural practice,
and consultation activities were rescheduled in these cases.
4.9.2. Consultation Fatigue
During the period of consultation, there were a number of other project consultation activities
occurring in the region conducted on behalf of MRM as well as other projects and various
Government agencies. This contributed to a level of consultation fatigue within the community.
Wherever possible and appropriate, consultation on this Project was held at the same location and
directly before or after other consultation activities to provide an efficient and effective use of
community member time/availability. The team also established a presence at Borroloola Rodeo and
Borroloola Show to provide community members additional opportunities to provide feedback.
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4.9.3. Availability
Due to a number of community members and key stakeholders having employment responsibilities
and other commitments, participant availability was another constraint to consultation. Again,
wherever possible and appropriate, consultation was structured around this constraint to ensure as
many people as possible were given the opportunity to be involved in the process. This meant, for
example, some meetings were held before and after normal working hours or during employee
break periods (such as morning/afternoon tea and lunch).
4.9.4. Transport
Given the distances between the mine and local communities, as well as between meeting places in
Borroloola itself, transport was an issue for some stakeholders. Where available and required, MRM
buses and light vehicles were used to collect several stakeholders from their residences so they
could attend consultation activities.

4.10. Consolidation of Results
The results of all consultation were consolidated into regular reports and relayed to the EIS Project
team for consideration in the Project design and decision making process. Mitigation and
enhancement plans were developed to manage impacts and improve the benefits of the Project for
the community.
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5. Community and Stakeholder Participation
A total of 397 individuals took part in consultation activities over the course of the period. Of these,
103 individuals were engaged two or more times and some individuals were engaged up to 12 times.

Gulf region resident
Business
Government
Borroloola Community group
NGO
Gurdanji
Traditional Owner
Garawa
Yanyuwa
Other
Mara
0

50

100

150

200

250

Figure 5: Number of Individuals Consulted
Note: Stakeholders that are part of two or more stakeholder groups are counted in each group.

Individuals engaged through the consultation process provided good representation of MRM’s
stakeholders, including 205 local residents of the Gulf region. As these are the people most impacted
by decisions made about MRM, it was considered critical that their views were heard.
Businesses consulted included both local Borroloola businesses as well as others in the Northern
Territory who currently provide supplies and contractors to MRM. Other businesses were consulted
through a number of business and industry forums.
MRM made a particular effort to consult with both Australian and Northern Territory Government
agency representatives throughout the consultation period. This ensured their feedback on MRM’s
proposed approach could be incorporated where possible.
Of particular note is the substantial number (28) of Traditional Owners consulted. Most common
contact was made with Gurdanji Traditional Owners who are responsible for the footprint of the
mine site. Conversations take place with these senior men at least several times a week when a
range of issues are discussed, including the Overburden Management Project.
There were many formal meetings with these senior men and their families, particularly early in the
consultation phase. From there, the consultation audience broadened, each time involving a wider
group of people. This demonstrated MRM’s respect for the most senior people who have
responsibility for the land on which the mine is situated.
While this approach is acknowledged and respected, it is impossible to gain an accurate measure on
the wide-ranging reach of consultation during this period as many more Indigenous community
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members would have been informed about the proposed Project by their Elders than consultation
records would indicate.
A number of consultations had to be postponed or cancelled due to sorry business or other
important cultural considerations. While in some cases this limited the number of times individuals
were consulted, the Project Team remains confident the consultation process has been complete
and robust.
A complete list of stakeholders consulted is provided in Appendix 8.
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6. Issues and Opportunities
Matters that were raised by the community and other stakeholders have been grouped into broad
categories as shown in Figure 6. Key findings are detailed in this chapter.
A complete Register of consultations and issues raised is provided in Appendix 2.

Figure 6: Matters Raised During Consultation

6.1. Economy and Jobs
There is broad recognition of the
contribution McArthur River Mine makes
to the economy of the Borroloola, wider
Gulf region and the Territory. This is
acknowledged both on the ground in
Borroloola, in Government and among
the mine’s Territory-based stakeholders.
Under the Phase 3 Development Project
approvals, the life of mine was expected
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to run to 2036. Two subsequent developments have the potential to change this:



In October 2015 Glencore slowed its global production of zinc in response to market forces.
This extends the life of mine to approximately 2037.
MRM is proposing to place all tailings into the open cut void upon cessation of mining. This
process is expected to take approximately 10 years, further extending the operational life to
2047 if approved.

Both locally and among the broader business community, there was strong support for the
continued operations of MRM because of its contribution to the economy. MRM is recognised for
having a strong, buy local policy, which is seen to make this contribution even more important.
“The Government talks about giving preference to local contractors but you guys
are a shining example of actually making it work.”
Interest group representative, June 2016.
“MRM is an important part of the regional Territory economy.”
Government Minister, May 2016.
Some residents in the Gulf region expressed a desire for more exploration of local business
opportunities. There was an acknowledgement of the contribution of the MRM Community Benefits
Trust to the local area.
Regardless of support for economic development, all stakeholders recognised the need for
sustainable development and the need to balance the economy and the environment.
There was a small group of people who called for the mine to be closed immediately but for all local
residents to remain employed in “cleaning it up”. However, the vast majority of stakeholders are
supportive of mining continuing along with the benefits that flow in terms of employment and
economic growth.
People living in the Gulf region were particularly interested in job opportunities at the mine. The
issue was raised in every public forum held as well as in private meetings. During consultation, MRM
General Manager Sam Strohmayr committed to more local job opportunities if the EIS is approved
and encouraged people to get in contact with the site’s Human Resources Team .
“Do you have any jobs?”
Community member, March 2016.
“It would be good if others could get trained up for jobs and have a whole career
like Sam (Seib, MRM employee from Borroloola) has done.”
Community member, June 2016.
“Do you intend to improve training for local people?”
Community member, September 2016.
“I think the local people should be getting the jobs first.”
Senior Garawa man. June 2016.
“When will you start employing more local people again?”
Community member, December 2016.
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Stakeholders consulted were impressed with the level of Indigenous employment at the mine now,
although Mr Strohmayr said he would like to see an even higher percentage of Indigenous
employees.
“Your Indigenous employment numbers are very impressive. I wish we could get
to that level.”
Government agency representative, May 2016.

6.2. Communication
The way MRM communicates with the
community and stakeholders was the
subject of much discussion during the
consultation period. There was a high
degree of satisfaction with the
consultation process itself and many
people said they hoped the openness
shown during this consultation would
become the normal way for MRM to do
business in the future.
MRM made a conscious decision to
improve its communication processes
with the local community, government
agencies and other stakeholders as part of the EIS process. This is evident in the breadth of
consultation undertaken not only for this Project but also for other matters of importance to
stakeholders.
In March 2016, MRM made a major change to how it conducted its quarterly Community Reference
Group (CRG) meetings. Previously, these had been by invitation only with a broad spectrum of
community members attending. However, from March the structure of the meeting was changed so
that CRG meetings are open to all community members. The meetings are widely advertised by
email, posters around town, individual letters, radio messages and word of mouth.
The first meeting was very positively received by community members in Borroloola.
“I want to thank you for coming and sitting down and talking to us. If we can
keep this going and let all the community know about what is going on it will be
great.”
Community member, March 2016
“The meeting that was held in Tamarind Park a few months ago was one of the
best meetings ever held in town. All of the feedback I have got from that has been
good and you guys should be congratulated for that.”
Roper Gulf Local Authority member, May 2016.
This sentiment was echoed by a Traditional Owner at a subsequent town meeting in June:
“I am very pleased that information is now getting out to the community. You
made your promise that you would come back and have that meeting and you
kept your promise. So thank you.”
Garawa Traditional Owner, June 2016.
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During the consultation period, some media outlets reported that the “majority” of Traditional
Owners were “unhappy” with the mine and wanted it closed. The claims made by the media were
not evident during the consultation period. While there was a small number of individuals who
expressed strong opposition to the operation of the mine, most people expressed either support or
indifference.
A number of local people expressed frustration with how their community was being represented by
the media but did not want to become involved in the media debate.
“What they’re saying is totally wrong. They asked me to talk to them but I know
they’re just going to twist around everything I say.”
Community member, March 2016.
“One of our committee members was contacted by the ABC and it was obvious
they wanted to do a negative story, so we said we wouldn’t participate.”
Local community group representative, June 2016
“The PR you get in Darwin is very one-sided.”
Member of Parliament, May 2016.
Early in the consultation period, the Project Team received feedback from NT Government agencies
that locals were not being consulted.
“It is important to talk to people in Borroloola as I keep hearing you are not
speaking with them.”
Government agency representative, April 2016.
“There are obviously some disenfranchised people and Traditional Owners out at
Borroloola.”
Interest group representative, May 2016
As the consultation progressed and it became clear that the Project Team was talking extensively
with local people, this attitude changed.
“It is good that you are talking to people because in the absence of any
information people will make it up. There is always going to be a group of people
who will never be convinced.”
Government advisor, May 2016.
“It seems like your strategy for engaging with the public and the community has
changed over the past 18 months.”
Interest group representative, June 2016.
A very strong message to come out of Government agency representatives was their willingness to
participate in the EIS consultation process up front rather than wait for the Draft EIS to be
submitted.
“We’re very happy to be involved in further conversations and to ‘come on the
journey’ with MRM.”
Government agency representative, February 2016.
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“We encourage you to come to us early like this as it is far better than late in the
process or even in the supplementary EIS stage.”
Government agency representative, April 2016.
There is also a strong desire among the local community to learn more about the mine, how it works
and how it deals with matters of importance to the local community.
“I would like to propose that we should develop a drop in centre in town where
people can come and get more information about the mine. Maybe the
community could use the old crèche building once the new one is built and you
could develop an information centre where people can come and find out about
waste and water monitoring and so forth.”
Garawa man, June 2016.
This led to the development of an animated video explaining the mining process, which was shown
at local events, an information stand at the Borroloola Rodeo in 2016 and is available to all members
of the public via the MRM Community App, website and YouTube channel. MRM is exploring other
options to provide this information to the community.

6.3. Waste Rock
Management
Both the short and long-term
management of waste was of great
interest to those consulted. Media
reports – many featuring historical
images of burning waste rock –
fuelled concerns about the safety and
environmental performance of the
NOEF (North Overburden
Emplacement Facility, or waste rock
pile).
The classification of waste was
confusing to many of our
stakeholders. To aid understanding,
an animated video was produced to explain this further. This is available on the MRM website, MRM
Community App and on YouTube at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wD5EwIOn4hc
While many stakeholders expressed confidence that technical solutions could be found for these
risks, there were some who remained unconvinced.
“There is no solution.”
Interest group representative, April 2016.
“There is several hundred million tonnes of waste rock there that has the
potential to create acid runoff into the river.”
Interest group representative, September 2016.
MRM looked at many designs for the NOEF but consultation focussed on two broad designs – a
140m high option with a smaller footprint and an 80m high option with a larger footprint. The 140m
option has cultural implications as discussed under the heading Culture and Heritage.
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There was a very small number of people who held the view that the NOEF should not exceed 80m.
However, most stakeholders expressed a good understanding about the relative advantages of the
140m option from an environmental perspective.
“With the high option (for the NOEF) does that mean the footprint will be much
smaller?”
Yanyuwa Traditional Owner, June 2016.
“I think this is better with less dams and clearing.”
Gurdanji Traditional Owner, February 2016.
The removal of the originally proposed South and East OEFs was welcomed by all stakeholders, as
was the proposal to leave operational waste in the open cut during the final six years of open cut
operations.
During the discussions on the final shape of the NOEF, Gurdanji families in particular expressed
concerns about the siting of boundaries and dams as well as visual amenity from the road. These
changes were taken into account and dictated some of the design constraints and location of
infrastructure presented in the final design.

6.4. Closure Planning, Open Cut and Tailings
There was a positive response to
the work completed on closure
planning. It helped to focus
stakeholders on what needs to
happen now and what the future
might look like.
“You now seem to have a very
clean narrative around closure.”
Member of Parliament, May
2016.
There was considerable interest in
closure options for the open cut
domain. In particular, both
community members and other
stakeholders were extremely
pleased that the Tailings Storage Facility would be removed and rehabilitated.
“That’s a good thing. That’s the best news.” (referring to in-pit tailings disposal)
Community member, August 2016.
“Getting rid of that tailings dam is a very good idea.”
Senior Gurdanji man, June 2016.
“I believe that backfilling the pit with tailings is a good outcome.”
Government advisor, May 2016.
Similarly, the decision to leave operational waste in the open cut during the final six years of
operations was welcomed by stakeholders. However, a view was expressed by some stakeholders
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that all waste should be placed back into the open cut at the end of mining. This view was mainly put
forward by environmental interest groups and a small number of local residents.
“The only answer is to put it all back into the pit.”
Interest group member, April 2016.
Two Government representatives also expressed a preference for complete in-pit waste disposal.
“Why haven’t you got backfilling the void as the solution?”
Government representative, April 2015.
However, this view was not echoed by the majority of people consulted.
The creation of a lake by filling the final void with water triggered discussions around the course of
the McArthur River as well as uses for the water source. However, the final void will not be
accessible to the public and it is not proposed that it be used as a water source.
“The pit lake could open further opportunities down the track in terms of access
to water. It could be used for things such as agriculture and recreation.”
Government agency representative, July 2016.
“If the river goes back to where it was before that would be a very good thing.”
Gurdanji man

6.5 Long Term Monitoring and
Management
McArthur River Mine has made it clear
throughout the consultation that closure
of the mine is a process that will last for
many years. Glencore expects to have
assets and people on site for decades
following the end of mining for adaptive
management of monitoring and
maintenance.
“It is good to see you are looking at
long-term timeframes in terms of
closure and not just 10 or 20 years.”
Government advisor, May 2016.
From the first meeting with senior Gurdanji men and throughout the consultation period, there has
been very strong support expressed for local people – and particularly Gurdanji families – to be
involved in this closure and monitoring phase.
The Project Team has taken this feedback into consideration in a number of ways. Firstly, it is in
discussions with Gurdanji families about the establishment of a Gurdanji Ranger Unit. The unit would
be established within the next few years and work towards self-sustainability over the life of the
mine. It would provide employment for local people as well as fulfil a desire among Gurdanji families
to be more involved in caring for their country. Gurdanji ranger involvement in environmental
monitoring would also provide even greater transparency for the local community.
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“We need our own Ranger unit.”
Gurdanji Traditional Owner, December 2016.
“With the closure plan, I like that locals might be involved.”
Community member, September 2016.
“Will you have Aboriginal people working with you? We need to be involved.”
Traditional Owner, June 2016.
Another initiative to come out of the consultation was the provision of a quanta probe, a
professional water quality monitoring device to the Borroloola School and commencement of a
program to teach students how to monitor local waterways. The program has two aims – to add to
the data collected through MRM’s existing water monitoring program and to get students thinking
about a future career in environmental management.
“I think the work you are doing with the school on water monitoring is really
good.”
Senior Garawa man, August 2016.

6.6 Flora and Fauna
One of the greatest concerns in terms of environmental impacts is the potential for metals to enter
the food chain. This is of particular concern given the reliance on bush tucker and local fish.
The consultation took place against the backdrop of a sustained campaign from some interest
groups regarding the presence of lead in the environment away from the mine site.
6.6.1. Fish and other seafood
The Independent Monitor Report of 2014 reported that MRM found high levels of lead in nine out of
ten small non-eating fish sampled at an isolated location within the mine site. This caused fear in the
community and raised questions about the risk of contamination to fish offsite. MRM has
subsequently put measures in place to
control lead in sediments on the mine site.
There have also been a number of studies
completed, including an independent report
commissioned by the Northern Territory
Government, which have shown there is a
low risk from eating fish in the McArthur
River and the general region.
However, there is a small number of
individuals who continued to express
concern about the health of the McArthur
River and aquatic fauna sourced from it.
“Do you know this river is
contaminated? This river was our livelihood. The kids used to swim in it. We need
people to tell us the truth about the river. We all live here. We don’t live at the
port or at the mine site. We live here.”
Garawa Traditional Owner, September 2016.
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MRM has put considerable effort into addressing these concerns. It has considerably expanded its
fish monitoring program and has undertaken an extensive consultation program with the local
community using the services of Indo-Pacific Environment, its fish monitoring consultant. This
program has significantly reduced concern among stakeholders.
“I had concerns earlier about how you were connecting with the community
about fish and human health. I have had a briefing with Dean Thorburn (fish
monitoring consultant to MRM), which was impressive. I think you have made
some great progress there and I think it would be good in future briefings if you
could give us an update on the programs and monitoring you are running. There
has been a very substantial improvement in terms of stakeholder engagement.”
Government agency representative, July 2016.
“He (Dr Dean Thorburn, consultant to MRM) is very highly respected and I have
no doubt about his professionalism and independence. I have called on him a few
times.”
Interest group representative, May 2016.
6.6.2. Cattle Health
In 2014 concerns were raised about the potential for cattle wandering onto the mine site to be
contaminated with lead. MRM worked with the (then) Department of Primary Industry and Fisheries
and McArthur River Station (which surrounds the mine site) to develop a Cattle Management Plan.
This plan included the strengthening of fencing around the mine site, regular mustering of cattle off
the site and quarantining of those cattle that had been found on site.
This has led to a considerable reduction in the number of cattle found on site. During the
consultation this issue was of interest to a number of Government agencies, local pastoralists and
key interest groups. In general, stakeholders were comfortable the issue was being addressed and
would continue to be addressed as part of the EIS process.
“You are obviously making a big investment in the EIS It would be nice to see
something in the EIS about the exclusion of large mammals.”
Government agency representative, May 2016.
“We want the community to have confidence that it is being managed and
human health is not at risk. The export market is very sensitive and political. We
don’t want people to think we are releasing cattle into the market with no way to
test them for lead.”
Interest group representative, May 2016.
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6.6.3 Bush Tucker
The land around the mine site is a source of bush tucker for a number of families. During the
consultation, they expressed their desire to be able to continue to access bush tucker.
“As long as we can keep getting our bush tucker that’s good.”
Senior Gurdanji woman, April 2016.
One community member asked if the bush tucker was safe to eat. This was confirmed and MRM has
committed to undertaking additional studies in this regard.
“There is a lot of bush tucker across the road from the mine. Will we still be able
to access it? Is it safe to eat?”
Yanyuwa woman, May 2016.
There will be no change to access to land around the mine site as a result of this Project.

6.7 Culture and Heritage
The proposed change in shape to the NOEF requires two issues of cultural importance to be
resolved:




Under the present Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority (AAPA) Clearance Certificate for the
North Overburden Emplacement Facility, the height is limited to 80m so it is not higher than
the adjacent Sacred Site Barramundi Dreaming. An application to amend the project
description on the certificate will be lodged to facilitate development of the NOEF to its
proposed height of 140m.
A small archaeological scatter site known as MRM4 sits at the eastern base of the present
NOEF. This is not a registered Sacred Site however is proposed to be disturbed by the
proposed Project and will require approval from the Heritage Branch of the NT government.

Gurdanji Traditional Owners were consulted at length about these two issues. They are supportive of
MRM’s proposed application to vary the existing AAPA certificate on the basis that they believe
there will be better environmental outcomes. As Traditional Owners of the land the mine is situated
on, they negotiated an agreement with MRM that provides sustainable benefits to their families.
Traditional Owner approval does not automatically guarantee that the AAPA will agree to a variance
to the clearance certificate. AAPA will most likely arrange its own consultation in considering the
request. During this EIS consultation period, only one other stakeholder expressed a view on the
height of the NOEF from a cultural perspective. He said he thought others would not approve of the
NOEF being higher but no others expressed an opposition to a height increase.
Gurdanji Traditional Owners and their families were consulted about the relocation of the MRM4
site. It was their view that it was not a designated sacred site or site of significance and a place of
making sharp tools. It was established that the scatter site should be moved to a location east of the
current location at the base of Barramundi Dreaming which was identified by Gurdanji families. They
have provided feedback on their preferred method for removal of the site.

6.8. Other Matters Raised
The following matters were raised by a small number of stakeholders:
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Water management: Stakeholders understand the importance of water management in
protecting the environment and
support the strengthened
monitoring regime put in place by
MRM.
Government Security Bond:
Stakeholders want to have
confidence that the security bond
held by the NT Government is
sufficient to cover future
rehabilitation costs.
Bing Bong: Stakeholders were
satisfied that the Project will have
no impact on Bing Bong other than to extend its life by 10 years with the reprocessing of
tailings.
Safety: A number of stakeholders wanted to be assured that safety issues were being taken
into consideration as part of this Project.
Rehabilitation: A number of stakeholders said they were impressed with the progress of
rehabilitation on the McArthur River diversion channel.
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7. Incorporation of Feedback into the Project and
Operations
Outcomes from the consultations were fed back to the Project Team throughout the consultation
period. This enabled adjustments to be made to the Project in a timely manner. Some feedback also
related to ongoing operations and has been a valuable way for MRM to improve the way it does
business in response to stakeholder concerns. Table 7 outlines how stakeholder feedback has been
incorporated into both this Project as well as ongoing operations.
Table 8: Stakeholder Feedback and Project Team Response

Stakeholder Feedback

Impact

MRM Response

ECONOMY AND JOBS
A request to see more jobs for local
people.

Operations Approval of the EIS will lead to production
ramping up. MRM has committed to a local
recruitment program improving the current
approximate 16% of indigenous employees.
In the interim period, MRM will be recruiting an
additional approximately 100 employees through
2017 with a high potential for local employment.
A careers day was held in Borroloola in
December 2016 and additional careers days are
planned for early 2017.

Desire for more training

Operations General Manager has committed to exploring
this issue further. Employment and training
methods that are culturally appropriate are
under consideration for deployment in 2017.

COMMUNICATION
Hold more public meetings where all
residents can come and ask questions.

Operations Community Reference Group meeting format
was changed so that all meetings are now open
to the public.

Government agencies expressed a view
that they would prefer to be consulted
before the lodgement of the EIS.

Project

There was a request for more
information on how the mine works to
be provided to the community.

Operations Animation on the mining process was developed
and shown in the community. A pull out poster
on the mining process was published in the
Memorandum Magazine. The development of
more community materials is underway.

Extensive opportunities for feedback provided to
Government agencies. Preferred base cases of
both operations and closure was presented to
both NT DME and NT EPA in a detailed seminar
and other government agencies were
communicated with quarterly
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Stakeholder Feedback

Impact

MRM Response

Concern that the western boundary of
the NOEF will be too close to the road.

Project

Proposed boundary was moved further away
from the road. Both the NOEF design and its
associated infrastructure design was changed as
a result of this request

Concern about location of water dams.

Project

Configuration of proposed dams was changed.

Concern that the proposed eastern
boundary will be too close to Barramundi
Dreaming.

Project

The proposed eastern boundary was moved
further west.

Concern about the visual amenity of
NOEF from the road.

Project &
MRM has implemented a tree-planting project
Operations along the roadside with input from Gurdanji
people.

In-pit disposal should be considered

Project

WASTE ROCK MANAGEMENT

Operational waste will remain in the put during
the final six years of operations. Additional
strategies to increase this will still continue to be
investigated

LONG-TERM MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT
Gurdanji people want to be involved in
long-term monitoring of the site.

Project

Discussions have commenced regarding the
establishment of a Gurdanji Ranger Group that
could eventually take on this role.

Local residents should be involved in
environmental monitoring,

Project &
A program has been launched with the
Operations Borroloola School for students to be involved in
monitoring. This has included the provision of a
Quanta probe of professional water monitoring
device to the school. It is hoped the experience
will encourage young people to consider a career
in the environment.

FLORA AND FAUNA
More fish monitoring is required

Operations A more robust fish monitoring program has been
implemented

Better engagement with local people
about fish monitoring

Operations An extensive community engagement program
has been put in place.

The EIS should include information about
the exclusion of large mammals from the
site.

Project

The draft EIS will briefly include this however this
is largely an operational issue that is addressed
in the Cattle Management Plan.

Project

Their proposal will be implemented upon
approval of the EIS.

Project

A health and safety chapter will be included in
the draft EIS.

CULTURE AND HERITAGE
Gurdanji families proposed how MRM4
should be relocated.

SAFETY
The EIS should include a section on
safety.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Project Description
The Overburden Management Project (OMP), “the Project” has been necessitated by the improved
understanding of the overburden geochemistry at the McArthur River Mine (MRM) site. Previously,
Potentially Acid Forming (PAF) material was estimated to comprise approximately 35% of the total
overburden material to be excavated during the life of the mine, with the remaining 65% being Non
Acid Forming (NAF) benign material. Improved geochemical sampling and analysis of the overburden
material has indicated that of the approximately 65% NAF material, a large proportion is non-benign
and could potentially have environmental implications if not appropriately managed, including the
potential to generate neutral mine drainage, metalliferous mine drainage and/or saline drainage.
The aim of the Project is to present a best practice life-of-mine management solution for the
handling and storage of overburden at the MRM. To achieve the aim, the Project has a number of
objectives including:





To provide a comprehensive understanding of the physical and chemical characteristics of the
overburden;
To provide a storage methodology for the overburden;
Assess the potential impacts on the surrounding environment based on the storage
methodology proposed; and
Provide an assessment of environmental risks for other aspects of the MRM operation that
may be directly or indirectly altered by the new overburden classification presenting
significant risks to the environment.

1.2. Location
MRM is located in the Northern Territory 900km southeast of Darwin. It is 65km from Borroloola and
130km from the Bing Bong Loading Facility. Figure 1 shows the location of MRM and associated
facilities.

Figure 1: Map of operations
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2. Purpose, Goal and Objectives
2.1. Purpose of this Plan
This plan provides an overview of communication and consultation activities to be undertaken
during the drafting of the EIS for the McArthur River Mining (MRM) Overburden Management
Project.
Stakeholder consultation is essential for the successful development of the Project, and will be a key
element in assessing the Project’s potential impacts on and benefit to the community. This will take
into consideration opportunities for socio-economic development based on the needs and
aspirations of the people in the Gulf region.
The Plan will outline how EIS stakeholder engagement objectives will be approached and met.
As a result of implementing this Plan the EIS chapter on Community and Stakeholder Engagement
will be developed and produced, along with an adapted Stakeholder Engagement Plan which draws
on learnings during consultation.

2.2. Goal
Achieve open, equitable, all-inclusive and comprehensive engagement and consultation with the
community and key stakeholders.

2.3. Objectives





Involve as many people as possible in the engagement and consultation process;
Help inform decision making on the project to clearly address concerns;
Collaborate with the community to look at ways to reduce identified Project risks and enhance
benefits and opportunities; and
Inform strategies to develop effective partnerships to achieve economic and social outcomes for
the region.
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3. Communication Principles
Stakeholder consultation is recognised as an essential element in the EIS process. From the Project
perspective, it facilitates an open, all-inclusive, equitable and comprehensive approach to
information sharing and feedback gathering, with results contributing as appropriate to the design of
the Project. It also provides communities and key stakeholders with ownership over proposed
projects that will impact them in some way.
A number of guidelines and principles were applied in the framing of the consultation process.

3.1. NT EPA Terms of Reference
As part of the EIS process, project specific Terms of Reference were developed by the Northern
Territory Environment Protection Authority (NT EPA). The consultation guidelines (objectives) for the
EIS included:






Any consultation that has already taken place;
A list of persons and agencies consulted during the EIS;
If there has been consultation about the Project, any documented response to, or result of,
the consultation;
Proposed consultation about relevant impacts of the Project; and
Identification of affected parties, including a statement mentioning any communities that
may be affected and describing their views.

The Terms of Reference state:
“The EIS has an important role in informing the public about this Project. It is essential that
the Proponent demonstrates how any public concerns were identified and will influence the
design and delivery of the Project. Public involvement and the role of government
organisations should be clearly identified. The outcomes of any surveys, public meetings and
liaison with interested groups should be discussed including any changes made to the
proposal as a result of consultation. Details of any ongoing liaison should also be discussed.”

3.2. Glencore Community and Stakeholder Engagement Policy
The Glencore Community and Stakeholder Engagement Policy identifies requirements for
community and stakeholder engagement in line with Glencore’s Values and Code of Conduct and to
comply within Glencore Corporate Practice.
It is framed around the principle that Glencore’s global presence and economic strength have a
predominantly positive impact on the communities in which it operates. It says:





The social impact of our activities, community concerns, needs and social risks to our operations
are identified by means of a stakeholder engagement strategy.
Communities are engaged in constructive, transparent and proactive dialogue through the
community engagement plan.
Community development plans help reduce dependency on our operations and contribute to
sustainable growth in the regions where we operate.
Community investment activities target the following group-wide focus areas, as well as needs
identified on a local or regional level:
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Capacity building, including education/ training, enterprise development and economic
diversification;
Health; and
Environment.

In terms of communication with the local community, the Policy outlines:






Culturally appropriate communication mechanisms are established to see that regular two-way
flow of information, concerns, feedback, etc. Between the communities/stakeholders and the
asset/operation/project.
All community consultation processes are designed to be:
a. Inclusive, particularly of traditionally disadvantaged groups;
b. Respectful of traditional decision-making mechanisms in the community;
c. Recognising the traditional rights of indigenous communities;
d. Transparent and responsive; and
e. Accessible and cognisant of the local context.
Complaints and grievance mechanisms are in place, in accordance with Glencore’s Human Rights
policy. They comprise that:
a. Complaints are registered in a complaints register at the project/operation;
b. A follow-up process is in place to provide timely, relevant and accurate feedback.

The Community and Stakeholder Engagement Policy is complemented by the Glencore Community
Complaints and Grievances Guideline and the Glencore Human Rights Policy.

3.3. Industry Best Practice Approach
The International Association for Public Participation (IAP2) is an internationally recognised
organisation that seeks to promote and improve the practice of public participation in relation to
individuals, governments, institutions and other entities that affect the public interest.
The IAP2 Quality Assurance Standard is considered best practice consultation. Objectives of the
Quality Assurance Standard relevant to this project are:





To better assure the quality of engagement and engagement audit services.
To improve confidence and certainty in the process of community and stakeholder
engagement both for users and clients of the engagement practice.
To “authorise” practitioners to undertake community and stakeholder engagement in
accordance with the agreed standard process.
To validate engagement activity by defining and measuring (rating) a quality public
participation process.

The IAP2 has developed a public participation spectrum to demonstrate the levels of public
participation available as part of a project’s stakeholder engagement approach. The spectrum
demonstrates that the differing levels of participation are legitimate depending on the goals,
timeframes, resources and level of concern in the decision to be made.
The model shows increasing levels of participation as stakeholder engagement activities move from
inform to consult, involve, collaborate and finally empower, as shown at Figure 1.
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Figure 2: IAP2's Public Participation Spectrum

The IAP2 model will be used to influence MRM’s stakeholder engagement activities. Consultation
activities will occur primarily in the ‘inform, consult and involve’ levels, with some aspects of
‘collaboration’ and ‘empowerment’ used where appropriate as shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Consultation Framework
Aspect

Detail

Inform

The community and stakeholders will be provided with balanced and
objective information about the Project to assist them understanding
what is being proposed and how consultation will take place.
The community and stakeholders will be consulted about the project
through EIS drafting process and be given feedback about how their
input helps to shape the process.

Consult

Involve and collaborate:
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MRM will work directly with the community and stakeholders to
ensure their concerns and feedback were clearly understood and they
had the opportunity to become more involved moving forward.

3.4. Consultation Team Principles
The policies and guidelines established through the EIS Terms of Reference, the Glencore
Community and Stakeholder Engagement Policy and the IAP2 model have been interpreted into a
set of principles which were considered particularly critical for the Project. These are summarised in
Table 2.
Table 2: Consultation Team Principles
Principle
Comprehensive

All-inclusive

Equitable

Thorough

Description
Thorough in subject matter, covering all generic areas of study expected under
a social impact assessment as well as all specific matters relevant to the design,
planning and potential execution of the Overburden Management Project.
Recognising the diversity of interests within the Gulf Region: Indigenous and
non-Indigenous, residents and businesses, local, Territory and Australian
Government and a range of organisations with an influence and interest in the
future growth of the region. It also ensured that two-way communication was
encouraged with both those who take a high profile and have prominent
positions and community members with traditionally quiet voices.
Providing a range of methods for engaging with the diverse range of
stakeholders to ensure all had equitable access and opportunity to be heard.
This included ensuring stakeholders had ample opportunities to be informed
about the Project and EIS, and to ask questions and receive answers.
Disciplined approach to conducting meetings, capturing feedback and reporting
the outcomes within an effective management system to ensure all responses
are accurately reported. This was important to ensuring the trusted relationship
with MRM as a primary source of information and the feedback conduit in the
EIS was maintained.
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3.5. Consultation Team
Glencore has engaged METServe to conduct the EIA and produce the EIS and METServe has engaged
Creative Territory to conduct community and stakeholder engagement. Table 3 outlines the roles
and responsibility of key people as part of the consultation process.
Table 3: Roles of Key People as Part of the Consultation Process
Name
Gary Taylor
MRM

Role on Project
Project Manager

Sam Strohmayr
MRM

General Manager

Tracy Jones
Creative Territory

Consultation Plan
Director

Chrissy Joll and
Rebecca Gentle
MRM

Community Relations

Cass McCarthy
Glencore

Corporate Affairs
Advisor

Dave Moss
METServe

METServe Director
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Consultation Responsibilities
 Manage the Project
 Manage EIS process
 Attend and speak at consultation meetings
 Project spokesperson
 Attend and speak at consultation meetings
 Provide assistance in obtaining responses to
consultation issues
 Oversee communication and consultation
activities
 Develop consultation plan
 Manage and conduct consultations
 Develop meeting plans
 Provide accurate notes and input into CMS
 Analysis of consultation
 Consultation report
 Provide expert advice regarding local community
and cultural issues
 Assist in coordinating meetings and attendance
 Support analysis of consultation results
 Provide advice regarding Glencore principles,
policies and guidelines
 Provide expert support for Government relations
activities
 Oversee communication activities
 Provide technical advice for consultation materials
 Attend and provide technical advice at
government consultation meetings

4. Approach
4.1. Stakeholder Identification and Analysis
Stakeholders are to be identified and classified according to their interest in and influence on the
proposed project.
The identification criteria used to collate the targeted list of stakeholder to be consulted should be
based on:







Responsibility: The people for which the operation is responsible
Influence: Stakeholders with influence or decision-making power
Proximity: Stakeholders who interact most with the operation
Dependency: Stakeholders directly or indirectly dependent on MRM
Representation: Stakeholders that can claim to represent a constituency
Strategy intent: Stakeholders addressed directly or indirectly through Glencore policies or value
statements or provision of early warning on emerging issues.

Once identified, each stakeholder is assessed by rating their power over and influence on the
proposed project using the Minerals Council of Australia’s model shown at Figure 2.
Figure 3: MCA Power versus Interest model

Source: Socioeconomic Benefits and Impacts: an assessment and planning toolkit

As a result of the assessment, the stakeholder groups have been ranked in terms of engagement
levels required. Stakeholders perceived to have the highest level of power and interest will be
managed more closely than those perceived to have comparatively lower influence. In practice, this
means that while all stakeholders have an equal opportunity to participate, priority is placed on
those with high levels of influence. Any stakeholder has the potential to move from one
classification to the other, therefore, flexibility and constant review of stakeholder classifications is
essential.
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The constraints of every stakeholder have been identified. This may be due to capacity, such as time,
money or access to IT, or due to competency, such as language or expertise. These constraints were
taken into consideration when developing the consultation tactics.
Figure 4 provides detail on the classification of each stakeholder identified relevant to the Project.
Figure 4: Stakeholder Classification

4.2. Location of Consultation
Consultation opportunities need to be made available to all stakeholders within the Gulf Region
including the township of Borroloola, King Ash Bay and Robinson River as well as other communities.
Some consultations will also take place at the mine site itself, through site tours, and at meetings
and briefings in Darwin and Canberra.

4.3. Consultation Timeframe
Consultation will begin in mid 2015 and continue through until the anticipated approval of the EIS.
The aim is to make contacted with stakeholders in the “manage closely” category at least once per
quarter.
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5. Consultation Plan
Table 4 outlines how the plan will be rolled out.
Table 4: Consultation Plan
2015
(Closure discussions)
Purpose



Understand community
aspirations for the
physical domain post
closure



Understand Traditional
Owner aspirations for
their land



Key
Stakeholders




1st Quarter 2016
(EIS Preparation)


Identify key environmental
assessment issues from
stakeholders’ points of view.



Identify key environmental
assessment issues from
stakeholders’ points of view.



Ensure key regulators are aware of
the approach being undertaken to
address these issues.
Ensure stakeholders understand
the EIS assessment/approval
process and their opportunity for
involvement.



Ensure key regulators are
aware of the assessment
approach being undertaken to
address these issues.
Ensure stakeholders
understand the EIS
assessment/approval process
and their opportunity for
involvement.



Prepare local
stakeholders for EIS
consultations

Gurdanji Traditional
Owners

2nd Quarter 2016
(EIS Preparation)



Seek feedback on proposed
options.



Determine cultural limitations to
infrastructure development.



NT Government:

Borroloola and Gulf
community





Seek feedback on proposed
options.



NT Government:

3rd Quarter 2016
(EIS Preparation/ Finalisation)




Ensure key regulators are
aware that their key
environmental assessment
issues are being addressed.
Ensure stakeholders
understand the EIS
assessment/approval process
and their opportunity for
involvement.



Ensure stakeholders are aware
of the proposed
lodgement/approval timeframe.



NT Government:

4th Quarter 2016
(Pre-EIS Lodgement)


Ensure key stakeholders are
aware of the EIS (particularly
MRM’s commitments and the
economic benefits of the
project) prior to it being lodged
and publicly available.



Ensure key regulators have
confidence their key
environmental assessment
issues have been addressed.



NT Government:

1st Quarter 2017
(EIS lodgement and
consultation)


Ensure key stakeholders are
aware of any additional
MRM commitments and/or
offsets being made prior to
Approval in-Principle.



Ensure community
understands how to
contribute to process and
interpret EIS documentation.



Ensure relevant media
outlets are pro-actively
provided with MRM media
releases/key messages.



NT Government:

-

NT Environment Protection
Agency

-

NT Environment
Protection Authority

-

NT Environment
Protection Authority

-

NT Environment
Protection Authority

-

NT Environment
Protection Authority

-

Department of Mines and
Energy

-

Dept of Mines and Energy

-

Dept of Mines and Energy

-

Dept of Mines and Energy

-

-

Dept of Land Resource
Management

-

Dept of Land Resource
Management

-

Dept of Land Resource
Management

Dept of Mines and
Energy

-

-

Aboriginal Areas
Protection Authority

-

Aboriginal Areas
Protection Authority

-

Aboriginal Areas
Protection Authority

Dept of Land Resource
Management

-

Aboriginal Areas
Protection Authority

-

Parks and Wildlife
Commission
Dept of Health

-

Department of Land
Resource Management
Government Ministers



Federal Department of
Environment

-

Parks and Wildlife
Commission

-

Parks and Wildlife
Commission

-

Parks and Wildlife
Commission



NT Opposition

-

Dept of Health

-

Dept of Health

-

Dept of Health



Gurdanji Traditional Owners

-

-

MRM Employees

Dept of Primary Industry
and Fisheries

-



Dept of Primary Industry
and Fisheries

Dept of Primary Industry
and Fisheries

-
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2015
(Closure discussions)

1st Quarter 2016
(EIS Preparation)

2nd Quarter 2016
(EIS Preparation)



MRM Community Reference
Group





Borroloola and Gulf Region
residents


-

Federal Department of
Environment



NT Politicians
Chief Minister and Cabinet


-

4th Quarter 2016
(Pre-EIS Lodgement)

Federal Department of
Environment



NT Politicians
Chief Minister and Cabinet


-

NT Politicians
Chief Minister and Cabinet

NT Opposition

-

NT Opposition

-

NT Opposition

-

Member for Barkly

-

Member for Barkly

-

Member for Barkly

Crossbench members

-

Crossbench members

-

MRM Employees



MRM Employees



MRM Employees



Suppliers and contractors



Suppliers and contractors



Suppliers and contractors



Cultural stakeholders:



Cultural stakeholders:



Cultural stakeholders:

-

Gurdanji Traditional
Owners

-

Gurdanji people

-

Gurdanji Traditional
Owners

-

Gurdanji people

-

Gurdanji Traditional
Owners
Gurdanji people

-

Yanyuwa elders

-

Yanyuwa elders

-

Yanyuwa elders

-

Garawa and Mara elders

-

Garawa and Mara elders

-

Garawa and Mara elders

-

Northern Land Council

-

Northern Land Council

-

Northern Land Council



Local community:



Local community:

MRM Community
Reference Group

-

-

MRM Community Benefits
Trust

-


-

-

MRM Community Benefits
Trust

-

MRM Community Benefits
Trust

Borroloola residents

-

Borroloola residents

-

Borroloola residents

-

Robinson River

-

Robinson River

-

Robinson River

-

Roper Gulf Council
Mabunji Board
Borroloola Community
Change Makers
Sea Rangers
Gulf Rivers Landcare
Group

-

Roper Gulf Council
Mabunji Board
Borroloola Community
Change Makers
Sea Rangers
Gulf Rivers Landcare
Group

-

Roper Gulf Council
Mabunji Board
Borroloola Community
Change Makers
Sea Rangers
Gulf Rivers Landcare
Group


-

Business and interest groups
Chamber of Commerce

-


-

Business and interest groups
Chamber of Commerce

Manufacturers Council

-

NTICN

-

Minerals Council

-





NT Politicians
-

Chief Minister and
Cabinet

-

NT Opposition

-

Member for Barkly

-

Business and interest groups
Chamber of Commerce

Manufacturers Council

-

Manufacturers Council

NTICN

-

NTICN

Minerals Council

-

Minerals Council

Crossbench members



MRM Employees



Suppliers and contractors



MRM Community
Reference Group

-

Dept of Primary
Industry and Fisheries

Federal Department of
Environment



Local community:

MRM Community
Reference Group

-

-

Crossbench members



-

1st Quarter 2017
(EIS lodgement and
consultation)

Federal Department of
Environment

-
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3rd Quarter 2016
(EIS Preparation/ Finalisation)

Cultural stakeholders:
-

Gurdanji Traditional
Owners

-

Gurdanji people

-

Yanyuwa elders

-

Garawa and Mara elders


-

MRM Community
Reference Group

-

MRM Community
Benefits Trust

-

Borroloola residents

-

Robinson River

-

Roper Gulf Council
Mabunji Board
Borroloola Community
Change Makers
Sea Rangers
Gulf Rivers Landcare
Group



Northern Land Council
Local community:

Business and interest
groups

2015
(Closure discussions)

1st Quarter 2016
(EIS Preparation)

2nd Quarter 2016
(EIS Preparation)

4th Quarter 2016
(Pre-EIS Lodgement)

1st Quarter 2017
(EIS lodgement and
consultation)

-

AFANT

-

AFANT

-

AFANT

-

Chamber of Commerce

-

Cattlemen’s Association

-

Cattlemen’s Association

-

Cattlemen’s Association

-

Manufacturers Council

-

Select business leaders

-

Select business leaders

-

Select business leaders

-

NTICN

NGOs:

-

Minerals Council

Environment Centre NT
Environmental Defenders
Office
Media

-

AFANT

-

Cattlemen’s Association





NGOs:
-



3rd Quarter 2016
(EIS Preparation/ Finalisation)

Environment Centre NT
Environmental Defenders
Office
Media





NGOs:
Environment Centre NT
Environmental Defenders
Office
Media



Select business leaders



NGOs:
Environment Centre NT
Environmental
Defenders Office

-

Mechanisms



One on-one meetings



Community Reference
Group meetings



Presentations to:
- NT Government agencies





Presentations to:
- NT Government agencies




-

-



NT Government agencies

Discussion and feedback
sessions:
-



Discussion and feedback
sessions:

NT Government agencies

-

NT Government
agencies

EPA



EPA



DME



DME



EPA



EPA



LRM




LRM
PWC



DME



DME



EPA

LRM



DME

MRM employees



Health

Borroloola community
(community meeting)



DPIF

-

Formal EIS consultation:
- Gurdanji Traditional Owners

NT Politicians


Gurdanji people



Community meetings:



-

Discussion and feedback
sessions:

Media



Briefings:
-





CRG meeting open to
Borroloola community





-

NT Opposition

-

Member for
Barkly
MRM employees

-

Suppliers and contractors

-

Business and interest
groups

NT Government agencies




-

Chamber of
Commerce

-




AAPA



-

Gurdanji Traditional
Owners

PWC
Health

-

Gurdanji people

-

Other language groups

DPIF

-

NLC

NT Government agencies



DPIF


-

Meetings:
-

Presentations to:

PWC
Health

NT Politicians

NT Politicians



Presentations to:
-

NT Government
agencies



Chief Minister
and Cabinet



Chief Minister
and Cabinet



NT Opposition



NT Opposition



PWC



Crossbench
members



Crossbench
members



Health



DPIF



Member for
Barkly



Member for
Barkly







AAPA

Presentations to:

Chief Minister
and Cabinet
Crossbench
members

LRM

MRM employees
Suppliers and contractors

-

MRM employees
Suppliers and contractors

-

NT Politicians


Chief Minister
and Cabinet



NT Opposition
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2015
(Closure discussions)

1st Quarter 2016
(EIS Preparation)

2nd Quarter 2016
(EIS Preparation)


Manufacturers
Council



NTICN



Minerals Council



AFANT



Cattlemen’s
Association




Business and interest
groups



Crossbench
members



Member for
Barkly

Chamber of
Commerce



Manufacturers
Council



Manufacturers
Council



NTICN



NTICN

Gulf Rivers
Landcare Group



Minerals Council



Minerals Council



AFANT



AFANT

Select business
leaders



Cattlemen’s
Association



Cattlemen’s
Association



Chamber of
Commerce



Gulf Rivers
Landcare Group



Gulf Rivers
Landcare Group



Manufacturers
Council



Select business
leaders



Select business
leaders



NTICN



Minerals
Council



AFANT



Cattlemen’s
Association



Gulf Rivers
Landcare
Group



Select
business
leaders



Roper Gulf



Mabunji

-

King Ash Bay

Local community

Sea Rangers

-


-

Gurdanji Traditional
Owners
Gurdanji people

-

Roper Gulf



Roper Gulf



Mabunji



Mabunji



CRG meeting open to
Borroloola community
Robinson River
Formal EIS consultation:

Community meetings:
CRG meeting open to
Borroloola community
Robinson River

-

King Ash Bay

-

Local community

Sea Rangers

-



Community meetings:

Formal EIS consultation:



-

MRM employees

-

Suppliers and
contractors

-

Business and interest
groups

King Ash Bay



Formal EIS consultation:
-

-

Gurdanji Traditional
Owners
Gurdanji people

-

Gurdanji Traditional
Owners
Gurdanji people

-

Other language groups

-

Other language groups

-

NLC

-

NLC

-
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-



-

-

Business and interest
groups

1st Quarter 2017
(EIS lodgement and
consultation)

Chamber of
Commerce

CRG meeting open to
Borroloola community
Robinson River

-

4th Quarter 2016
(Pre-EIS Lodgement)



Community meetings:
-



-

Local community

Sea Rangers

-



3rd Quarter 2016
(EIS Preparation/ Finalisation)

-



Local community


Sea Rangers




Roper Gulf
Mabunji

Community meetings:
-

CRG meeting open to
Borroloola community

-

Robinson River
King Ash Bay

2015
(Closure discussions)
Key
Messages



EIS will resolve issues
associated with waste
rock.



EIS takes a long-term
view through to closure
and beyond.





Consultation will occur
with Gurdanji Traditional
Owners first then wider
to encompass the whole
community and other
stakeholders
We want your views on
long-term management
of the land the mine is
situated on.

1st Quarter 2016
(EIS Preparation)

2nd Quarter 2016
(EIS Preparation)

3rd Quarter 2016
(EIS Preparation/ Finalisation)

4th Quarter 2016
(Pre-EIS Lodgement)



EIS will resolve issues associated
with waste rock.



EIS will resolve issues
associated with waste rock.



EIS will resolve issues
associated with waste rock.



EIS resolves issues associated
with waste rock.



EIS takes a long-term view through
to closure and beyond.



EIS takes a long-term view
through to closure and beyond.



EIS takes a long-term view
through to closure and beyond.



EIS takes a long-term view
through to closure and beyond.



EIS will be comprehensive and
undertaken by specialists in each
of the relevant environmental fields
and in accordance with relevant
statutes and guidelines.





Consultation will occur with
Gurdanji Traditional Owners first
then wider to encompass the
whole community and other
stakeholders

EIS is comprehensive and
undertaken by specialists in
each of the relevant
environmental fields and in
accordance with relevant
statutes and guidelines.





EIS will be comprehensive and
undertaken by specialists in
each of the relevant
environmental fields and in
accordance with relevant
statutes and guidelines.

EIS has been comprehensive
and undertaken by specialists
in each of the relevant
environmental fields and in
accordance with relevant
statutes and guidelines.





Consultation will continue to be
undertaken throughout the
assessment process.

Extensive consultation
continues with Traditional
owners, other language
groups, the community and
stakeholders.





Extensive consultation
continues with Traditional
owners, other language
groups, the community and
stakeholders.

Extensive consultation has
been undertaken with
Traditional owners, other
language groups, the
community and stakeholders.



Economic and social
contribution made by MRM.



Local, Northern Territory and
national economic benefits.



Local, Northern Territory and
national economic benefits.



Economic and social contribution
made by MRM.





Continue to stress MRM’s
commitment to
environmentally/socially
sustainable mining.

Benefits of potential extended
mine life and extension of CBT
for xx years.





Continue to stress MRM’s
commitment to
environmentally/socially
sustainable mining.

Benefits of extended mine life
and extension of CBT for xx
years.



MRM has made significant
improvements in environment
as confirmed by IM. We
continue to improve.
Specific key messages to be
developed for individual target
audiences.



Mitigation and management
strategies have been
developed to avoid, minimise,
manager and/or offset potential
effects on natural/cultural
features.








MRM has made significant
improvements in environment as
confirmed by independent audits
including the IM. We continue to
improve.
Specific key messages to be
developed for individual target
audiences.







Monitoring programs will be
developed to track compliance
and ensure impacts are not in
exceedance of predictions.
Specific key messages to be
developed for individual target
audiences.

1st Quarter 2017
(EIS lodgement and
consultation)


MRM is working with the NT
EPA as it begins
assessment of our EIS.



EIS resolves issues
associated with waste rock.



EIS takes a long-term view
through to closure and
beyond.



EIS has been
comprehensive and
undertaken by specialists in
each of the relevant
environmental fields and in
accordance with relevant
statutes and guidelines.



Extensive consultation has
been undertaken with
Traditional owners, other
language groups, the
community and
stakeholders.

Benefits of complete removal
of TSF from surface.



Local, Northern Territory and
national economic benefits.

Mitigation and management
strategies have been
developed to avoid, minimise,
manager and/or offset potential
effects on natural/cultural
features.



Benefits of extended mine
life and extension of CBT for
xx years.



Benefits of complete
removal of TSF from
surface.



Mitigation and management
strategies have been
developed to avoid,
minimise, manager and/or
offset potential effects on
natural/cultural features.



Monitoring programs are
being developed to track



Monitoring programs are being
developed to track compliance
and ensure impacts are not in
exceedance of predictions.



Specific key messages to be
developed for individual target
audiences
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2015
(Closure discussions)

1st Quarter 2016
(EIS Preparation)

2nd Quarter 2016
(EIS Preparation)

3rd Quarter 2016
(EIS Preparation/ Finalisation)

4th Quarter 2016
(Pre-EIS Lodgement)

1st Quarter 2017
(EIS lodgement and
consultation)
compliance and ensure
impacts are not in
exceedance of predictions.

Collateral



Closure Fact Sheet

Specific key messages to be
developed for individual
target audiences



EIS Fact Sheet



EIS Fact Sheet



EIS Fact Sheet



PowerPoint Presentation



PowerPoint Presentation



Closure Fact Sheet



Closure Fact Sheet



Closure Fact Sheet



Community “flash cards”



Community “flash cards”



Community “flash cards”



Community “flash cards”



TSF Fact Sheet



Memorandum Magazine story





PowerPoint Presentation



Community “flash cards”

Memorandum Magazine story

PowerPoint Presentation

Media Release on lodgement







Memorandum Magazine
story
Suite of Fact Sheets

Memorandum Magazine story

Suite of Fact Sheets









Media Release on progress
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PowerPoint presentation

6. Communication Tools and Activities
The communication tools and activities to be used are summarised in Table 5.
Table 5: Communication Tools and Activities
Tool or activity
Fact sheets

Detail
Used as a means of providing general information and proactively communicating about
anticipated areas of interest or issues which arise repeatedly during consultation
 EIS Fact Sheet



Presentations
Hotline/ email
Website
Community App
YouTube
Site visits
Magazine
Q&As
Meeting tools

MRM Community
Reference Group
Maps and diagrams
Animations

3D model
Community flash
cards

Closure Fact Sheet
Other general fact sheets: About MRM, Community Benefits Trust. Community
Engagement, Cultural Heritage, Employment, Cattle Management, Fish
Monitoring, North OEF, Tailings Storage Facility, Water quality.

Used as a visual means of presenting information at indoor meetings. A master
presentation will be developed and then adapted depending on the audience being
consulted.
Freecall number – 1800 211 573
Project email – mrmprojectenq@glencore.com.au
Fact sheets and animations to be available on the MRM website:
www.mcarthurrivermine.com.au
Fact sheets and animations to be available on the MRM Community App. Search for
MRMCommunity in iTunes, Google Play or Amazon Appstore.
Animations to be available via the MRM YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHuvaH3pDICf_ijniCPuiMw
Site visits are a key tool for communicating with stakeholders in the “manage closely”
category, showing mining operations first hand and using physical references to explain
the Project.
MRM’s quarterly magazine Memorandum will provide information updates.
To provide an authorative source of information about the Project
 Meeting guides will be prepared for each meeting to ensure meeting objectives were
met.
 Detailed meeting notes will be recorded and entered into Consultation Manager, an
online stakeholder management software program.
These will be held quarterly.
Maps and diagrams will be used extensively in outdoor meetings and meetings with
stakeholders with a lower level of English literacy.
These will be developed to explain key issues using words and moving pictures. These
could be run on large screens or shown on iPads.
 Fish monitoring – explaining how fish are monitored and the issue of lead in fish
 Waste rock management – explaining how PAF and other problem waste is
stored and managed in the NOEF
 Cattle management – explaining how cattle are managed to exclude them from
the mine site.
Three-dimensional model showing NOEF options to scale
Simple cards explaining issues very simply. Feature large graphic and few words.
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Appendix 2:
Stakeholder Consultation Register

Stakeholder Consultation Register
Date
14 May 2015

8 Dec 2015

17 Dec 2015

Description of
consultation
Community Reference
Group Meeting

Meeting with
Traditional Owners to
discuss closure
planning
Community Reference
Group meeting

Stakeholders

Stakeholder comments/issues

Proponent response and/or resolution

Sid Rusca, Mike Longton; Alison
Doyle, Ronnie Raggett, May
Raggett, Graeme Friday, Gloria
Friday, Johnny Davey, Phil
Harvey; Nathan McIvor, Maria
Marriner, Trish Elmy, Stan Allen

1.
2.

1.
2.

Ronnie Raggett Snr, Billy
Coolibah and Chris Pluto.

Want to be involved with the ongoing monitoring of
the mine.

Yes.
The signs that are posted around town from the
Government are Australian Standards not just
the McArthur River.
3. We sample across the region.
4. If they are feeding on sediment and if the water
has metals they will have those metals in them,
but you might remember the Sydney Rock
Oyster’s a few years back, where you were
unable to eat them because of the Mercury
levels.
5. We are still 11 metres below the 80 metre limit
that we currently have. As the NOEF western
crest is moving to the west it will appear that it is
getting higher.
Discussions are advanced for MRM to sponsor the
development of a Gurdanji Ranger Group.

Val Seib, Greg Crofts, Gerry
McCarthy, Stan Allen, Patrick
Flemming, Graham Friday. Bernie
Redfern (now deceased), Nola
Anderson, Shanayda Anderson,
Beatty Retchford, Mike Longton,
Scott Hallett, Trish Elmy, Senior
Gurdanji woman (now deceased),
Ronnie Raggett, May Raggett,
Sid Rusca

1.

1.

3.
4.
5.

2.
3.
4.

Does MRM test the fish in Borroloola?
The community is concerned that the
Government are telling people not to eat the fish.
Why are you testing fish at Rosey Creek? It is a
long way away.
Does metal naturally occur in fish?
Is it an illusion that the ‘hill’ (waste rock pile) is
getting bigger because of the new slopes?

When the Public Health Officer has talked about
matters he is very confusing. This is an issue
that is not specific to this area. The message
really got confused and the fear factor took hold.
Where I come from in New South Wales it was
well known that you shouldn’t eat too much
shark because of metals.
I think with all the information that has been
made available (regarding lead in fish) you have
to put it down to scare mongering.
I like these animations (MRM demonstrated
animations that had been developed to explain
various issues).
I understand you have shut down. What about
local jobs?

2.
3.

4.

We are not health experts and we cannot say
that fish are safe to eat. Only the Chief Health
Officer can say that. But we can say that levels
are well within food standards.
We will keep putting the facts out there.
Additional animation completed on the Mining
process. Animation on EIS under development
and to be rolled out as part of post EIS
submission consultation.
No. That is not correct. What we are doing is
combination of some mining from the bottom of
the pit and processing stockpiles. There are two
reasons for this – firstly the slow down in
production and secondly we are trying to get
approval to place waste. Processing is running
as normal. You will see less trucks on the road

1

Date

18 Feb 2016

Description of
consultation
Meeting with traditional
owners to discuss EIS
and closure planning,
including MRM4 and
OEF height.

Stakeholders

Traditional owners – Ronnie
Raggett Snr, Billy Coolibah,
Johnny Davey and Chris Pluto
Snr

Stakeholder comments/issues

1.

The men indicated they would be prepared to
allow the OEF to go higher as they see
advantage in smaller footprint.

2.

The men said they would need to discuss the
issue of MRM4 further.
It was indicated that the men did not want the
waste rock pile to be too close to the road.
Concern that eastern boundary of the NOEF will
be too close to Barramundi Dreaming.
Concern about siting of water dams.
Concern about the visual amenity of NOEF from
the road.
Is all the clay identified within the mining lease?
Have you had enough rain for your erosion
trials?
Will you be considering in-pit disposal in the
EIS?
In your preferential flow pathways work, does
that include paleo channels?
When you have the discussions with DME on
closure criteria will we be involved with that?
Men agreed to removal of MRM4 and discussed
options for its placement
Succession planning for TOs discussed
Participants nominated for next meeting with
Gurdanji families
Concerns about fish and potential contamination
Want MRM working with Aboriginal people on
monitoring
Concern about local Indigenous people losing
jobs with recent mine slowdown
Want more people consulted beyond three
Gurdanji TOs
Looking for more training for local people
Support for Gurdanji Ranger proposed program

3.
4.
5.
6.
25 Feb 2016

Meeting with EPA to
discuss EIS and
closure planning

Paul Purdon, Bill Freeland, Rod
Johnson.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

8 Mar 2016

17 Mar 2016

Meeting with traditional
owners to discuss EIS
and closure planning,
including MRM4 and
OEF height.
Public meeting in
Borroloola to discuss
mine issues with a
focus on EIS and
closure planning

Traditional owners – Ronnie
Raggett Snr, Billy Coolibah,
Johnny Davey and Chris Pluto
Snr

1.

Sid Rusca, Greg Crofts, Stan
Allen, Jacky Green, Casey
Davey, Phillip Riley, Timothy
Lansen, David Lockett, Joel
Sloan, Neville Coop, Allen Cairns,
Damien Pracy, Clem Goodman,
Sean Fitzpatrick, Roz Kerr, Judy
Lansen, Jocelyn Mawson, Cindy
Morgan, Meg McGrath, Sharon

1.
2.

2.
3.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Proponent response and/or resolution

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

because we are producing less. Only one local
employee has lost their position as a result.
Resolved
Men subsequently agreed to move MRM4.
The western boundary of the OEF was
subsequently moved further east to
accommodate this request.
Taken into account in design.
Taken into account in design
Tree planting project implemented on roadside.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Yes
Yes
In-pit disposal discussed in the EIS
Yes
EPA was involved with closure planning
discussions

1.
2.
3.

Subsequent decision reached on removal.
Agreed
Participants invited to next meeting including a
site tour

1.

Indo-Pacific Environmental explained situation
with fish and expanded monitoring program
Local Indigenous people are already working
with MRM on monitoring
No local Indigenous people lost their jobs as a
result of slowdown
Consultation to be widened out in coming
months

2.
3.
4.

2

Date

30 Mar 2016

4 Apr 2016
11 Apr 2016

Description of
consultation

Site visit by Gurdanji
Traditional Owners,
families and others to
discuss EIS and
closure planning with a
specific focus on
MRM4 and OEF
height. Included a site
tour to look at these
sites.
Letter to Government
agencies inviting them
to briefing on 11 April.
Meeting with Dept
Mines and Energy to
discuss closure
planning and EIS
broadly

Stakeholders

Stakeholder comments/issues

Proponent response and/or resolution

Kincaid, Rodney Dixon, Veronica
Jackson, Neremiah Kidd,
Muldoon Noble, Robert Janima,
Arthur Shadforth, Ronnie
Whitehead, Alec Anderson, Keith
Rory, Chris Pluto Snr, Jerome
Pluto, Alex Davidson, Noel Dixon,
Joe Goodsmal, Peggy Mawson,
Kathleen Jupiter, Gadrian
Hoosen, Billy Coolibah, Dixie
Pluto, Val Seib, Senior Gurdanji
woman (now deceased), Mike
Longton, Malcolm Thompson &
wife, Cam Holden, Paulini, Dawn
Baker, Dinah Norman, Chloe
Gibbon, Corrine Coombes,
Marjorie Keighran, Hazel
Shadforth, Elizabeth Lansen.
Ronnie Raggett, Billy Coolibah,
Johnny Davey, Chris Pluto (Snr),
Gary Limerick, Terry Miller, Chris
Pluto (Jnr), Ross McAiliffe,
Mackewan Lansen, Phillip Riley,
Jerry Anderson, Dixie Pluto,
Timothy Lansen, Zara Pluto, May
Raggett.

7.
8.
9.

5.

Alastair Shields, Alister Trier,
Andrew Bridges, Len Notaras,
Michael Tennant, John Coleman.
Phil Hausler, Emma Muntz, Dane
Trembath, Graham Williams,
Damon Tweedie

Officers nominated to attend.

Will there be an expansion of the TSF?
Is there a WDL for TSF discharge?
Thanks for organising community meeting

6.
7.
8.
9.

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.

Group identified a site east of the current MRM4
site for removal of materials
Group checked proposed boundary for NOEF
expansion to east
Group viewed rehabilitation and was impressed
with how far it had come

Have you been speaking with people in
Borroloola?
Given the poor wet season and the fact that this
year’s wet season is almost finished, are you
going to have enough information on erosion
trials for the EIS?

1.
2.
3.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Careers Day held in Borroloola 14 December
2016.
Discussions are well advanced on establishment
of Gurdanji Ranger program.
The proposal is for TSF to stay within current
footprint
No water is discharged from the TSF
MRM will continue to make CRG meetings open
to whole community

Noted
Footprint of NOEF was changed to
accommodate this.
This was actioned in the Dry season.

Yes.
Yes.
Yes and it will be included in supplementary
In pit dumping will occur in the final years of
operations
This will be included in the EIS but do not believe
it will be a viable option.
3

Date

Description of
consultation

Stakeholders

Stakeholder comments/issues

Proponent response and/or resolution

3.

6.
7.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
11 Apr 2016

Meeting with NTG
agencies to discuss
EIS and closure
planning

Sarah Kerin (Parks and Wildlife
Commission), Tony Waite
(Worksafe NT), Christine Long
(Department of Primary Industry
and Fisheries), Luis Da Rocha
(Department of Land Resource
Management).

14.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Will you continue to collect more information on
erosion trials through next wet season?
What are the in-pit dumping opportunities?
Why haven’t you got backfilling the void as the
solution?
If you put tailings into the pit, will there be a
cover on that?
Who will represent MRM on the Gulf Rivers
Landcare Group?
What is happening with the Southern OEF?
What will be the changes to life of mine?
Will you be reprocessing the TSF?
Have your terrestrial assessments brought up
anything that will require Commonwealth
approval?
Have you been in discussion with the EPA?
Will your kinetic testing continue on after the EIS
is lodged?
Who is doing your peer review?
Have you looked at the impact of removing clay
from other areas around site?
What studies have you done around placing
reactive materials in the pit in terms of emissions
and worker safety?
What will the landscape look like at the end of
the day?
Will the river be re-diverted back to its original
course?
What will Bing Bong look like at the end of mine
life?
Will you be including safety as part of the EIS?
Department of Business is focusing efforts on
Indigenous employment and business
development especially in regional and remote
areas. We are interested in anything you are
doing in these areas.

8.
9.

Yes – water.
MRM Environment, Safety and People Manager
Ryan Pascoe
The SOEF outside the bund wall will not be
developed.
The slowdown in production impacts on the life
of mine. Rehandling material from the TSF will
add 10 years to the mine life.

10. Tailings may be reprocessed but it is not part of
the base case in the EIS.
11. There are Gouldian Finches as well as the
Freshwater sawfish involved. Appropriate
Commonwealth approvals sought.
12. EPA extensively consulted during EIS
development.
13. Kinetic testing is continuing
14. O’Kane Consulting Canada.
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Yes. We are being careful about how much clay
can be removed without impacting on erosion.
Our studies have shown issues in terms of
geotechnical stability are air quality. We are well
aware of the risks involved and safety remains
our top priority. With scheduling, we are looking
to handle all reactive materials during the dry
season rather than the wet.
It will take several decades after mining for a
final landscape to emerge. Basically, there will
be a large hill where the OEF is and the final
void. These will be fenced off.
Under our final closure scenario and adaptive
management plan, the McArthur River will
eventually flow through both the new channel
and the original course.
It depends on the final closure plan. It may be
that someone will want to take over that
infrastructure.
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Date

Description of
consultation

Stakeholders

Stakeholder comments/issues

Proponent response and/or resolution

8.

6.

We encourage you to come to us early like this
as it is far better than late in the process or even
in the supplementary EIS stage.

7.
8.

12 Apr 2016

Meeting with EPA
representatives to
discuss water quality
parameters for EIS
modelling. Closure
planning also
discussed and specific
feedback sought.

Paul Purdon, Mike Welsch, Rod
Johnson

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Will PH and conductivity be monitored as a
matter of course?
Have you looked at the relationship between
metals, such as copper?
Will you have to run 1000-year models for DME?
What time frames are you looking at for
modelling?
Do you have any idea where in that range?
Is there any proposal of doing any sensitivity
analysis of those structures not being
maintained?
Where is your modelling at?
It would be worth doing a presentation to the
Board perhaps in August or September.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

14 Apr 2016

Email seeking time to
brief on EIS

15 April

Email Dave Moss
(MET Serve) to Paul
Purdon (EPA) seeking
feedback on water
quality parameters

Offices of Chief Minister,
Environment Minister, Leader of
the Opposition, Member for
Goyder, Member for Nelson.
Paul Purdon

The EIS will include a chapter on safety as well
as risk management.
Noted. Indigenous employment and business
development are important to MRM as well.
Ongoing consultation occurred with NTG
agencies throughout the EIS process.
Yes
Yes. Lead and zinc are good proxies for copper.
No. We don’t believe so.
100-300+ years
We’re taking a long-term focus on closure – it
could be 100 plus years. We used to think that
you would close the mine and then just monitor it
for a period of time but our view is now very
different. We are going to be there for a very long
time actively managing the site and maintaining
the structures.
There are huge implications in terms of cost of
managing structures for 1000 years. One of the
reasons we are looking to put tailings in the pit is
that it removes that structure from long-term
management.
We have completed some of the modelling and
some is still underway.
Did not happen due to Government changes.
General Manager has met with new chairman
and plan to conduct a presentation to the Board
outside the timing of this Report.

Most meetings organised.

Paul Purdon replied on 29 April as follows:
The modelling proposal generally covers the
prediction of risks and potential impacts to water
quality that we consider would be required for the
EIS. This comment needs to be qualified to some

The Project design philosophy aims to achieve water
quality values at SW11 that are within the current
Waste Discharge Licence (WDL) condition limits.
The SW11 WDL limits provide an appropriate
reference point for the assessment as they provide
known acceptable water quality and a known
5

Date

Description of
consultation

Stakeholders

Stakeholder comments/issues
extent as there is a possibility, as we have discovered
following previous assessments at this mine site, that
there may be issues that we are not aware of that
become apparent during review of the EIS or beyond.




Proponent response and/or resolution
downstream location. Further information will be
provided in the Mine Closure Plan.

The parameters proposed to be modelled are
probably suitable as proxies or surrogates for
other parameters of interest, however, it would
have been useful to include a list of the
parameters being monitored at the site
corresponding with the modelled parameters
expected to act as proxies for them. This would
have enabled a relatively simple assessment of
whether all potential water quality aspects of
concern would be captured by the modelling.
With regards to the long-term modelling
timeframe, we are not in a position to provide a
definitive comment about its appropriateness or
otherwise. The EIS should demonstrate that the
proposed timeframe used for the model is
appropriate for predicting the long-term effects to
water quality of leaving mining landforms in the
landscape.

Closure and rehabilitation
The objectives within the fact sheet are generally
acceptable as high-level, aspirational objectives.
Further detail with respect to parameters that would
be measured, threshold criteria to determine whether
objectives are being met with contingency actions,
and the management programs designed to achieve
the objectives would need to be provided in the EIS.
There are two objectives that we do want to query
with respect to the language used. Under the 'Water'
heading in the fact sheet, the first two dot points are
as follows:
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Date

Description of
consultation

Stakeholders

Stakeholder comments/issues



Proponent response and/or resolution

Maintain the quality and quantity of surface
water such that existing environmental values
and ecosystems are maintained.
Maintain the quality and quantity of ground water
such that existing environmental values and
ecosystems are maintained.

We are interested in further understanding what is
intended by maintaining 'existing' environmental
values. How will 'existing environmental values and
ecosystems' be defined, and what will be your points
of reference for defining the quality and quantity that
needs to be maintained?
18 Apr 2016

18 Apr 2016
26 Apr 2016

26 Apr 2016
26 Apr 2016

Letter to Government
agencies thanking
them for attending
meeting and seeking
additional input
Letter regarding
meeting postponement
for cultural reasons
Letter to Greg Ashe
from Gadrian Hoosan
and Conrad Rory on
behalf of four clan
groups requesting a
meeting of the
Community Reference
Group to discuss
waste rock and other
issues.
Letter to Joe Morrison
NLC inviting him to site
for briefing
Letter to Member for
Lingiari Warren
Snowdon inviting him
to site for briefing

Tony Waite, Luis Da Rocha,
Christine Long, Sarah Kerin.

Jack Green

Verbally thanked MRM staff for consideration.

Gadrian Hoosan, Conrad Rory

1.
2.
3.

Believe the only solution is to place all waste into
the pit
A report has been completed funded by the
community on waste rock
Requesting meeting with MRM senior
management.

Joe Morrison
Warren Snowdon

Glencore replied to letter 2 May 2016 seeking
meeting.
1. MRM has considered this as part of the EIS
process
2. The report was subsequently provided to MRM
on 23 August.
Meeting arranged for 8 September but invitees
did not attend. Some invitees subsequently
attended later CRG meetings which are open to
all residents.
Subsequent meeting held in Darwin 2 October.

No response.
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Date
28 Apr 2016

5 May 2016

Description of
consultation
Meeting with
Independent Monitor
Team to discuss EIS
and closure planning
progress. The meeting
was part of the annual
sit visit by the
Independent Monitor.

Stakeholders

Stakeholder comments/issues

Proponent response and/or resolution

David Browne, David Moss,
Michael Jones, Richard Walton,
Gareth Swarbrick

1.

1.
2.

Meeting with Roper
Gulf Council Local
Authority to discuss
EIS and closure
planning

Mike Longton, Stan Allen, Bernie
Redfern (now deceased), Maria
Pyro, Lizzie Hogan, Marlene
Karkadoo, Don Garner

1.

2.
3.

What sort of range of shortfall of clean fill will you
have?
Is there a date for walking away from the site?
Is there an and/or for processing the tailings in
terms of the EIS?

Are you fracking? Does this have anything to do
with fracking?
2. What are you doing about the smell and the
smoking?
3. What will you do with the PAF that is already
there?
4. You do need to talk to the wider community
because this affects all of us, not just the three
guys you have been speaking to.
5. You have the option to fill the pit with water. Why
can’t you fill it with the waste? Why can’t you put
all the waste back into the pit?
6. The meeting that was held in Tamarind Park a
few months ago was one of the best meetings
ever held in town. All of the feedback I have got
from that has been good and you guys should be
congratulated for that. It was very positive. Are
you planning to have more of these?
7. So is the mine open now?
8. So is it viable to keep running at a reduced rate?
9. There is a lot of bush tucker across the road
from the mine. Will we still be able to access it?
Are you going to expand the pit across the road?
10. Is it safe to eat? Can you test the bush tucker for
lead?
11. Can you organise a mine tour for us?

There is no shortfall
It was eight years and then 25 years. But now
realistically it’s probably 50 to 100 years. It
depends on how the pit is closed. We are talking
decades.
3. Our base case is built on not processing and just
putting it straight into the pit. While it is likely that
we will process the tailings, we did not want our
scenario to be linked to ore prices at the time.
1. Absolutely not. We are doing conventional
mining.
2. There is no longer any smoking coming from the
waste rock pile and the smell is gone. This has
been the case for a long time now.
3. We have devised a method for dealing with it
through compaction. You will see if you drive
along the road now that the material is sealed
and a clay capping is on. The key is to keep the
air and the water out.
4. Yes, and today is part of widening that
consultation out. You will be seeing a lot more of
us over the coming weeks and months.
5. This has been considered as part of the EIS but
is not viable.
6. Yes. We plan to have these on a regular basis.
7. Yes. We are producing at a slower rate in line
with Glencore’s decision to reduce production
across zinc assets.
8. Well, we are not making any money at the
reduced rate but it is a sign of Glencore’s
commitment to the operation that we are still
going. Glencore is prepared to do this to get it
right.
9. Yes. What you can see from the road is actually
the waste rock pile, not the pit. It will not expand
across the road but rather to the north.
10. Yes it is safe to eat and we are organising further
studies.
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Date

9 May 2016

Description of
consultation
Meeting with Member
for Nelson to discuss
EIS and closure
planning

Stakeholders

Gerry Wood MLA

Stakeholder comments/issues

1.

Are you saying that the lead in fish is only in that
one spot at Barney Creek on the mine site?
2. Does the Independent Monitor do his own
sampling of the fish?
3. One of the things you hear is that you can’t eat
the fish. So where are those people getting that
information?
4. Do you have people in Borroloola to speak with
local people?
5. Where do you get the clay from?
6. Can you grow trees and plants on the clay?
7. Would the vegetation break through the clay?
8. I have a belief that the Government should have
a bond for rehabilitation and invest it to use for
long-term management of sites after their
closure. Would you say this is an issue for most
mines in the NT?
9. With the seepage from Surprise Creek, have you
ever thought of putting in a diversionary wetland
like they have with Salisbury Dam near
Adelaide?
10. Ranger Mine has agreed to backfill the pit. What
about you?
11. Are you keeping the cows and donkeys out
now?
12. Would like to have a site visit when time permits.

Proponent response and/or resolution
11. This is planned as part of post EIS submission
consultation.
1. Yes. That is the case with mine-derived lead.
2. No, but he reviews all of our data which is
collected by an independent consultant.
3. You would be aware that there are people who
will say these things regardless of how many
times you present the facts and the data.
4. Yes we do. And we will keep on working to get
people the right information. We actually bring
TOs and others to site on “picnics” where we
catch fish and eat them. That has had some
success – although we don’t always catch fish.
5. From a variety of places including within the mine
levee wall and also areas excavated for the OEF.
We have done an inventory of clay from across
the site.
6. There will be a growing media on top.
7. We are looking at the various properties of the
growing media and vegetation to ensure that
doesn’t happen.
8. Yes. We are looking at a range of closure options
to minimise the need for maintenance. But we
will still be at the site for a very long time. That is
something we have come to appreciate during
this process. I think three or four years ago most
mines thought they could walk away after 5 or 10
years. We know that this is not going to be the
case.
9. We have looked at those but the reality is that it
is the sulphates that are the problem and not
metals. The wetland filters do not handle
sulphates.
10. It’s important to remember that they were
required to do that from the start so it was
factored into their economics. That is not the
case at MRM.
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Date

9 May 2016

Description of
consultation

Meeting with Minister
for Environment and
staff to discuss EIS
and closure planning

Stakeholders

Hon Gary Higgins MLA, Michael
Delosa

Stakeholder comments/issues

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

10 May 2016

Meeting with Office of
the Chief Minister to
discuss EIS and
closure planning

Terri Hart

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
10 May 2016

Meeting with AFANT to
discuss EIS, closure

Tristan Sloan

1.

Are you looking to do any underground mining
towards the end of the mine life?
Would like to have a site visit when time permits.
MRM is an important part of the regional
Territory economy.
Believe that backfilling the pit with tailings is a
good outcome.
It is good to see you are looking at long-term
timeframes in terms of closure and not just 10 or
20 years.
How are the conversations with the Traditional
Owners going?
(On water flow-through) In terms of the depth,
how far below the surface of the river will the
bottom of the void be?
How are your local employment numbers
looking?
When will the Independent Monitor’s report be
released?
It is good that you are talking to people because
in the absence of any information people will
make it up. There is always going to be a group
of people who will never be convinced.
The ongoing consultation with stakeholders will
be important in helping people understand the
environmental impacts of the flow through
option.
(On Indigenous employment) You’re still doing a
lot better than the public service
What do your TOs feel about the large number
of fish that have to be sampled?

Proponent response and/or resolution
11. We’re doing the best we can. We are mustering
at least monthly and repair the fences as soon as
they are breached.
12. Member’s office has been contacted and offered
site tour. This is likely to happen in 2017 outside
scope of this report.
1. There are certainly possibilities but that is not
part of our base case.
2. Leader’s office has been contacted and offered
site tour in new role as Opposition leader.
Invitation also extended to Deputy Opposition
Leader.
3. Agreed
4. Agreed
5. Agreed
1.

4.
5.
6.
7.

We’ve started consulting with them. We have
spoken to the main TOs for our site and are
gradually involving more people in those
discussions.
About 150m.
We have about 17% Indigenous people on site.
Around 60% are from the Northern Territory,
around 40 or 50 are from Borroloola and 12%
female. Once we have a greater line of sight on
the future we will be actively recruiting locally
again.
Due November.
Agreed.
Agreed.
We are proud of our record.

1.
2.

We’ve started consulting with them.
No. It is not processed at all.

2.
3.
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Date

Description of
consultation
planning and fish
issues

Stakeholders

Stakeholder comments/issues

Proponent response and/or resolution

2.

3.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
12 May2016

Meeting with NT
Cattlemen’s
Association, Chief
Veterinary Officer,
local pastoralists and
others to discuss EIS,
closure planning and
cattle management. It
was held on site at
MRM and also
included a site tour

Tracey Hayes (Northern Territory
Cattlemen’s Association), Kevin
de Witte (Chief Veterinary
Officer), Tom Haines (stock
inspector), Gerry McCarthy
(Member for Barkly), Chris
Shilling (pastoralist), Roz Kerr
and Peter Sainsbury (Parks and
Wildlife).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

My understanding is that the PAF will be ground
down finer before placement. Is that correct?
What are the positives and negatives of each
OEF design?
Is it right to say that the limitation to 80m is for
cultural reasons not geotechnical or
engineering?
If you allow water to backwash into the pit, you
would also have the advantage of having
sediment build up?
What issues are you having in the community?
I’ve been in touch with Dean Thorburn (from
Indo-Pacific Marine) a few times. He is very
highly respected and I have no doubt about his
professionalism and independence. I have called
on him a few times when I have been asked to
comment by the media.
It would be good to see King Ash Bay get more
involved with fish tagging and monitoring. We’ve
had a lot of success with giving out lures to
people who catch our tagged fish. Have you
thought of something like that to incentivise
people?
Happy to have quarterly meetings to catch up on
what is happening.
What will the pit look like at the end of mine life?
Is there a risk of toxic chemicals from the tailings
making their way into the river?
Who will pay if Glencore cannot?
But there’s no transparency around the bond.
Where will the final pit be in relation to the water
table?
What is to stop the water getting toxic in the pit?
How much water will the final void hold?
Once you open up the downstream end of the
bund, how will it cope with pressure from floods?
Are there examples globally of flooding the pit
like this?

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

With the 80m design, there is a bigger footprint,
we need to clear more land, there will be more
dams and we need to find more clean material.
With the higher option, there are fewer dams,
less footprint and less material required. We also
won’t interfere with Emu Creek.
Yes. That is correct.
Yes.
We have excellent relationships with the three
main TOs for the site. From there it goes out in
concentric circles. There is no doubt there are
some people who are very vocally against the
mine. But at a broader level there are many
people who support us. We will keep on
presenting the facts and the data.
We’re happy for you to continue to do that.
MRM has a program in place where lures are
offered as an incentive for people to report the
capture of tagged fish.
We will arrange

It is 120m deep now and will be 400m at the end
of mine life.
No, because there will be 120m of water
between the river the sediments.
There is a security bond in place.
It is very substantial.
Well below it.
We will rapid flood the pit to stop that.
341,000 million litres
It will be engineered to do so, although we don’t
expect the pressure to be that great because it is
water backing up rather than under pressure.
Yes – there are many around the world.
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Date

24 May 2016

Description of
consultation

Presentation to
Katherine Regional
Mining and Exploration
Forum

Stakeholders

Tony Anderson, Malcolm Andrew,
Jason Ashworth, Craig Bergin,
Kerry Bosch, Gary Bradford,
Sherele Brown, Rob Buttery,
Liam Cashen, Dan Chatterton,
Mark Coffey, Richard Cottee,
Geoff Crowhurst, Jannette
Crowhurst, Teresa Cummings,
Smokey Dawson, John De
Koning, David Dunworth, Craig
Durkee, Scott Elliott, Richard
Exley, Kevin Fong, Sarah Gifford,
Garry Giles, Karen Green, Kevin
Grey, Tony Grills, Ray Hall, Peter
Harris, Philip Hausler, Armon
Hicks, Tim Hill, Murray Hooper,
Jai Hunt, Gordon Jackson, John
Jansen, Chandan Kalase, Ray

Stakeholder comments/issues

Proponent response and/or resolution

10. Do you only get sulphur dioxide emissions when
you can see it?
11. Is there seepage at the bottom of the waste rock
pile?
12. So there is nothing you can do to stop it?
13. I imagine that will be more expensive to put the
tailings in the pit, but your closure will cost less?
14. Does your modelling show how high you have to
go with the high waste rock pile (as opposed to
the low model)?
15. How will you go working on that area safely?
16. Where will you get the clay from?
17. So a higher waste rock pile doesn’t need as
much clay?
18. Who helps you with your negotiations with local
people?
19. In what timeframe would you reach 140m?
20. You now seem to have a very clear narrative
around closure to inform people. This is a good
outcome
Positive feedback on the mine and its contribution to
the economy.

10. No, you can’t always see it. But our monitoring
has clearly shown it is not a problem
11. We have ponds to collect that.
12. We have stopped it.
13. Our ultimate goal is to protect the environment.
14. About 140m.
15. The trilinear concave design will allow our people
to work safely.
16. Some from within the mine levee wall and
elsewhere on site.
17. Correct
18. We have our own team.
19. It may be another 10 years. What has become
clear during this process is that the sequencing
of waste coming from the pit is going to be more
important that the sequencing of ore.
20. Agreed
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Date

Description of
consultation

Stakeholders

Stakeholder comments/issues

Proponent response and/or resolution

Keable, Ronald Kelly, John
Kennedy, Susey Kidd, Leo Kiley,
Murray Knyvett, Nathaniel Last,
Mark Lathlean, Andrew Lucas,
Daniel Marshall, Greg McDonald,
Kim McNamara, Sandra Menpes,
Fay Miller, Brent Murdoch, Karen
Murray, Brian O'Gallagher, Kevin
Peters, Owen Pike, Alana Pollard,
Reg Potts, Tim Radburn, Reid
Robinson, Geoff Rowlands, Ian
Scrimgeour, Charles Staples,
Martin Stenhouse, Mark Stinton,
Stephanie Stonier, Bill Sullivan,
Kylie Taylor, Elena Tsangari,
Theo Tsikouris, Kris Unternahrer,
Margarita Vargas, Glynn Verity,
Drew Wagner, Donna Wiggins,
Julie Wilson, Ray Wooldridge,
Rhonda Yates
30 May 2016
2 Jun 2016

Letter requesting
community meeting
Briefing and Q&A
session with Chamber
of Commerce NT in
Darwin on EIS, closure
planning and general
mine update

Patrick Collins

Subsequently cancelled due to community business.

Ben Johnston (Site Skill Group),
Brent Campbell (DME), Brian
O’Gallagher (Chamber), Carrie
Altamura (Chamber), Dan
Chatterton (Total Steel), David
Gooch (Airnorth), Don Hill
(McMahon), Doug Phillips
(Sapphire Lake), Grant Rau
(Airpower), Greg Bicknell
(Chamber), Greg Haigh (Regional
Assist Maintenance Services),
Greg Ireland (Security and
Technology Services), Jeff
Stewart (Department of
Business), Jon Lindley (Protech

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Can you explain the situation with fish in Barney
Creek?
How long have you been operating?
It seems like your strategy for engaging with the
public and the community has changed over the
past 18 months. Can you explain how it was
changed?
How do you deal with Traditional Owners and
the local community?
How effective is the spending of money that you
have put into the community?
MRM is a shining example of putting money into
the local community.

1.

2.

There is an isolated spot within the mine site
where small rainbow fish have been found with
elevated levels of lead. The situation has vastly
improved as we have put in measures to reduce
he amount of sediments. Elsewhere, there is a
low risk from people eating fish and this has
been confirmed by an independent report
commissioned by the NT Government.
Last year we celebrated 20 years of operations.
We have at least another 20 years of operations
to look forward to, so over that time we have
made, and will continue to make, a significant
contribution to the community and business.
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Date

Description of
consultation

Stakeholders

Stakeholder comments/issues

Personnel), Juan Araya (SCF
Group), Kaye Morrissey
(Chamber), Kathryn Brunnen
(Airnorth), Kevin Peters (ICNNT),
Lance Martin (Practical Safety),
Magdeline Coleman (Coleman’s
Printing), Mark Monaghan
(Institute of Engineers), Paul
Stone (Darwin Galvanizing),
Ronan Mackey (Chamber), Sean
Delaney (Ahrens), Steven Rowe
(SRA Information Technology),
Terry O’Connor (Darwin Port
Operations), Tommy O’Brien
(Maicon Engineering), Trevor
Willis (Darwin Bolt Supplies),
Warwick Bryant (Fyfe).

Proponent response and/or resolution
3.
4.

5.

6.

3 Jun 2016

13 Jun 21016
13 Jun 21016
13 Jun 21016
14 Jun 2016

Emails to Seven Emu
Station and
Manangoora
requesting meetings
Meeting at Seven Emu
Station
Meeting at
Manangoorra Station
Meeting at Greenbank
Station
Letter inviting DME
and EPA to full day
workshop on 5 July

We are committed to being as open and
transparent as we can. It is important that we
keep on providing people with the facts.
We have an excellent relationship with the TOs
for our mine site and for Bing Bong. We also
have a good relationship with most of the
community. We will keep on talking to everyone
and presenting the facts. They have a right to
know how we are going because they live
downstream from the mine.
There are some very successful programs that
we have funded over the years. The Sea
Rangers is a great example. They have
leveraged the money we have put in and are
heading towards self-sufficiency. Another
example is the crèche, that we just turned the
first soil for last week. That is very welcome
across the community. But there have been
programs and projects that have been less
successful. We just have to keep on working at it.
We’ve invested $2 billion into the mine over the
past five years and a lot of that has gone to local
companies. Wherever we can we like to use local
suppliers and contractors.

Noela Anderson, Stephen
Anderson, Frank Shadforth
Clarry Shadforth, Frank Shadforth

Station visits preferred means of communication.

Noted.

Noela Anderson, Stephen
Anderson
Ted Firkin, Dan Heighran

Station visits preferred means of communication.

Noted.

Station visits preferred means of communication.

Noted.

Bill Freeland and Phil Hausler

Workshop held on 5 July.
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Date
14 Jun 2016

15 Jun 2016

16 Jun 2016

Description of
consultation
Letter to Government
agencies inviting them
to meeting on 6 July.
Public meeting at King
Ash Bay to discuss
EIS, closure planning
and fish program

Public meeting in
Borroloola to discuss
EIS, closure planning
and general mine
issues

Stakeholders
Alastair Shields. Alister Trier,
Andrew Bridges, Jodie Ryan,
John Coleman, Len Notaras,
Michael Tennant.
Local: Keith Hallett, Scott Hallett,
Laurie Backhouse, Marrion
Backhouse, Rob Grayson, Robin
McElhinney, Daniel Harding,
Lindee Cook, Michele Knee.
Visitors: Margaret Simpkin, Reg
Simpkin, J Van Peype, L Van
Peype, Steven Van Peype,
Lindsay McLeod, Jimmy Gardner,
David Lord, Cecelia Lord, Neda
Potter, Gil Burke, Wendy Burke,
John Thurn, Christina Thurn, Ken
Byrne, Anne Byrne, John
Crittenden, Sandra Crittenden,
Bob Hamilton, Brian Barrett, Colin
Brain, Bruce Tribe, Allan Latham,
Lyn Burton, Tom Burton, Joy
Rickard, Gary Rickard, Robert
Cook, Peter Beamish, Aileen
Robbins, Peter Sakzewski,
Carmel Sakzewski, Fritz Brohpy,
Jim Brophy, Helen Mullan, John
Mulla, Bill Vrayshaw.
Manak Wakeling, Tyson Johnson,
Jemima Miller, Kathleen Jupiter,
Ronnie Raggett, May Raggett,
Timothy Lansen Junior, Terry
Miller, Paul McCracken, Brian
Hume, Valeria Redbank, Sharon
Dick, Benjamin McDinny, Timothy
Lansen Senior, Junior, Malee
Thompson, Samuel Evans, Curtis
Charlie, Fiona Keighran, Adrianne
Raggett, Braedon Earley, Jocelyn

Stakeholder comments/issues

Proponent response and/or resolution
Briefing held 6 July.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Is the tagging program coming back?
Has there been any thought to moving the ore by
pipeline instead of the road?
I am directly affected by any pollution
downstream. How safe is all the mullock heaps
in a 1 in 100 year flood?
Does the company pay any bond so that the
Government so it can fix up anything that goes
wrong in the future?
A story on ABC said you are fudging the books
with your test results. What do you say to that?
What is the breakdown of product you are
producing? Is there any gold?
Are you producing anything radioactive?

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What will happen at Bing Bong as a result of the
EIS?
We’ve noticed that a lot of mangroves and trees
are dying back.
How do you dispose of chemicals? Do you bury
them in drums?
Are you still doing studies of the ocean out from
Bing Bong?
What happens with school leavers – do you take
those kids on board? Are there positions
available for them?

1.
2.

3.

The tagging program has never stopped. We’re
getting great results from it and around 8000 fish
have been tagged since we began. We will
supply more tags to King Ash Bay so you can
participate in the program.
We have looked at that at a conceptual level in
the past but it generally only practical over longer
distances. It doesn’t stack up for our mine.
The bund around the open cut is built to
withstand a 1 in 500 year flood. The waste rock
pile is surrounded by a bund to protect it from a 1
in 100 year flood, and this will be completed this
year. Eventually the waste rock pile will have a
cover to stop the ingress of water and will be
protected from flooding.
Yes. The bond is calculated using an agreed
formula set by the Government.
It is not true. We have been very open and
honest in all our dealings.
65% zinc, 30% lead and about 5% silver. We are
one of the biggest zinc deposits in the world.
No.
There will be no changes at Bing Bong.
The rangers are doing some studies with one of
the universities. There have been very high
water temperatures, which may have something
to do with it. There are ongoing studies and they
will let us know more about it when they have
more information. They don’t believe it is mine
related.
We don’t have a lot of liquid waste on site –
mainly oil and coolants. Waste oil goes off site
and coolant is recycled.
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Date

22 Jun 2016

Description of
consultation

Briefing for Federal
Department of the
Environment and
Energy

Stakeholders

Stakeholder comments/issues

Proponent response and/or resolution

Mawson, Stan Allen, Joyce Dirdi,
Billy Coolibah, Dixie Pluto, Susan
Ginger, Chris Pluto Senior, Jack
Green.

6.

4.
5.

Kelly Strike, Pablo Shopen,
Dennis Snowden.

You have a lot of waste rock at the mine. Can
you look at how we can use that in Borroloola?
7. I would like to propose that we should develop a
drop in centre in town where people can come
and get more information about the mine. People
could come and find out about waste and water
monitoring and so forth. You could also have
some rocks there so people can see what you
are mining and what it is like. Maybe in glass
cases or something. Or maybe they could touch
them.
8. Are you treating the tailings?
9. Do you look like employing any more people?
10. I don’t believe mangrove dieback is mine related.
It is happening in lots of places.
11. I am very pleased that information is now getting
out to the community. You made your promise
that you would come back and have that
meeting and you kept your promise. So thank
you.
1. Have you looked at different batter angles?
2. Have TOs been talked to in regards to the height
change?
3. How much does the removal of Tailings cost and
is it economical?
4. This is good in regards to closure but do the TOs
and locals get included in all the monitoring?

Yes. We do studies every year.
We’ve been talking to the school about how the
relationship between the mine and the school
can develop in the future. We’d like to have
pathways for kids to come and work with us.
6. We need all the clean rock we can get to cover
our waste rock pile.
7. As a result of this suggestion MRM developed a
display on the mine site which was used at the
Borroloola Rodeo in August and other
community events. A more permanent display is
under consideration.
8. Tailings are not treated but water is recycled in
the plant.
9. If the EIS is approved we will be in a position to
employ additional people and will be particularly
looking to recruit from the local area.
10. Agreed
11. We will keep on doing that
1.

2.
3.
4.

Angle of Repose was looked at extensively
however ongoing maintenance would not be
possible for this design. Batter angles was
determined through investigations on
construction, ease of maintenance rehabilitation
and erosional aspects.
TOs have been spoken to and an approval in
principle has been gained. Further discussion
need to take place in order to lock this down.
Yes when you look at overall costs especially
when having to deal with the TSF for 1000 years
Currently we are at around 17% indigenous
employment, with several currently working
within the environment department both
sampling and tree planting. When talking around
closure with TOs they have expressed interest in
undertaking this and ongoing maintenance.
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Date

Description of
consultation

Stakeholders

Stakeholder comments/issues

Proponent response and/or resolution
Currently the CBT is in the process of setting up
a Ranger Group that could potentially do this.

23 Jun 2016

Meeting with MRM
Community Benefits
Trust Board to discuss
EIS, closure planning
and general mine
update

Alan Baker, Mike Reed, John de
Kohning, Darrin Hepworth,
Wendy Moulds, Coby MartinJard, Samuel Evans, Jason
Elsegood, Sally Clifford, Nadia
Reid.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

24-25 Jun 2016

Dedicated consultation
stand at Borroloola
Show containing small
display and
presentation on EIS
and closure planning

5 July 2016

Full day workshop with
DME and EPA to
discuss detailed
closure planning
scenarios and EIS. A
range of technical staff
and consultants were
available for the
discussion.

Numerous local people and
visitors, including specific
individuals who asked questions
– Tony Jack, Debbie Bail, Cindy
Morgan, Sue Morgan.

DME: Peter Waggitt, Emma
Muntz, Damon Tweedie, Alan
Holland. EPA: Michael Welsch,
Bill Freeland.

With the problematic rock, is that something you
are beyond?
With the high option for the NOEF, does that
mean the footprint will be much smaller?
So there will be challenge in whether you will
impact on the existing visual landscape?
With the flow through option for the pit lake, will
the entry and exit will be the original course of
the McArthur River?
So that will flow back into the original river?
The pit lake could open further opportunities
down the track in terms of access to water. It
could be used for things such as agriculture and
recreation.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

We have certain sections within the pit that will
be reactive but that is what the EIS is all about.
We have a methodology for placing the waste
now and the smoking has been out for almost
two years.
Yes. There will be less clearing, less dams and
less clean material required
There are also cultural issues involved and we
need to have discussions with our TOs and
others.
Yes
At certain times.
That may be possible and will be explored
further.

Tony Jack expressed concern about the height of the
OEF and was adamant it should not go above
Barramundi Dreaming. He was particularly interested
in the proposal for tailings to be returned to the open
cut as well as pit lake flow through options. He was
impressed with the work MRM is doing with the
school on water quality monitoring.

It was explained that some were in favour of the OEF
going higher while some were in favour of it having a
larger footprint. This is the purpose of consulting with
people before a decision is made.

1.

1.
2.
3.
4.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

One stakeholder expressed concern about the
closure objectives and potential confusion
between number 3 and number 8.
Are you saying there are no risks of putting the
waste into the pit?
What is the quantity of tailings?
What is the issue with the sawfish?
Is the poor quality of water in SPROD from
elsewhere onsite?
What information won’t be in the EIS that will be
in the Supplementary?
This has been very interesting and instructive. It
is absolutely crucial that you use risk

5.

Closure objectives reworded to be clearer.
The risks are identified in the EIS.
Just over 100 million tonnes.
If the sawfish come into the pit during back water
it may get caught in there and cannot get out
again and there would be no suitable habitat for
them to live. We might be able to create some
suitable sawfish habitat around the pit edges.
SPROD was designed to store water running off
the dumps but it has been used to store excess
mine water as well. It’s doing what it was not
designed to do. The liner is not as good as it
should be and we are addressing that.
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Date

Description of
consultation

Stakeholders

Stakeholder comments/issues
assessment. Adaptive management is part of the
process.

6 Jul 2016

Meeting with NTG
agencies to discuss
EIS, closure planning
and general mine
update.

Luis de Rocha (Dept Land
Resource Management),
Christine Long (Dept Primary
Industry and Fisheries), Steven
Skov (Dept Health), Richard
McAllister and Elisabeth Ewens
(Dept Chief Minister), Andrew
Baylis, Hannah Skewes, Brion
Foley, Mick Butler, Judith
Anderson and Eddie Cave
(Treasury).

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

What is included in the operational spend and
what comes from the NT and then external to the
NT?
With the reduction in labour with the slowdown,
how does this effect output?
Is the air quality monitoring going to stop in
September?
The clean rock on the “how waste is stored”
diagram, is that all waste?
Will the clay come from the pit or elsewhere?
So you keep a couple of piles of clay around the
place for use later on?
Will you backfill the borrow pits?
Do you keep some of the original seedlings?
What is your batter ratio?
Do you have different compaction on the
batters?
What is the capacity of each of the dams at the
base of the waste rock pile? I know there was
talk earlier about using those for perhaps
forestry or irrigation.
Could your see some recycling and cleaning of
the water by using on revegetation?
In terms of the long term care of the site, if you
stop operations in 2037 how do you reassure
people that you are going to keep working on the
site?
Has there been any costing work done on how
much it will cost?
What infrastructure will be left in place?
There was talk at one stage of putting a smelter
in at McArthur River.
With regards to human health, I have done a lot
of work in that area. I had concerns earlier about

Proponent response and/or resolution
6.

The additional information is mainly around
groundwater. We can provide a table that shows
that.
7. Agreed and implemented.
1. Firstly jobs. Among our direct employees about
40% come from interstate and 60% from the
Territory. It’s not that unusual now in mining for
more and more people to come from interstate.
Our larger operational costs are gas for the
power plant, diesel, reagents, flights and
transport. The reagents tend to come from
overseas but most go through the Port of Darwin.
2. Production has reduced from 5mtpa to around
2.5 to 3mtpa.
3. The air quality monitoring was a directive from
the EPA to establish monitoring at Devil Springs
and Borroloola. The commitment was to monitor
until June but we are going to keep monitoring
until September. We purchased one of the
monitors and the other is on hire, so we will still
have one air quality monitor available. The
monitoring has shown no SO2 in communities
and all the data in on our website.
4. We have 13% totally clean rock.
5. From the pit and other areas on site.
6. Essentially yes.
7. Not completely.
8. We keep the topsoil. We will obviously need to
seed and fertilise the rehabilitation areas
9. Our base case is trilinear concave.
10. Yes.
11. I don’t have those figures Our base case now is
that those dams will eventually be removed as it
is better for the environment.
12. We believe there are better options for water
sources.
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Date

14 Jul 2016

25 July 2016

29 Jul 2016

5 Aug 2016

12 Aug 2016

Description of
consultation

Meeting with Limmen
River Fishing Camp to
discuss EIS and
closure planning.
Site tour for teaching
staff of Gulf Schools Borroloola primary and
secondary – and
general discussion on
EIS and closure
planning
Letter ActionAid to
Greg Ashe regarding
meeting planned for 15
Aug 2016
Letter Greg Ashe to
ActionAid in response
to letter dated 29 July
2016
Letter ActionAid to
Greg Ashe in response

Stakeholders

Stakeholder comments/issues

Proponent response and/or resolution
13. There is a security bond in place. We would look
to have some financial system in place to
manage that.
14. That is being conducted now.
15. There’s a lot of infrastructure in place including
the second longest airstrip in the NT, a power
station and a gas pipeline. This will be part of the
consultation process.
16. Yes, but it was not viable.
17. Subsequently implemented.
18. It changes end of mine life from 2036 to 2037.
Obviously if we do reprocess the tailings, that will
change again.
19. Both.
20. We’ll keep on doing that.

Steve Barrett, Patsy Barrett.

how you were connecting with the community
about that and I have had a briefing with Dean
Thorburn (Indo-Pacific Environmental), which
was impressive. I think you have made some
great progress there and I think it would be good
in future briefings if you could give us an update
on the programs and monitoring you are running.
There has been a very substantial improvement
in terms of stakeholder engagement.
18. In October last year you halved production. Does
that change the life of mine?
19. Is the reduction in production a direct result of
the zinc price or is it lack of approvals?
20. I can’t believe how much progress you have
made on the environmental side since the last
briefing. It is very impressive.
No specific questions

Patsy Shadforth, Noela
Anderson, Max Agnew, Stephen
Hamm, Bob Hampson

No specific questions

John Dowd, ActionAid

Refusing meeting because he believes MRM has held
no public meetings in Borroloola

MRM provided evidence of two public meetings in
Borroloola. ActionAid subsequently agreed to a later
meeting.

John Dowd ActionAid

Providing evidence of two public meetings held in
Borroloola.

ActionAid subsequently agreed to a meeting.

John Dowd, ActionAid

Refusing meeting because of concern about who in
Borroloola has been consulted

MRM pointed out how meetings has been conducted
and ActionAid subsequently agreed to meeting
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Date

Description of
consultation
to letter dated 5 August
2016
Stand and exhibit at
the Borroloola Rodeo

Stakeholders

Stakeholder comments/issues

Local community members and
the rodeo community

23 Aug 2016

Email from Minerals
Policy Institute

Lauren Mellor

Following feedback from the community meeting in
June, MRM had a short video, poster and other
materials showing how the mining process works. No
issues raised. Two enquiries about job opportunities.
Enclosing copy of Minerals Policy Institute Report by
Gavin Mudd regarding management of waste rock.

23 Aug 2016

Letter from Greg Ashe
to Action Aid in
response to letter
dated 12 Aug 2016
Site tour and meeting
with Gurdanji families
at MRM

John Dowd, Action Aid

Letter from Gary Taylor
to DME and EPA
seeking feedback on
workshop held in July.
Meeting with
community
representatives in
Borroloola

Bill Freeland (EPA), Peter
Waggitt (DME)

Letter from Action Aid
to Greg Ashe in
response to letter
dated 23 Aug 2016

John Dowd, Action Aid

19-21 Aug 2016

1 Sep 2016

7 Sep 2016

8 Sep 2016

19 Sep 2016

Ronnie Raggett, Billy Coolibah,
Johnny Davey, Miriam Charlie,
Shane Davey, May Raggett,
Senior Gurdanji woman (now
deceased), Andrew Lansen, Chris
Pluto Senior, Patsy Lansen, Dixie
Pluto, Priscilla Pluto, Chris Pluto
Jnr, Paul Daylight, Terry Miller.

Invited community members:
Jack Green, Keith Rory, Nancy
McDinny, Gadrian Hoosan, Stuart
Hoosan, Asman Rory

Pointing out that MRM has had two well attended
public meetings in Borroloola and again requesting
meeting to discuss inaccuracies in ActionAid
statements on MRM
1. What is the height of the tailings storage facility
2. Does the footprint now follow what we wanted
3. Senior men determined a site for the removal of
MRM4
4. The families nominated two family members who
work at MRM to operate machinery to move the
artefacts. They should be supervised by the TOs
5. The senior men (Ronnie, Billy and Johnny) said
no other families need to be represented in
negotiations for agreement.
Both responded it would be inappropriate to comment
until full EIS lodged. Peter Waggitt suggested WA
mining closure guidelines would be a good model to
check against.
Invited stakeholders did not turn up for meeting.

Offer for board to meet with Glencore/MRM

Proponent response and/or resolution

The report contained a number of inaccuracies. MRM
subsequently wrote to the author pointing out
inaccuracies and requesting a meeting to clarify.
ActionAid subsequently agreed to meeting

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

It is presently 53m and its eventual height will be
75m
Yes it has been changed on our plans
This site has been surveyed and agreed to
This was agreed to
This was later overtaken by subsequent
discussions.

Subsequently overtaken by Government policy
changes.
A meeting had been requested by a number of
community members regarding concerns about the
mine. They had requested that senior managers and
environmental consultants attend. Unfortunately the
community members did not attend and the meeting
was abandoned after one hour of waiting.
Meeting arranged for a timeframe outside the scope
of this Report.
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Date
22 Sep 2016

Description of
consultation
Community meeting in
Borroloola

Stakeholders
Mavis Timothy, Peggy Mawson,
Susan AhWon, Silva Ahwon,
Greg Crofts, Trish Elmsly, Debbie
Bail, Val Seib, Ronnie Raggett,
May Raggett, Nelson Raggett +
partner, Clarry Raggett, Marcus
Raggett, Billy Coolibah, Dixie
Pluto, Andrew Lansen, Elizabeth
Lansen, Timothy Lansen, Casey
Davey, Gadrian Hoosan, Nick
Fitzpatrick, Scott McDinny, Nancy
McDinny, Stuart Hoosan, Lauren
Mellor, Patrick Zoll, Johnno
Kerighan, Stan Allen, Graham
Friday, Lizzy Hogan, Dinah
Norman, Marjorie Kerighan,
Marlene Karkadoo/Timothy,
William Kidd, Brian Hume Sam
Evans, Deon Lansen, Muldoon
Noble.

Stakeholder comments/issues

Proponent response and/or resolution

1.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

When you breach the levee walls, are you going
to bring the river back to its original course?
Could you put up signs along the river and at the
shop explaining the safety of fish and other
animals that people eat?
From the point of view of Barney Creek and
Surprise Creek and what’s going to happen to
the overflow from those two creeks during a big
wet – it’s going to run along the bitumen around
the side of the hill and go back into the river –
how you going to stop all that water?
Do you sample sea turtle and dugong?
The shells along the coast they are very
important to us as part of bush tucker from the
sea.
I go fishing myself and share it out with my
people and sea turtles Shirley Simon’s son goes
hunting no one else goes hunting sea turtles,
Alan Baker he gave me dugong and sea turtle –
it doesn’t make us sick.
Why are you saying the fish are safe to eat now
but in 2014 the Independent Monitor said they
were not safe?
What about the crustaceans, mud crabs,
prawns, and oysters do you research or test
them?
Are they edible?
What about the sea grass?
The other day we have the meeting with the sea
ranger mob – if you worried about sea turtle or
dugong if you catch it and give it to the sea
rangers they bag it and send it away for testing.
Fish or turtle they have a freezer up there.
During the wet you going to get a lot of rain, how
do you deal / contain the run off from the waste
rock pile?
It’s a critical stage this mine and I think it’s
important that people understand that they can

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

It’s going to be a 2 way flow – we will still have
the main channel
MRM is exploring the best way to achieve this
and ongoing discussions will be held with
community members.
Barney creek and Surprise creek were both there
before the mine. We don’t stop the water, so in
times of flood the water actually does go down
into the river but what we do is monitor the water
chemistry to make sure it’s okay and it’s not
affecting McArthur River. We allow it to flow into
the McArthur River.
No, as they are both protected species but we do
sample sea grasses for metals which is what the
sea turtle and dugong eat.
We test we do the water, sediment and
teliscopian or longbums (seashells). We are also
looking to test other bush tucker around the
mine, including some plants in our monitoring
survey Inkberry – gebradiddi.
That is our understanding also. Remember that
in terms of the sea turtles and dugong it’s
important to remember that they are a protected
species and MRM can’t kill them for sampling.
We would remind you about the citizen science
program though and anything you catch (portion
sea turtle / dugong) and can put in freezer we
can test it.
The IM was referring to an isolated site on the
mine site itself and to non eating fish. Other
areas were safe. At the one site we have made
major improvements.
Yes we do the longbums and oysters all around
the islands, Pelican Point , Mule Creek within
20kms each side and that’s undertaken with the
sea rangers.
Yes they are.
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Date

Description of
consultation

Stakeholders

Stakeholder comments/issues

14.

15.

16.

17.
18.

have a say here in the extensions and future of
this mine site and make sure that the legacy that
is left for the next generation is not one where
we have a polluted river and poisoned area out
at the loading facility – that we all work together
to make sure that this mine is acting within the
law, that they are holding that poison within the
mineral lease and that there are leaving a clean
area for people into the future.
A lot of the workers and people who used to
work at the mine are telling us that they are
afraid to work on that because when they
breathe in that smoke that’s coming off – that
sulphur smoke they are getting acid burn in their
nose and throat, they are getting quite sick from
working on it.
It’s not a safe structure that they are putting
there – what we are arguing in our report is –
and what we are putting to the NT government
who ultimately have to give permission for this
mine to keep going and making more rubbish. Is
that they have to dig up all that waste rock, all
that poison rock from the banks of the river and
put it back into the pit and seal that off.
With the waste rock pile getting bigger and
bigger people are very concerned that sacred
sites are going to be moved so they can keep
the pile getting bigger. Which ones are going to
be moved?
Have you been talking to AAPA about the
intention to move this site?
What would be appreciated is that in the future if
the company would be honest about the impact
the mine is having not just on McArthur River but
all the creeks that we know lead into McArthur
River and all the fish that share them. There is
no boundary between the mine and those creeks
and rivers.

Proponent response and/or resolution
10. Yes but we don’t’ look at crabs but we do look at
longbums and also cherubim. If people catch
stuff we can test it. Seagrass is fine and an early
indicator of issues.
11. We have about 3-4 freezers up there in the
community for people to use.
12. We have a series of water dams around the
outside of the waste rock pile, you’ll notice that
there is a new big one being built at the moment
parallel to the highway. All the rainfall that comes
off waste rock pile goes into the dams – in a
really big wet if we need to we can pump it into
the pit. In the dry season that water evaporates,
we also use that water in water carts and
processing facilities. Anything that comes off the
waste rock pile goes into a dam, in terms of the
EIS you end up with a cover design that keeps
the waste rock contained.
13. Agreed.
14. In terms of the safety of people on site – that’s
our number one priority safety of our people
onsite and we have a good track record. One of
the key aspects of our peoples training is that if
they are unsure of anything, they report it and
we’ll address it. We have a strong reporting
culture and controls onsite around SO2 which is
a hazard that needs to be managed
15. In terms of the stability of the NOEF we do
regular detailed surveys of the waste rock piles
and they are certainly safe – We have also been
doing drilling through the waste rock pile so we
understand what’s going on underneath there if
it’s good, bad or getting worse – and what it will
look like into the future. In terms of options for
the waste rock – and we acknowledge the Mudd
Report – we sent a response back to Prof Mudd
– we are looking at putting some of our waste
material back into the pit – we have to
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Date

Description of
consultation

Stakeholders

Stakeholder comments/issues

Proponent response and/or resolution

19. I don’t believe your mob’s monitoring, I believe if
we get our mob trained up then they can do the
monitoring and our own mob can tell us the truth.

16.

17.
18.

19.

investigate a number of options as part of the
EIS and those include putting tailings on surface
or back in the pit, our waste rock on the surface
or some of it in the pit – this is something we are
looking at and all of those options will be
assessed on their environment credentials as
well as the harsh reality of the economic
credentials as well. Our preferred base case at
this point which is also subject to the EIS
assessment is for the tailings to be returned to
the pit and a fair bit of the waste rock, particularly
the more reactive waste rock to go into the pit.
There is a small scatter site called MRM4. It is
not a sacred site. The Gurdanji Jungai and
Traditional Owners have agreed for this to be
moved.
AAPA will be approached about this but first we
are talking with the TOs responsible for the
country that’s the process we go through.
In terms of being open and honest with people –
that is what we have been doing and we will
continue to be open and transparent and I think
one thing we do have is the independent monitor
who access to all of our data and does an annual
report. I think it’s done a good job of trying to
communicate fairly complex issues to the
broader community in a way they can
understand. We have made a commitment to get
more information out to the community and we
will do that.
I can understand your perspective. One good
thing we have on site is the environmental
people onsite who are doing the monitoring, a lot
of them are local people who love the country
and the area. I have no doubt about the
standard of work that they are doing, we also
have the independent monitor who comes out
every year. Their key for us is to get that
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Date

Description of
consultation

Stakeholders

29 Sep 2016

Site visit by Lansen
family

Michelle Echo, Andrew Lansen,
Dion Lansen, Elizabeth Lansen.

2 Oct 2016

Briefing for Northern
Land Council in Darwin

Rhonda Yates, Howard Smith,
Ian Harris, Malcolm Hauser,
Michael O’Donnell, Sue Yu

Stakeholder comments/issues

Lansen Family site tour and discussion with Sam
Strohmayr about which families have the right to
speak about cultural issues.
1. When will the EIS be submitted?
2. What is the purpose of the water treatment plant
you are installing?
3. Will it be used for drinking?
4. What were the results of the fish studies?
5. Are there still signs up warning people against
eating fish?
6. Are the results of the fish studies in the IM
Report?
7. Who is doing the monitoring?
8. Is the information publicly available?
9. Do you put it on your website?
10. With the new technologies you have developed
(PBOX) does that give the opportunity to
process less waste?
11. What about the cultural issues around
Barramundi Dreaming?
12. What do your current approvals allow for?
13. Will there be a lining to protect the bottom of the
pit?
14. How do the depths relate to potable water?
15. What will the water quality be in the lake?
16. I assume the higher (OEF) option will be more
prone to erosion?
17. Have you rehabilitated the test batters to see
what impact that will have?
18. Are the cattle that are shot on site tested?
19. Have you been testing control animals off site?
The cattle could be picking up the lead
anywhere?
20. Is the funding of the closure as described
dependent on reprocessing of the tailings?

Proponent response and/or resolution
information out to the community so you guys
know what’s going on and we want you to ask
questions.
Discussed at later meeting of Gurdanji TOs and
agreement reached to include Lansen family and
others in discussions
1. Q1 2017.
2. It will treat water from the underground storage
to drinking quality so that it can be released.
3. No. But we need to use the RO process to
remove the salts.
4. There have been a range of fish studies. The
one commissioned independently by the NT
Government basically showed the fish were safe
to eat. Our own studies also show this to be the
case.
5. No, there never were signs.
6. Yes, but you need to remember that the IM
Report comes out some 12 months after the
reporting period, so often we have new data that
is not in it.
7. MRM.
8. Yes.
9. Yes.
10. No. There may be technologies in the future that
would extract the pyrite but that is not the case
now.
11. We are working through them. We appreciate
there will be a need for an amendment to the
AAPA certificate and we have been speaking
with our TOs.
12. A height of 80m.
13. The way the underground water flows, the pit is
essentially a sump
14. Aquifers are generally around 20-30m. The pit
lake will be 175m.
15. To be determined.
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Date

5 Oct 2016

Description of
consultation

Letters to Borroloola
businesses, NGOs,
Government agencies
and community groups
inviting them to briefing
on 13 October.

Stakeholders

Val Seib, Annette Bradford, Max
Agnew, John Sauer, Andrew
Davis, Melissa Sanderson, Lyn
Armstrong, Bernie Redfern (now
deceased), Kym Cairns, Jodie
Evans, Louise Beilby, Kevin
Liddy, Maria Pyro, Don Garner,
Beatty Retchford, Tony Jack,
Maryanne Riley, Scott Hallett,
Marlene Karkadoo, Fiona
Keighran, Christine Anderson,
Greg Crofts, Lizzy Hogan, Kathy
Ger, Brian O'Shannassy, Stephen
Johnson, Darrin Hepworth, Annita

Stakeholder comments/issues

Proponent response and/or resolution

21. Is there an opportunity for us to have a look at
the draft EIS before it is submitted? That way if
there is anything major from our point of view we
can let you know beforehand.
22. The EPA normally gives us only four weeks to
respond and that is not really enough for us to
consult.

16. We are using trilineal batters and have been
doing erosion trials on site.
17. No. We are more looking at the stability of the
rocks with these trials.
18. Some of them are. We are working with the
Biosecurity people from Tennant Creek and they
have been doing some blood testing. I will check
exactly what has happened and will get back to
you.
19. That’s really a matter for the Department of
Primary Industry people. We know that cattle are
known to lick old car batteries because they are
attracted to the taste of lead.
20. No. We are making a commitment to this closure
and the base case will not be dependent on
reprocessing the tailings. If we do, it will be a
bonus.
21. I don’t think there is enough time in the process
but that is one of the reasons we are here today
– to let you know what we are proposing so we
can get tour input and feedback. But I will check
into it and get back to you.
22. I understand the consultation period will be six
weeks.
Meeting subsequently postponed for cultural reasons.
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Date

Description of
consultation

6 Oct 2016

Discussion between
Dave Moss and Paul
Purdon regarding EIS
adequacy review

1 Dec 2016

Briefing to Minister for
Resources

2 Dec 2016

Briefing to Minister for
the Environment

Stakeholders
Pohlman, Nathan Morrison, Mike
Longton, Ron Stratford, Lynne
Stratford, Roz Kerr, Glenn Dalli,
Trish Elmy, Frank Shadforth,
Chloe Gibbon, Sylvia Hughes,
Daniel Mulholland, Geoff
Hutchinson.
Paul Purdon, EPA

Minister Vowels, Cathryn
Tilmouth, Tristan Sloan

Minister Moss, Emma Young.

Stakeholder comments/issues

Proponent response and/or resolution

Paul confirmed this is a review against the TOR and
advised that they would typically review the
completed document immediately prior to formal
submission. He advised this would take 2 to 3 weeks.
The EPA will then provide feedback on any perceived
gaps. It is then entirely up to MRM as to how or if
these gaps are addressed prior to submission.
1. Minister wants to have an environment of open
communication with MRM
2. Minister is keen to visit site before the first week
of February
3. Minister has a priority of attracting and keeping
investment in the NT
4. Strongly support the consultations taking place
around fish health.
1. Are you still testing water quality and fish now?
2. How do you communicate with the local
community?
3. What will be the depth of the pit lake once it is
filled with water?
4. Have the SO2 incidents been reported? Is it
being investigated? (Follows media reports
earlier in the week about potential harm)
5. Have you been speaking with the Department of
Health around SO2 issues?
6. Minister is keen to visit site.

A review is considered unnecessary.

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.

3.
4.

Agreed
Site tour offered via email 7 Dec. Likely to
happen in January/February 2017.
Supported by MRM
This will continue

Yes – this is done on an ongoing basis.
We have community meetings, visit outstations
and participate in a whole range of community
events. Our consultations are also very active in
the local community and held an open day at
Borroloola crossing earlier this week.
Around 175m.
NT WorkSafe came to site at the time and were
happy with our processes to protect workers. We
have had one worker’s compensation lodged but
this was rejected by our insurer after
investigation If anyone believes they have been
harmed we urge them to come forward so we
can investigate. We take out safety record very
seriously.
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Date

Description of
consultation

Stakeholders

Stakeholder comments/issues

Proponent response and/or resolution
5.

6.
7 Dec 2016

8 Dec 2016

Meeting with Gurdanji
TOs

Town meeting in
Borroloola

Ronnie Raggett, Johnny Davey,
Chris Pluto Snr (representing Billy
Coolibah).

Norton Ward, Casey Davey,
Clinton Daylight, Derek Charles,
Jenne Roberts, Jimmy Morrison,
Clay Nayton, Elizabeth Lansen,
Cecily Cockwell, Peggy Mawson,
Graham Friday, Stan Allen,
Adrianne Friday, Ruth Rory, Isa
McDinny, Val Seib, Ronnie
Raggett, May Raggett, Kevin
Liddy, Margaret Thomson, Peter
Brown, Damien Pracy, Judy
Lansen, Andrew Lansen, Dean
Thordburn, Charmaine Raggett,
Valerie Raggett, Celine Raggett,
Sonny Raggett, Marianne
Koorabudda, Christine Riley,
Joanne Friday, Timmy Lansen,
Terry Miller Snr, Susie Mawson,
Carol Echo, Revonna Riley, Jack
Green, Josephine Green Davey,

1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Agreed to MRM suggestion that an archaeologist
assist with removal of MRM4.
Agreed to MRM suggestion to fence MRM3 and
MRM6.
Nominated individuals who should be consulted.
What is SO2?
If the air quality is low what is going to happen
when you expand. Will the air quality be even
worse?
Back in 2014 it was proved that there was lead
in fish. How come all the little rainbow fish got
poisoned but all the other species of fish didn’t?
Are you only looking around the mine and
downstream? What about north? In a big flood
those same fish will go north? You’ve got to
worry about the rock holes upstream as well.
Why are you just going on about the little fish?
What about turtles and what about dugong?
When you are doing that test I would like to see
Aboriginal people next to you.
How about having four people from the four clan
groups to be like an interpreter. We have all you
people talking here using words that they don’t
understand. It’s really hard but we can
understand our people better.

A number of things have happened. In terms of
our workers, NT WorkSafe was involved and is
happy with the processes we have to protect
workers. From a community health point of view
we had air quality monitoring stations at
Borroloola and Devil Springs and these showed
SO2 way below safe levels. These have now
been decommissioned and one station placed on
site near the OEF.
Site tour offered via email 7 Dec. Likely to
happen in January/February 2017.

1.
2.
3.

To be actioned
To be actioned
Actioned

1.

Sulphur Dioxide. Most metalliferous mines will
have some SO2 related to the pyrites in the ore
bodies. If you are exposed to SO2 is can make
your chest tight but the levels in Devil Springs
and Borroloola are very, very low.
The operation has really evolved in how we
manage SO2. You don’t have as many areas
exposed so there is not much SO2 emissions.
Even if there is an expansion the SO2 stays low.
The way we set that program up is that rainbow
fish, bony bream and spangled perch are the
bottom of the food chain. They will be the first to
take up metals. The aim for us to be able to
detect those metals really early. They don’t show
up in barramundi and bream until really late. So it
did show up in the small fish. In 2013 and 2014
we detected the issue, we discussed it with MRM
and they acted on it immediately. The thing we
found was that it was linked to sediment. A
number of silt traps were put it in, we saw an

2.

3.
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Date

Description of
consultation

Stakeholders
Alan Baker, Richard Trevena,
Timothy Lansen Jnr, Shaun
Evans, Patricia Pluto, Melinda
Pluto, Rishenda Pluto, Betty
Coolwell, Gadrian Hoosan, Dustin
Hobbs, Rachel McDinny, Annie
Taylor, Maria Pyro, Vera Dixon,
Patricia Noble, Alec Anderson,
Robert Taylor, Shirley Simon,
Delores Bob, Myra Rory, Beatty
Retchford.

Stakeholder comments/issues

Proponent response and/or resolution

4.
5.

6.

7.

immediate drop in lead in sediment and by 2015
we saw a significant drop in the lead in the fish.
Our monitoring is done up to 70 km upstream of
the mine.
The reason we look at little fish is because they
are the ones that take up the metals first, They’re
going to tell us very early if there is metal getting
the food chain. Back in 2013-20-14 we found an
issue, we told MRM and they started working on
the issue and then we saw in subsequent years
those little fish dropped right down in metals.
Since 2014 we have been sampling fish that
people eat and we report on those every year.
We can’t sample turtle and dugong ourselves but
we are getting people to keep samples and put
them in the freezers in town so we can test them,
Last week we had an open day, we invited
community down to see how we actually do it.
We’ve been working really hard with community
this year. We’ve been to the rodeo, show and
we’ve tried to see everyone possible and talk to
them one on one. In terms of local people
helping us out, the local ranger group has been
helping us for the last three years, we’ve always
encouraged them to be with us when we do our
marine work and about two weeks ago they
helped us put up the new tracking array and they
will continue to be involved. Our aim is to engage
as far as we can. The doors are open and we
want people to be involved.
MRM is investigating ways to further improve
communication with people.
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HSEC
Community and Human Rights - Guideline

COMMUNITY COMPLAINTS AND GRIEVANCE
GUIDELINE
1

INTRODUCTION

Glencore’s approach to human rights, detailed in the Human Rights Policy [1] and the Community &
Stakeholder Engagement Policy [2], is aligned to the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human
Rights [3] and its ‘Protect, Respect and Remedy’ framework. To address policy requirements addressing
access to remedy, an effective grievance and/or complaints (GCs) mechanism (GC Mechanism) should
be implemented at an operational level to enable detection and remediation of adverse human rights
impacts directly caused or contributed to by our activities, so as to:

Provide an accessible channel for directly affected Stakeholders to communicate their GCs

Enable operations to identify, acknowledge and address genuine operation‐related GCs in a timely
and effective manner, and

Establish a system that will drive continuous improvement in Glencore’s good business practices.
Its benefits include:

Greater mutual confidence

Transparent approach to GCs and to develop trust and good relations with Stakeholders

Defined and consistent process for expressing and handling GCs

Improved performance in assessing and responding to GCs

Early recognition of GCs, thereby preventing harms from compounding, and grievances from
escalating

Enhanced understanding of how to contribute to sustainable growth for host communities.

2

DEFINITIONS

Community GC Mechanism
System tailored towards local conditions by which persons can bring and have resolved GCs regarding
the business activity in relation to a particular asset or project.
Grievances and Complaints (GCs)
Grievances and complaints are defined as concerns held by a party, whether actual or perceived, in
respect of which that party seeks action or redress by a Glencore operation/asset. A complaint is
generally related to a concern with a lower level impact (for example: an incidental noise related
complaint), whereas a grievance relates to a major impact on livelihood (for example: the destruction of
home) and/or a perceived or real human rights violation (for example: violence towards a person).
Human rights
The fundamental rights that humans have by the fact of being human, and that are neither created nor
can be abrogated by any government.
Supported by several international conventions and treaties, these include cultural, economic, and
political rights, such as right to life, liberty, education and equality before law, and right of association,
belief, free speech, information, religion, movement, and nationality.
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Human rights risk assessment
Identification of the risks of company participation in human rights violations, both directly in its operations
and indirectly through it relationships.
Remedy
The processes of providing remedy for an adverse human rights impact and the substantive outcomes
that can counteract, or make good, the adverse impact. These outcomes may take a range of forms, such
as apologies, restitution, rehabilitation, financial or non-financial compensation, and punitive sanctions
(whether criminal or administrative, such as fines), as well as the prevention of harm through, for
example, injunctions or guarantees of non-repetition.
Stakeholders
Stakeholders are local community members (individuals, groups) and associated organisations which are
directly impacted by activities of a Glencore operation/asset.

3

SCOPE AND APPLICATION

This guideline supports the Glencore Human Rights Policy, and focuses specifically on communityrelated GCs raised by Stakeholders. While it provides guidance to the general and practical
considerations that must be taken into account when designing the procedure for handling GCs, it does
not prescribe the manner in which these considerations should be addressed since this is generally
subject to local adaptation.
This guideline applies to all Glencore Industrial Assets / Operations / Projects as follows:

Where an operation is located in a region with a relatively high risk of human rights abuses (as
determined by a risk assessment, and supported by external frameworks such as he Failed States
Index [4]);

Where local requirements or established practices do not address handling of GCs;

Where management of the operation has, or may or will have in the near future, major impacts on
local stakeholders through, for instance, an expansion requiring resettlement.
The use of this mechanism does not preclude access to otherwise available judicial or non-judicial
grievance mechanisms.
The GC Mechanism will consider all community-related complaints received from Stakeholders that arise
as a result of, or in connection with the running of the operation (including development and construction).
In certain cases, the operation may seek to resolve an accepted GC by referral to an external dispute
resolution process where that GC involves solely parties other than Glencore (or a subsidiary, employee,
contractor or agent – e.g. between community members), or is in respect of illegal conduct.
Out of Scope:

GCs unrelated to Glencore or its operations;

GCs unrelated to local communities. These must instead be referred to and handled according to
page 5 - raising concerns - of the Group’s Code of Conduct [5]:

Labour-related issues, including those negotiated under Collective Bargaining Agreements; these
must be dealt with using existing mechanisms, including those designated in relevant Collective
Bargaining Agreements;

Communities’ and Stakeholders’ requests, such as those for assistance, funding or community
projects.
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4

RELEVANT STANDARDS AND CORE PRINCIPLES

The obligation to provide individuals with access to an effective GC Mechanism is upheld by international
standards and organisations to and/or of which Glencore is a member, supporter and/or a signatory, as
follows:

UN Global Compact [6],

UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights [3],

Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights [7],

International Council on Mining and Metals [8].
A GC Mechanism can only be effective if the intended addressees are aware of the mechanism, trust it,
and have the capacity to use it. As such, an operational-level GC Mechanism, aligned to the UN Guiding
Principles 30 [3], should reflect the following principles and criteria:

Seen as legitimate, accountable and fair by addressees,

Accessible for all potential users,

Predictable: Operate to clear and known procedure and timeframes as well monitoring the
implementation of outcomes,

Equitable: Provide reasonable access to information, advice and expertise for potential users to
support their use of the mechanism,

Transparent to all users,

Outcomes and remedies are human rights compatible,

Continuous evaluation and update,

Based on stakeholder engagement and dialogue.

5

HANDLING GRIEVANCES, MATERIAL CONCERNS AND
COMPLAINTS

5.1

General Principles

The following principles must be considered when designing and implementing a community GC
Mechanism.
1. Materiality assessment: A human rights risk assessment (see section 5.2.1 below) will assist in
determining the materiality, the appropriate resources required and key features of the complaints
and grievance mechanism.
2. Access: There should be no excessive or unreasonable obstacles in the way of the Stakeholders
using the mechanism. It must be:
a) Culturally appropriate to all Stakeholders, including traditionally vulnerable and/or disadvantaged
groups,
b) Readily accessible to Stakeholders, without requiring or causing them to incur excessive costs or
fear of retribution,
c) Easily understood and simple to use, and
d) Above suspicion by any potential users.
3. Transparency and predictability: It must be clearly communicated and appropriately publicised to
Stakeholders, including an explanation of the steps that they can expect after lodging a GC, with a
clear defined timeframe for each stage of the process, e.g., an acknowledgement within 7 days, and a
proposed resolution within 30 days. In cases where a GC is too complex to be resolved within this
timeframe, an updated schedule should be proposed to the claimant within the 30 days. The
timeframe needs to balance being practically feasible with meeting the Stakeholder’s reasonable
need for a response.
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4. Equitability and engagement with stakeholders: The operation must also demonstrate a commitment
to reaching a resolution, or at least providing a full response, within a certain period, to ensure that
the mechanism is viewed as robust and effective.
5. Legitimacy, compatibility and continuous evaluation: The procedure must be seen as fair and
trustworthy. To reduce the risk of any perceived bias, and to win trust, (a) opportunities to engage
community representatives or respected third parties in the design and/or implementation of the
mechanism should be considered where appropriate, (b) all GCs must be treated consistently, with
no special consideration granted to the role or status of a particular complainant, and finally, (c) local
personnel involved in the ongoing handling of GCs must be known to the community and have its
trust.

5.2

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

5.2.1 Risk Assessment [9]
A human rights risk assessment (conducted on a standalone basis or as part of the overall risk
assessment) will assist in determining the severity of potential concerns related to human rights and
inform the design of the grievance mechanism.
Considerations for the risk assessment include:
1. Environmental and social impact assessments or feasibility studies that may determine potential
severity of social impacts that may inform community dynamics, legacy and existing impacts (for
instance, plans for resettlement);
2. Community, social and human rights risk assessments, particularly those addressing the Voluntary
Principles on Security and Human Rights;
3. Credible recent reports on environmental, social, political, conflict and human rights risks in the asset
area;
4. The extent and effectiveness of any existing GC Mechanism;
5. Records of GCs made to the asset in the last two years;
6. Any relevant legal requirements.

5.2.2 Identify notifying procedures
Identify various channels via which Stakeholders can express their GCs. These should allow for GCs to
be submitted in more than one format, including:
1. Without incurring excessive costs: there should be at least one channel that is completely free e.g.
internally managed toll-free line
2. Without needing to attend the site: e.g. a telephone line, email address, a ‘mail box’ in a community
center with pens and GC forms available to write down the GC
3. Anonymously or via a third party if they wish
4. Without needing to write: for example, allow GCs to be made verbally to community liaison officers –
in any case, the person receiving the GC needs to record it – and consider requiring that that person
then read back the GC, to assure the Stakeholder that it is in the system
5. Without undue delay: any telephone line should always be staffed at the published times, and (b)
there should be more than one person equipped to receive GCs.

5.2.3 Promotion of mechanism
Decide how to promote external awareness of (a) the mechanism’s existence, and (b) how to access it.
This process needs to ensure Stakeholders recognise the types of GCs eligible for submission through
the GC Mechanism (see 3 Scope), and it needs to communicate that:
1. There will be no reprisals of any sort in response to GCs,
2. GCs will be kept confidential/anonymous (if requested),
3. Complainants will be supported in pursuing their GCs (e.g. by being given reasonable access to
information obtained), and
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4. Use of the mechanism does not preclude a Stakeholder’s access to legal/judicial recourse – they are
free to pursue this at any time.

5.2.4 Oversight and implementation
Identify the operational level staff who will oversee the development and implementation of the GC
Mechanism. Note that:
1. One senior staff member should take overall responsibility for the coordination and functioning of the
GC Mechanism;
2. Senior management should be involved in periodic reviews of actions taken for social incidents;
3. Operational staff should receive basic training in the key components, commitments and lines of
communication; and
4. In certain cases, the complainant or the overseeing staff may request participation of a subject matter
expert from within the operation.

6

RECORDING, REPORTING, INVESTIGATION AND RESOLUTION

Recording
All GCs must be logged, classified and reported. Different recording solutions may be used, but at a
minimum, any GC log must contain the information set out in the sample GC report in Appendix 9.2.
Operations may use any appropriate software to record GCs; a sample GC report generated through the
Risk Manager software is attached for information in Appendix 9.2. Risk Manager is available to all
departments; please contact Dave Mellows for further details. Relevant information must also be reported
in the GCP Database on a monthly basis.
Reporting
All GCs, of any category whatsoever, must regularly and systematically be reported to the department
management, at a minimum on a monthly basis.
GCs that may result in a Category 4 or 5 incident (see matrix in Appendix 9.1) must be reported within 24
hours of the incident occurring to (i) asset and department management, (ii) #baar.grievances and (iii) the
Compliance Coordinator and in line with the Glencore Incident Definitions, Categories, Investigation and
Reporting Procedure [10].
Investigation
All GCs must be investigated, and a record of the process in each case and its findings produced. The
results of the investigations must be reported to the department management. Sample investigation
reports can be found in Appendix 9.2.
Where GCs involve an actual or potential breach of law or may otherwise result in legal proceedings, the
Compliance Coordinator must be notified promptly in order to determine any relevant legal requirements.
Particular attention should be given to any applicable legal privilege issues (including waiver of privilege)
in relation to the initiation of the investigation of any GCs, the information and communication relating to
the investigation of any GCs, and to the outcome of any such investigation.
GCs that may result in a Category 4 or 5 incident (see matrix in Appendix 9.1) must be investigated along
the following criteria and in line with the Glencore Incident Definitions, Categories, Investigation and
Reporting Procedure:
1. Independence: assess whether the GC is severe enough that subject matter experts from other
assets/ functions within and/ or outside of Glencore should be involved;
2. Timeliness: follow standard incident investigation protocol (investigation to be initiated within 72
hours);
3. Involvement of Compliance Coordinator and of #baar.grievances.
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Resolution and Remedy
When resolving GCs, consideration should be given to the full suite of remedies, from a reasonable
rejection (with a reasonable explanation) to apology, compensation or other follow-up, such as a
settlement approach. Potential remedies can include:
1. Facilitation of effective access to justice mechanisms where requested
2. Access to medical and / or psychosocial support services
3. Provision of fair and appropriate financial reparations for personal harm or economic damages
(unless otherwise addressed by local law)
4. Rehabilitation of rights and circumstances
5. Targeted community development programs
Mitigating actions, remedies or other responses to a GC need to be communicated to the complainant.
Note that in some cases agreement on these may require ongoing consultation with the complainant. In
all cases, it is recommended that a written confirmation be given to the complainant or their
representative that the complaint has been addressed. Also, where appropriate (e.g. where the
allegations or response to them is material) a settlement agreement, which provides that the remedy is in
full and final settlement of the GC, should be entered into. In some cases, verification via a site visit or
presentation or other supporting evidence may be merited to secure the trust of the complainant and
ensure a successful resolution of the complaint.

7
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8

ACCOUNTABILITIES

Team

Accountabilities

Glencore Legal and HSEC teams





Department



Local Management (individual
operating asset)
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Develop guidance and risk and materiality criteria for considerations
in design of complaints and grievance mechanisms.
Support implementation at operations.
Oversee implementation of grievance mechanisms in accordance
with risk and materiality thresholds.
Review complaints and grievances and ensure that appropriate
mitigating actions are taken.
Review grievance mechanisms guidance and apply based on risk
and materiality assessment criteria.
Ensure appropriate resources (including training) are allocated to
support implementation of robust and effective mechanisms.
Report complaints and grievances in accordance with risk profile and
escalation processes.
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9

APPENDICES

See Appendix 1 and 2 on next pages.
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9.1

Appendix 1 – Glencore Corporate Risk Matrix – consequence table (originate from reference [9] - see section 7)
CONSEQUENCE [potential foreseeable outcome of the event]





5 Catastrophic

Health & Safety

Environment

 Multiple fatalities (5 or more fatalities in
a single incident)
 Multiple cases (5 or more) of
Permanent Damage Injuries or
Diseases that result in permanent
disabilities in a single incident

Financial Impact

Image & Reputation / Community

 Unconfined and widespread

 >$500M operating profit

 Loss of multiple major customers or large proportion of sales contracts

 Environmental damage or effect
(permanent; >10 years)

 >$200M property damage

 Sustained campaign by one or more international NGOs resulting in physical impact
on the assets or loss of ability to operate

 Requires major remediation

 Security incident resulting in multiple fatalities or major equipment damage

Legal &
Compliance
 Major litigation / prosecution at
Glencore corporate level
 Nationalisation / loss of licence
to operate

 Formal expression of significant dissatisfaction by government
 Grievance from internal or external stakeholder alleging human rights violation
resulting in multiple fatalities
 Loss of multiple major customers or large proportion of sales contracts

4 Major

 Single incident resulting in: Less than 5
Fatalities
 Permanent Damage Injury or Disease
that results in a permanent disabilityless than 5 cases in a single incident

 Long-term (2 to 10 years) impact

 $100-500M operating profit

 Security/ stakeholder incident resulting in single loss of life or equipment damage

 Requires significant remediation

 $50-200M property damage

 Grievance from internal or external stakeholder alleging human rights violation
resulting in single fatality or serious injuries

 Major litigation / prosecution at
Department level

 Topic of broad societal concern and criticism
 Negative media coverage at international level
 Investigation from government and/ or international (or high-profile) NGOs
 Complaints from multiple “final” customers
 Loss of major customer
 Negative impact on share price

3 Moderate

 Lost Time Injury (LTI)
 Lost Time Disease (LTD)
 Permanent Disabling Injury (PDI)

 Medium-term (<2 years) impact
(typically within a year)
 Requires moderate remediation

 $50-100M operating profit

 Negative media coverage at national level over more than one day

 $5-50M property damage

 Complaint from a “final” customer

 Major litigation / prosecution at
Operation level

 Off-spec product

 Permanent Disabling Disease (PDD)

 Local Stakeholder action resulting in national societal scrutiny

 Single incident that results in multiple
medical treatments

2 Minor

 Medical Treatment Injury (MTI)

 Near source

 $5-50M operating profit

 Negative local/ regional media coverage

 Medical Treatment Disease (MTD)

 Short-term impact (typically <week)

 $1-5M property damage

 Complaint received from an internal or external stakeholder

 Restricted Work Injury (RWI)

 Requires minor remediation

 Near source and confined

 <$5M operating profit

 Negligible media interest

 No lasting environmental damage or
effect (typically <day)

 <$1M property damage

 Regulation breaches resulting
in fine or litigation

 Restricted Work Disease (RWD)

1 Negligible

 First Aid Injury (FAI) or illness (not
considered disease or disorder)

 Regulation breaches without
fine or litigation

 Requires minor or no remediation
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Appendix 2 – Sample Complaint Log, Report and Investigation

Incident
number

Date

1

Name
of the
compla
inant

Location

Village

Description

classification

category

27 jan 2011

Inde

A verbal complaint was received from the
village of Inde claiming their water source
was contaminated by sediment from the
nearby drill pad. In effect, the water source
itself was not contaminated but the stream
bed below the water source was covered in
mud.

Complaints about water

Cat. 2 Minor

Closed out

2

07 feb 2011

Lébayi

Drilling in the vicinity of the village of
Lébayi resulted in increased turbidity in a
pond used for fishing. In collaboration with
the Department of Environment, samples
were taken and analysed. The turbidity
was a result of erosion from access roads
in the area but no trace of chemical
pollution was detected and villagers were
assured they could continue to eat the fish
without consequences.

Complaints about water

Cat. 2 Minor

Closed out

3

13 march
2011

Inde

A mine vehicles hit and killed a dog while
passing through the village of Inde. This
resulted in the villagers blocking the road
with wooden poles. The issue was
resolved with the payment of 15,000
compensation.

Complaints about traffic
amenities

Cat. 1 Negligible

Closed out

4

08 may 2011

Lébayi

People from the village complained about
the colour of the water in their water source
which is situated near a drill pad.

Complaints about water

Cat. 2 Minor

Closed out

5

08 may 11

People from Lewala vllage complained
about the colour of the water in their water
source which is situated near a drill pad.
They complained of itcy skin after washing
with the discoloured water.

Complaints about water

Cat. 2 Minor

In progress
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Incident
number

Date

6

10 may 11

7

16 may 11

Name
of the
compla
inant

Location

Village

Léwala

Description

classification

category

Work on the national road by the contractor
resulted in runoff into a manioc filed that
destroyed approximately 25 sacks of
manioc. The financial loss is estimated at
500,000. This is an issue that the
contractor should resolve as they are
contracted by the government to manage
the national roads.

Complaints about access
to property

Cat. 2 Minor

In progress

A landowner in the village complained that
the construction of a drill platform resukted
in the destruction of a number of hunting
traps. He has asked for compensation - the
amount is yet to be evaluated.

Complaints - other

Cat. 2 Minor

Closed out

Double click on the link below to access a sample complaint log and a sample report / investigation.

Community_Complain
Community_Complain
t_Test_Community_Complaint.pdf
t_Chook_Ran_Over_and_Killed.pdf
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Appendix 4:
Glencore Human Rights Policy

Human Rights Policy
With this policy we provide guidance and further interpretation of our fundamental
commitment to respect Human Rights, consistent with the UN Universal Declaration of
Human Rights. As stipulated in our Code of Conduct, we uphold the dignity, fundamental
freedoms and human rights of our employees, contractors and the communities in which we
live and wor and others aěected y our activities. We see to ensure that ey human rights
impacts are emedded in internal ris assessment processes.
Our approach

Working in partnership

We do not tolerate any form of workplace discrimination,
harassment or physical assault, or any form of child, forced, or
¢ȱǯȱȱȱȱĚȱȱ¢ȱȱȱ
communities in which we operate in our workforce. We
respect the rights of our employees and contractors, including
ȱȱȱȱȱȱǯ

ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
the communities where we operate. We seek to restore
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
ȱȱȱȱȱȱȱǯ

ȱȱǰȱ ȱȱȱȱ¢ȱȱ
ȱȱǰȱȱȱȱȱȱ
ǯȱȱȱȱȱȱȱȱ
operations for our stakeholders.

Our security procedures
The security procedures at our operations, assets and projects
are aligned with the Voluntary Principles on Security and
Human Rights. These procedures are reinforced by risk
assessments and incident reporting mechanisms, as well as
ȱȱȱ¢ȱěȱȱǯ

CODE OF CONDUCT

Our Values
Our employees are our ambassadors for our values

Safety

Simplicity

Our ﬁrst priority in the workplace is to protect the health and
well-being of all of our people. We take a proactive approach to
health and safety; our goal is continuous improvement in the
prevention of occupational disease and injuries.

We aim to achieve our key deliverables eﬃciently as a path to
industry-leading returns, while maintaining a clear focus on
excellence, quality, sustainability and continuous improvement
in everything we do.

Entrepreneurialism
Our approach fosters the highest level of professionalism,
personal ownership and entrepreneurial spirit in all our people
while never compromising on their safety and well-being. This is
important to our success and the superior returns we aim to
achieve for all our stakeholders.

We recognise the unique relationship of the indigenous
ȱ ȱȱȱȱ ȱ¢ȱǰȱȱȱ
to an engagement process that is based on good faith
negotiations and is consistent with traditional decision making
processes. This process is aligned with the principles of
Free, Prior and Informed Consent for Indigenous Peoples,
as endorsed by the International Council on Mining
and Metals (ICMM).
In our dealings with our business partners, including
ǰȱȱȱȱȱǰȱ ȱȱ
them to respect our standards of conduct.
ȱ¢ȱȱȱȱȱ ȱȱȱ
Declaration of Human Rights, the International Labour
ȱǻ Ǽȱȱȱȱȱǰȱ
ȱȱǰȱȱȱȱȱǻǼȱ ȱ
Principles on Business and Human Rights.

Responsibility
We recognise that our activities can have an impact on our
society and the environment. We care profoundly about our
performance in relation to environmental protection, human
rights and health and safety.

Openness
We value open relationships and communication based on
integrity, co-operation, transparency and mutual beneﬁt, with
our people, our customers, our suppliers, governments and
society in general.

CODE OF CONDUCT

For further reading please see Code of Conduct or go online: www.glencore.com

Corporate Practice

For further reading please see Our Values and Code of Conduct documents,
or go online: www.glencore.com

Corporate Practice

Appendix 5:
IAP2 Core Values
The International Association of Public Participation has developed its Core Values, which are
accepted globally as informing best practice engagement.
Development of the Core Values included broad international input to identify those aspects of
public participation that cross national, cultural and religious boundaries.
The Core Values define the expectations and aspirations of the public participation process.
Practitioners should adhere to these values for community engagement to be effective and of the
highest quality. The extent to which the Core Values can be adhered to is impacted by the level of
influence.
1. Public participation is based on the belief that those who are affected by a decision have a
right to be involved in the decision-making process.
2. Public participation includes the promise that the public’s contribution will influence the
decision.
3. Public participation promotes sustainable decisions by recognising and communicating the
needs and interests of all participants, including decision makers.
4. Public participation seeks out and facilitates the participation of those potentially affected
by or interested in a decision.
5. Public participation seeks input from participants in designing how they participate.
6. Public participation provides participants with the information they need to participate in a
meaningful way.
7. Public participation communicates to participants how their input affected the decision.

Appendix 6:
Consultant Profile

Tracy Jones
Managing Director, Creative Territory
Life Fellow, Public Relations Institute of Australia
Member, International Association for Public Participation
Member, International Public Relations Association

After 29 years in the Northern Territory, Creative Territory
founder and managing director Tracy Jones is no stranger
to the Northern Territory and its challenges.
Whether it’s helping the boardroom team through a crisis or helping people to communicate with
remote Indigenous communities, her mix of skills and passion ensure clients receive first class
strategic and practical counsel.
Tracy began her career as a cadet journalist in 1981 in Tamworth NSW where she won NSW
Journalist of the Year in 1985. The Top End called her in 1987 where she worked at the Northern
Territory News until joining the Northern Territory Government as a press secretary two years later.
Following the birth of her first child in 1992, she moved into the public service as a senior public
relations advisor.
Tracy headed up the public relations function in several NT Government agencies including the
portfolios of lands, housing, transport, infrastructure, essential services, business, local Government
and Indigenous affairs. She was head of the first centralised whole-of-Government communications
unit from 1999 to 2001. Three years later and after a stint as Marketing and Communications
Director at Charles Darwin University, she rejoined Government, again heading up the central
communications function.
During her time in Government Tracy was responsible for major projects and campaigns including
the international marketing of the Alice Springs to Darwin railway as a BOOT project, promoting the
Northern Territory as an investment location, counter-terrorism communication and several disaster
and crisis communication programs.
She founded Creative Territory in March 2006, growing from a one-man consultancy to a boutique
agency with staff in Darwin and Alice Springs. In 2014, she downsized the business and now works
alone again from her home at Dundee Beach, sharing her time between looking after clients, fishing
and gardening.
Tracy has a formidable record throughout the Territory and Australia. She has won numerous
Golden World Awards, Golden Target Awards and State Awards for Excellence and was the first
Northern Territorian to be elevated as a Fellow of the Public Relations Institute of Australia. She
served as National President of the organisation from 2007 to 2010 and National Treasurer from
2010 to 2013.
Her key clients include McArthur River Mine, TIO, the Northern Territory Government and the AACo
Northern Beef Processing Facility. Her work includes strategic public relations counsel, government
relations, media management and community consultation.

Appendix 7:
Stakeholder breakdown

Stakeholder

Interest

Government
NT Environment Protection Authority

Approving authority for EIS

NT Department of Primary Industry and
Resources

Regulator for the mine

NT Aboriginal Areas Protection
Authority

Authority for Sacred Sites clearances.

NT Department of Tourism and Culture
(Parks and Wildlife)

Native flora and fauna

NT Department of Health

Human health, particularly around the consumption
of native flora and fauna

NT Department of Infrastructure,
Planning and Logistics (Land Resource
Management)

Water allocation and land management

NT Department of the Chief Minister

Economic and social impact to the NT

NT Department of Treasury and
Finance

Economic impacts

NT Department of Business

Business impact. Work health.

Australian Department of the
Environment and Energy

Protection of endangered species.

Chief Minister and Cabinet

Economic and social impact. Protection of the
environment. Any issues impacting on the
community.

Opposition

Economic and social impact. Protection of the
environment. Any issues impacting on the
community.

Member for Barkly

Economic and social impact. Protection of the
environment. Any issues impacting on the
community.

Independent MLAs

Economic and social impact. Protection of the
environment. Any issues impacting on the
community.

Cultural
Gurdanji Traditional Owners

Owners of the land on which the mine is situated.
Responsible for cultural heritage.

Gurdanji families

Responsible for country and culture where the mine
is situated.

Yanyuwa elders and families

Responsible for the country and culture for the area
in which the Bing Bong Loading Facility is situated.

Garawa and Mara elders and families

Responsible for country and culture in the immediate
region.

Northern Land Council

Representing the interests of Traditional Owners
and their families.

Stakeholder

Interest

Community
Borroloola and Gulf region residents

Interested in all impacts of the mine.

MRM Community Reference Group

Interested in all impacts of the mine.

MRM Community Benefits Trust

Well connected to local community. Funds projects
in community.

Roper Gulf Council

Interested in all impacts of the mine. Funding
recipient from CBT.

Mabunji Board

Interested in all impacts of the mine. Funding
recipient from CBT.

MAWA Board

Interested in all impacts of the mine.
Partner in Bing Bong facility.

Sea Ranger Groups

Impacts on sea and country. Funding recipient from
CBT.

Borroloola Community Change Makers
Gulf Rivers Landcare Group

Impacts on country.

Business and Interest Groups
Chamber of Commerce

Business and economic impacts

Manufacturers Council

Business opportunities

NTICN

Business opportunities

NT Cattlemen’s Association

Cattle management

Minerals Council NT

Support for mining industry

Amateur Fishermen’s Association of the Impact on fish and fish habitats
NT
Select business leaders

Business opportunities

Employees and contractors
Employees

Employment.

Contractors and suppliers

Jobs and business opportunities.

NGOs
Environment Centre of the NT

On record stating that MRM should be closed.

Environmental Defenders Office

On record stating that MRM should be closed.

Action Aid

On record criticising mine

Minerals Policy Institute

On record criticising mine

Media
Local

Reporting within the NT

National

Reporting more broadly in Australia

International

Reporting internationally

Specialist

Specifically reporting on mining, business and
environmental news.

Appendix 8:
Stakeholders consulted

Notes:
Some stakeholders identify with a number of different groups and so all the groups they identify
with have been shown.
The language groups of some stakeholders was not indicated. Some individuals associate with more
than one language group.
A number of Government agency names have changed and personnel moved to different roles. The
organisation shown in these tables was correct at the time the stakeholder was consulted.
Similarly, a number of individuals have moved to new roles during the consultation period. If they
were consulted in two separate roles, and those roles were substantially different, they have been
listed twice.

Shanayda Anderson
Stephen Anderson
Tony Anderson
Jerry Anderson
Alec Anderson
Malcolm Andrew
Juan Araya
Lyn Armstrong
Jason Ashworth
Laurie Backhouse
Marion Backhouse
Debbie Bail
Allan Baker
Dawn Baker

1
3
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

Other

X

NGO

X

Local group

Garawa

Mara

Yanyuwa

Trust/CRG

X
X
X
X

Gurdanji

Traditional
Owner

Gulf region
resident

Interest
Groups

Business

X

Roper Gulf

2
1
1
7
1
1
1
4
2

Government

Organisation
Borroloola School
Community member
Community member
Roper Gulf Shire Council
Chamber of Commerce NT
Borroloola School
Mabunji Aged Care
Borroloola School
Dept Treasury and
Finance
Community member
Manangoora Station
Onsite Rental Group
Community Member
Community Member
Ezyquip
SCF Group
Borroloola Post Office
Onsite Rental Group
Community Member
Community Member
Mabunji
Borroloola School
Community Member

No. times
contacted

Name
Max Agnew
Susan Ah Woy
Sylvia Ah Woy
Stan Allen
Carrie Altamura
Ashley Anderson
Christine Anderson
Noela Anderson
Judith Anderson

Andrew Baylis
Louise Beilby
Craig Bergin
Greg Bicknell
Delores Bob
Kerry Bosch
Annette Bradford
Gary Bradford
Andrew Bridges
Peter Brown
Sherele Brown
David Browne
Kathryn Brunnen
Warwick Bryant
Mick Butler

Other

X

NGO

Roper Gulf

Garawa

Mara

Yanyuwa

Gurdanji

Traditional
Owner

Gulf region
resident

Interest
Groups

Business

Government

X

X

1

X

1

X

1

X

1
1
1
1
1
1

X
X
X
X

X
X

1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2

Local group

Patsy Barrett

1

Trust/CRG

Steve Barrett

Organisation
Office of the Chief
Minister
Limmen River Fishing
Camp
Limmen River Fishing
Camp
Dept Treasury and
Finance
NT Government
Jemena
Chamber of Commerce NT
Community Member
Northline
Borroloola Amateur Race
Club
Northern Rise Village
Services
Parks and Wildlife
Contractor
Frontier Cement Supplied
ERIAS Group
Airnorth
Fyfe Pty Ltd
Dept Treasury and
Finance

No. times
contacted

Name
Tim Baldwin

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

Liam Cashen
Eddie Cave
Derek Charles
Miriam Charlie
Curtis Charlie
Dan Chatterton
Sally Clifford
Cecily Cockwell
Mark Coffey
Magdaline Coleman
John Coleman
Patrick Collins
Lindee Cook
Billy Coolibah
Betty Coolwell
Corrine Coombes

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2

Other

NGO

Local group

Trust/CRG

Roper Gulf

Garawa

Mara

Yanyuwa

Gurdanji

Traditional
Owner

Gulf region
resident

Interest
Groups

Business

Government

Organisation
Charles Darwin University
Cairns Industries
Cairns Industries
Department of Mines and
Energy
SCF
Dept Treasury and
Finance
Community Member
Waralungku Arts Centre
Community Member
Total Steel
Matrix on Board
Community Member
Office of Northern
Australia
Coleman's Printing
Department of the Chief
Minister
Mungoorbada Association
Community Member
Gurdanji Traditional
Owner
Community Member
Community Member

No. times
contacted

Name
Rob Buttery
Allen Cairns
Kym Cairns
Brent Campbell

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

1
1
9

X
X
X

1
1

X
X

X

X

X

X

Teresa Cummings
Glenn Dalli
Luis Da Rocha
Dannielle Darcy
Johnny Davey
Casey Davey
Shane Davey
Alex Davidson
Andrew Davis
Smokey Dawson
Clinton Daylight
Paul Daylight
John De Koning
Kevin De Witte
Sean Delaney

1
1
4
1
1
1
1
5

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

3
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

X
X
X

X

3

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

Other

NGO

Local group

Trust/CRG

Roper Gulf

Garawa

Mara

Yanyuwa

Gurdanji

X

1
6

1

Traditional
Owner

Gulf region
resident

Interest
Groups

Business

Government

Organisation
Community Member
Central Petroleum
Mabunji
Crowhurst Engineering
Katherine Mining Services
Association
NARMCO
Red Dirt Trading
Dept Land Resource
Management
Community Member
Traditional Owner Gurdanji
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Borroloola Hotel
YBE HY Hire
Community Member
Community Member
NT Dept Housing & Local
Government
Dept Primary Industry and
Fisheries
Ahrens

No. times
contacted

Name
Neville Coop
Richard Cottee
Greg Crofts
Jannette Crowhurst
Geoff Crowhurst

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
2
1
3
1
2
1
1
1

Other

NGO

Local group

Trust/CRG

Roper Gulf

Garawa

Mara

Yanyuwa

Gurdanji

Traditional
Owner

Gulf region
resident

Interest
Groups

Business

Government

Organisation
Ministerial officer
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Borroloola School
Action Aid Australia
Mabunji
Ngarda Civil and Mining
Kennards Hire
Territory One candidate
Community Member
Goodline
Savannah Way
IE Project
Centrelink
Roper Gulf Shire Council
Community Member
Dept of the Chief Minister
Department of Business
Dept of Mines and Energy
Greenbank Station

No. times
contacted

Name
Michael Delosa
Sharon Dick
Joyce Dirdi
Noel Dixon
Rodney Dixon
Vera Dixon
Jonathon Dorning
John Dowd
Alison Doyle
David Dunworth
Craig Durkee
Braedon Earley
Carol Echo
Scott Elliott
Trish Elmy
Jason Elsegood
Jodie Evans
Samuel Evans
Shaun Evans
Elisabeth Ewens
Richard Exley
Mike Fawcett
Ted Firkin

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

Patrick Flemming
Brion Foley
Kevin Fong
Thomas Forgan
Bill Freeland
Adrianne Friday
Gloria Friday
Graham Friday
Joanne Friay
Don Garner
Rob Garnham
Jessie George
Kathy Ger
Chloe Gibbon
Sarah Gifford
Adam Giles

1
1

X
X

1
2

X
X

1
1
6

X
X
X

Other

NGO

Local group

Trust/CRG

Roper Gulf

Garawa

Mara

Yanyuwa

Gurdanji

Traditional
Owner

Gulf region
resident

Interest
Groups

Business

Government

Organisation
Community member
li-Anthawirriyarra Sea
Rangers
FAHCSIA
Dept Treasury and
Finance
Department of Business
Borroloola School
NT Environment
Protection Authority
Community Member
Community Member
Li-Anthawirriyarra Sea
Rangers
Community Member
Gulf Mini Mart
IM - Groundwater
Resource Management
Borroloola School
Malandari Aged Care
Community Member
Department of Industry,
Innovation and Science
Chief Minister

No. times
contacted

Name
Nicholas Fitzpatrick
Sean Fitzpatrick

X

X

X

1
1
4

X
X
X

1
2
1

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

1
1
2
1

X
X
X
X

1

X

X

Susanne Ginger
David Gooch
Clem Goodman
Joe Goodsmal
Rob Grayson
Karen Green
Jack Green
Kevin Grey
Josephine Green Davey
Tony Grills
Michael Gunner
Greg Haigh
Tom Haines
Ray Hall
Scott Hallett
Keith Hallett
Stephen Hamm
Robert (Bob) Hampson

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

1
1

X

2

X

X

1

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

Other

NGO

Local group

Trust/CRG

Roper Gulf

Garawa

Mara

Yanyuwa

Gurdanji

Traditional
Owner

Gulf region
resident

Interest
Groups

X

1
1
1

4
2
1
1

Business

Government

Organisation
NT Department of
Business and Training
Community Member
Airnorth
Community Member
Community Member
Power Projects
Deliotte Touche Tohmatsu
Northern Land Council Borroloola
eMerge IT Solutions
Community member
Cosa Cranes and
Engineering
Leader of the Opposition
Security and Technology
Services
Dept Primary Industry and
Fisheries
EcOz Environmental
Services
Borroloola House Boats
King Ash Bay Fishing Club
Borroloola School
Borroloola School

No. times
contacted

Name
Garry Giles

Phil Harvey
Malcolm Hauser
Philip Hausler
Tracey Hayes
Darrin Hepworth
Armon Hicks
Gary Higgins
Tim Hill
Brydie Hill
Don Hill
Dustin Hobbs
Lizzy Hogan
Cam Holden
Alan Holland
Murray Hooper

1
1
1
2
1
1
4

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

2
1
2

X
X

1

X

1

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

Other

NGO

Local group

Trust/CRG

Roper Gulf

Garawa

Mara

Yanyuwa

Gurdanji

Traditional
Owner

Gulf region
resident
X

3

1
1
3
1
1
1

Interest
Groups

Business

Government

Organisation
Community member
NLC
Vista Gold Australia
Office of the Chief
Minister
Community Member
NLC
Department of Mines and
Energy
NT Cattlemen's
Association
MAWA
Santos Ltd
Country Liberals Northern
Territory
AusIndustry Business
Services
Dept Land Resource
Management
McMahon Services
Hydrobiology
Mabunji Women's Shelter
Community Member
Dept of Mines and Energy
OSD

No. times
contacted

Name
Daniel Harding
Ian Harris
Peter Harris
Therese Hart

Veronica Jackson
Robert Janima
John Jansen
Rod Johnson
Stephen Johnson
Tyson Johnson
Ben Johnston
Michael Jones
Kathy Jupiter
Chandan Kalase
Marlene Karkadoo
Ray Keable

5
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
9
1
1
1
1
2
1
3
1

X
X

Other

NGO

Local group

Trust/CRG

Roper Gulf

Garawa

Mara

Yanyuwa

Gurdanji

Traditional
Owner

Gulf region
resident

Interest
Groups

Business

Government

Organisation
Sandridge Community
Community Member
NLC
Wunala Creche
King Ash Bay Fishing Club
Community Member
HIQa Geotechnical
Borroloola Health Centre
Roper Gulf Shire Council
Triple P Contracting Pty
Ltd
Community Member
Community Member
NARMCO
NTEPA
Mungoora Station
Community Member
Site Skills Group
IM - ERIAS group
Waralungku Arts Centre
Department of Transport
Language Centre
(Mabunji)
Land Partners Limited

No. times
contacted

Name
Gadrian Hoosan
Stuart Hoosan
Rebecca Hughes
Sylvia Hughes
Raymie Hulm
Brian Hume
Jai Hunt
Geoff Hutchinson
Tony Jack
Gordon Jackson

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

Ron Kelly
John Kennedy
Sarah Kerin
Roslyn Kerr
Susey Kidd
Neremiah Kidd
William Kidd
Leo Kiley
Sharon Kincaid
Michele Knee
Murray Knyvett
Marianne Koorabudda
Stephanie Kosh
Timothy Lansen Snr
Andrew Lansen
Dean Lansen

2
1
1
3
X

3

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

1

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

Other

NGO

Local group

Trust/CRG

Roper Gulf

Garawa

Mara

Yanyuwa

Gurdanji

Traditional
Owner

Gulf region
resident
X
X
X
X

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
4
1

Interest
Groups

Business

Government

Organisation
Community Member
Greenbank Station
Greenbank Station
Li-anthawirriyarra Sea
Rangers
Dept Mines and Energy
Goodline
Parks and Wildlife
Commission
Borroloola Amateur Race
Club
Triple P Contracting Pty
Ltd
Community Member
Community Member
Stabilco
Community Member
Community member
YBE Pty Ltd
Community Member
Borroloola School
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member

No. times
contacted

Name
Marjorie Keighran
Daniel (Dan) Keighran
John Keighran
Fiona Keighran

Alf Leonardi
Jean Lewis
Kevin Liddy
Gary Limerick
Jon Lindley
David Lockett
Christine Long
Mike Longton
Andrew Lucas
Rohan Mackey
Maria Marriner
Daniel Marshall
Lance Martin

1
2
1
4
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
3
5
1
1
1
1
1

X
X
X
X
X

X

Other

NGO

Local group

Trust/CRG

Roper Gulf

Garawa

Mara

Yanyuwa

Gurdanji

Traditional
Owner

Gulf region
resident

Interest
Groups

Business

Government

Organisation
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Toll Mining Services
Atlas Copco Rental
IM - Low Ecological
Services
Leader Opposition office
Community Member
Dept FaHCSIA
Community Member
Protech Personnel (NT)
Pty Ltd
Community Member
Department of Primary
Industry and Fisheries
Outbush Photography
Department of Business
Chamber of Commerce NT
Dept Health
Total Steel
Practical Safety Australia

No. times
contacted

Name
Mackewan Lansen
Timothy Lansen Jnr
Patsy Lansen
Elizabeth Lansen
Judy Lansen
Nathaniel Last
Mark Lathlean
Matt Le Feuvre

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

Jocelyn Mawson
Peggy Mawson
Susie Mawson
Ross McAiliffe
Richard McAllister
Gerry McCarthy
Paul McCracken
Benjamin McDinny
Isa McDinny
Nancy McDinny
Rachel McDinny
Scott McDinny
Greg McDonald
Robin McElhinney
Meg McGrath

Nathan McIvor
Kim McNamara
Lauren Mellor

1
2
3
1
1
3

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

1

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

Other

NGO

Local group

X

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

2
1
4

Trust/CRG

Roper Gulf

Garawa

Mara

Yanyuwa

Gurdanji

Traditional
Owner

Gulf region
resident

Interest
Groups

Business

Government

Organisation
MRM Community Benefits
Trust
Community Member
Traditional Owner
Community Member
Community member
Department of the Chief
Minister
Member for Barkly
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Community member
Community Member
NLC
King Ash Bay Fishing Club
Inc
Employment & Training
NT - Regional Operations
Unit
Roper Gulf Council
KJM Contractors Pty Ltd
Minerals Policy Institute

No. times
contacted

Name
Coby Martin-Jard

Wendy Moulds
Daniel Mullholland
Emma Muntz
Brent Murdoch
Karen Murray
Clay Nayton
Muldoon Noble

Community Member
Katherine Town Council
Community Member
Institute of Engineers
Community Member
Community Member
Community member
Northern Land Council
NLC Borroloola
Chamber of Commerce NT
Minister for the
Environment
IE Projects
Community Member
DME
Vista Gold Australia
Ngarda Civil and Mining
Pty Ltd
Menzies School of Health
Research
Community Member

1
3
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1

Other

NGO

Local group

Trust/CRG

Roper Gulf

Garawa

Mara

Yanyuwa

Gurdanji

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

1
2

Traditional
Owner

Gulf region
resident

Interest
Groups

Business

Government

Organisation
Santos
Senior Gurdanji woman

No. times
contacted

Name
Sandra Menpes
Senior Gurdanji woman
(now deceased)
Jemima Miller
Fay Miller
Terry Miller
Mark Monaghan
Sue Morgan
Cindy Morgan
Jimmy Morrison
Joe Morrison
Nathan Morrison
Kate Morrissey
Hon Lauren Moss MLA

X

Brian O’Shannassy
Kevin Peters

Doug Phillips
Owen Pike
Chris Pluto Jnr
Chris Pluto Snr
Dixie Pluto
Jerome Pluto
Melinda Pluto
Patricia Pluto
Priscilla Pluto
Rishenda Pluto

2
3
1
1
1
2
1
1

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

1
2

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

Other

NGO

Local group

Trust/CRG

Roper Gulf

Garawa

Mara

Yanyuwa

Gurdanji

Traditional
Owner

Gulf region
resident
X

1
2

2
7
5
1
1
1
1
1

Interest
Groups

Business

Government

Organisation
Community Member
Department of Health
Maicon Engineering
Darwin Port
NLC
Chamber of Commerce NT
Department of Business
WRM Water and
Environment Pty Ltd
Malandari Store
Northern Territory
Industry Capabilities
Network (NTICN)
Sapphire Lake Pty Ltd
Mine Maintenance and
Construction (NT)
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member

No. times
contacted

Name
Dinah Norman
Len Notaras
Tommy O'Brien
Terry O'Connor
Michael O'Donnell
Brian O'Gallagher
Craig O'Halloran
Julian Orth

1
1
1
1
2
8
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
6
1
12
1
1
1
1
5

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

Other

NGO

Local group

Trust/CRG

Roper Gulf

Garawa

Mara

Yanyuwa

Gurdanji

Traditional
Owner

Gulf region
resident

Interest
Groups

Business

Government

Organisation
Community Member
Borroloola Caravan Park
Ausco
Layher Pty Ltd
Sea Ranger
NTEPA
Speaker
Families as First Teachers
Pangaea Resources
Aged Care
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Community Member
Traditional Owner
Community Member
Community Member
Airpower (NT) Pty Ltd
Community Member
Borroloola Rent a Car

No. times
contacted

Name
Zara Pluto
Anita Pohlman
Alana Pollard
Reg Potts
Damien Pracy
Paul Purdon
Kezia Purick
Maria Pyro
Tim Radburn
Adrianne Raggett
Celine Raggett
Charmaine Raggett
Clarry Raggett
Marcus Raggett
May Raggett
Ronnie Raggett Jnr
Ronnie Raggett Snr
Sonny Raggett
Valerie Raggett
Grant Rau
Valeria Redbank
Bernie Redfern (now
deceased)

Nadia Reid
Beatty Retchford
Christine Riley
Maryanne Riley
Phillip Riley
Revonna Riley
Jenne Roberts
Reid Robinson
Asman Rory
Conrad Rory
Keith Rory

Myra Rory
Ruth Rory
Steven Rowe
Geoff Rowlands

1
1

Other

NGO

Local group

Trust/CRG
X

X

X
X

3

X

1
1

X
X

X

2
1
1

X
X

X

1
1
2
2

Roper Gulf

Garawa

Mara

Yanyuwa

Gurdanji

Traditional
Owner

Gulf region
resident

Interest
Groups

Business

Government

Organisation
MRM Community Benefits
Trust
Northern Territory
Government
Borroloola Amateur Race
Club
Traditional Owner – Mara
Il-Kurluluwa Aboriginal
Corporation
Community Member
Community Member
Menzies School of Health
Research
Trepang Services Pty ltd
Community Member
Community Member
MAWA (Mawurli
Wirriwangkuma
Aboriginal Corporation)
Community Member
Community Member
SRA Information
Technology
Rowlands Quarries

No. times
contacted

Name
Mike Reed

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

1
1
1

X

1

X

X

X

X
X

X

Jodie Ryan
Peter Sainsbury
Melissa Sanderson
John Sauer
Maria Schafler
Ian Scrimgeour
Val Seib
Patsy Shadforth
Frank Shadforth
Clarry Shadforth
Hazel Shadforth
Arthur Shadforth
Alastair Shields
Chris Shilling
Pablo Shopen
Shirley Simons
Hannah Skewes

3

X
X

1

X

X

1
1
1
1

X

X
X
X

1
1
1
2

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

Other

NGO

Local group

Trust/CRG
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

Roper Gulf

Garawa

Mara

Yanyuwa

Gurdanji

X

1

5
1
2
1
1
1
2

Traditional
Owner

Gulf region
resident

Interest
Groups

Business

Government

Organisation
Rusca Bros Contracting/
CRG Chair
Department of Treasury
and Finance
Parks and Wildlife
Commission
NT Police
TJ’s One Stop/ FERGS
Borroloola School
Department of Mines and
Energy
8MAB Radio 102.9FM
Borroloola School
Seven Emu Station
Seven Emu Station
Community Member
Community Member
Department of Land
Resource Management
Leila Creek Station
Department of the
Environment and Energy
Community Member
Dept Treasury and
Finance

No. times
contacted

Name
Sid Rusca

Joel Sloan
Howard Smith
Dennis Snowden
Warren Snowdon
Charles Staples
Martin Stenhouse
Jeff Stewart
Warwick Stewart

Mark Stinton
Paul Stone
Stephanie Stonier
Lyn Stratford
Kelly Strike
Stuart Suares
Bill Sullivan

2
2
1
1
1
1

Other

NGO

Local group

Trust/CRG

Roper Gulf

Garawa

Mara

Yanyuwa

Gurdanji

Traditional
Owner

Gulf region
resident

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

1
1

X

1
1

Interest
Groups

X

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

Business

Government

Organisation
NT Department of Health
AFANT
Office of the Minister for
Resources
Community Member
NLC
Department of the
Environment and Energy
Australian Labor Party
Power and Water
Stenhouse Lifting
Equipment
Department of Business
IM - Environmental
Geochemistry
International
BMD Constructions
Darwin Galvanizing Pty Ltd
Origin Energy
Paper Bark Café
Department of the
Environment and Energy
Borroloola School
MS Contracting

No. times
contacted

Name
Steve Skov
Tristan Sloan
Tristan Sloan

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

Annie Taylor
Kylie Taylor
Michael Tennant
Mark Thomas
Malcolm Thompson
Mallee Thompson
Margaret Thomson
Cathryn Tilmouth
Mavis Timothy
Peter Tornaros
Dane Trembath
Richard Trevena
Alister Trier
Elena Tsangari
Theo Tsikouris
Damon Tweedie
Kris Unternahrer
Margarita Vargas
Glynn Verity

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1

Other

NGO

Local group

Trust/CRG

Roper Gulf

Garawa

Mara

Yanyuwa

Gurdanji

Traditional
Owner

Gulf region
resident

Interest
Groups

Business

Government

Organisation
IM - Pells Sullivan
Meynink
Community Member
Deloitte
Department of Business
Borroloola School
Community Member
Community Member
Borroloola School
Office of the Minister for
Resources
Waralungku Arts Centre
Borroloola School
Department of Mines and
Energy
Roper Gulf Council
Department of Primary
Industry and Fisheries
ICN NT
NT Build
Department of Mines and
Energy
McDonnell Dowell
Neptune Asset Integrity
Department of Business

No. times
contacted

Name
Gareth Swarbrick

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

Anthony Waite
Manak Wakeling
Leanna Wallman
Richard Walton
Norton Ward
Mike Welsch
Ronny Whitehead
Donna Wiggins
Graham Williams
Trevor Willis
Julie Wilson
Gerry Wood
Ray Wooldridge
Rhonda Yates
Emma Young
Sue Yu

1
5
1

X
X

2
1
1
1
1
2

X

Other

NGO

Local group

Trust/CRG

Roper Gulf

Garawa

Mara

Yanyuwa

Gurdanji

Traditional
Owner

Gulf region
resident
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

2

X

X

X

X
X
X

1

1

Interest
Groups
X

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

Business

Government

Organisation
Minister for Resources
DME
Minerals Council of Aust NT
NT Worksafe
Community Member
Borroloola School
IM - Water technology
Community Member
NT Environment
Protection Authority
Community Member
Beagle Motor Inn
Dept. of Mines and Energy
Darwin Bolt Supplies
Department of the Chief
Minister
Independent - Northern
Territory
North Australian
Laboratories
NLC
Office of the Minister for
the Environment
NLC

No. times
contacted

Name
Hon Ken Vowels MLA
Peter Waggitt
Drew Wagner

X
X
X
X

Name
Paulini
Patrick Zoll
1
1
X
X

Other

NGO

Local group

Trust/CRG

Roper Gulf

Garawa

Mara

Yanyuwa

Gurdanji

Traditional
Owner

Gulf region
resident

Interest
Groups

Business

Government

No. times
contacted

Organisation
Community Member
Community Member

Appendix 9:
Communication Tools

Fact Sheets

Water quality
May 2016

The quality of water in and around MRM’s
sites is the most closely monitored of all
environmental factors.
Our own environment technicians are
complemented by a team of expert consultants in
looking at every aspect of water quality, including
metals and minerals in fresh water as well the
monitoring of fish and other river life.

Water monitoring program
Both groundwater and surface water are subject to
our monitoring program and results are shared
with the Northern Territory Government as
required under our Mine Management Plan and by
the Independent Environmental Monitor.
Different monitoring sites are tested at different
intervals depending on what we are measuring for
and the time of the year. For example, the
McArthur River is monitored every single week
throughout the year while areas around the
Tailings Storage Facility are monitored weekly in
the wet season and monthly in the dry season.

The yellow dots on the map below show all of the
water monitoring sites on and in the immediate
vicinity of the mine.
The red dot is what is known as the compliance
point. This is immediately downstream from the
mine and is used as an indicator of any minerals or
metals that could be attributable to the mine itself.
Monitoring of water upstream from MRM gives us
an indication of the quality of the water coming
into the mine site. This is important as it helps us to
understand the quality of the natural watercourses
in the area.
We know that this area is naturally rich in iron and
aluminium in particular, but also in copper, lead
and zinc. Natural watercourses will pick up these
elements from the surrounding environment and it
is important for us to understand these levels
before the water enters the vicinity of our site.
Other monitoring around the site gives us
information about contained water sources, such as
dams around the Overburden Emplacement
Facility and in the Tailings Storage Facility.

Water monitoring points on and adjacent to the mine site.
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Surface Water quality
There are a number of watercourses running
through and adjacent to our site that feed into the
McArthur River. To ensure these watercourses do
not contain contaminants, the Northern Territory’s
independent Environment Protection Authority
has approved a Waste Discharge Licence for the
site, as it does with many mining activities.
Under that licence, a compliance point has been
established in the McArthur River downstream
from the mine site and “trigger values” have been
set for a range of minerals.
Water is sampled on a regular basis as required
under the licence and any exceedance of these
values must be reported to the NTEPA within 24
hours.
The first big rains of the wet season generally flush
a higher level of minerals into the natural
watercourses upstream from the mine and it is not
unusual to see elevated levels of naturally
occurring minerals, particularly aluminium and
iron, at this time.

These are naturally occurring metals that are not
mined at MRM. In fact, we often see the levels of
these metals higher in water upstream from the
mine than they are downstream, after the water
had passed through the mine site.

Groundwater quality
A series of bores are located throughout the mine
site to enable extensive testing of groundwater.
Our groundwater monitoring system is constantly
being upgraded particularly around the Tailings
Storage Facility and the North Overburden
Emplacement Facility.
For more information:
Chrissy Joll or Rebecca Gentle
Senior Community Relations Advisors
Phone: 1800 211 573

www.mcarthurrivermine.com.au||mrmprojenq@glencore.com.au
mrmprojenq@glencore.com.au || 1800
NTNT
0821
www.mcarthurrivermine.com.au
1800 211
211 573
573 || PO
PO Box
Box 3621
36821Winnellie
Winnellie
0821

Tailings Storage Facility
May 2016

Tailings is the term given to the waste
material left over after the ore is processed
through the Mill at MRM. These tailings
comprise a mixture of fine mineral particles
and water.
At MRM, the tailings are piped from the Mill to the
Tailings Storage Facility, where the water is
evaporated off, leaving behind the minerals.
Over time, this material dries out and each cell is
eventually capped and rehabilitated.
MRM’s storage facility is presently made up of
three cells. Cell One is the original storage facility
and is adjacent to Surprise Creek. It has not been
used since 2007 and has been capped with clay and
covered with grasses.
Cell Two is presently where all tailings from the
mine are stored. In 2013, we undertook a project to

raise the levee walls of Cell Two to increase its
capacity to hold tailings and provide superior
protection in the case of an extreme rainfall event.
Cell Three contains fresh water and low sulphate
water from other catchment in the mine area, but
also acts as an additional safety mechanism in the
case of extreme rainfall.
A spillway between Cell Two and Cell Three
would allow any overflow to be contained should
this occur.

Independent Monitor report
In the December 2015 Independent Monitor (IM)
Report, the IM has noted substantial improvements
at Cell Two of the Tailings Storage Facility. MRM
has:


Substantially reduced water being stored in the
dam through the recycling

This photo shows how a beaching process is used to separate water from the cell wall.
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Formed a “beach” around the edges of
the tailings storage facility to improve
its integrity



Moved the decant system to the centre
of the cell



Installed a comprehensive sump and
extraction system to maximise recovery
of seepage from Cell 2.

Water in the Tailings Storage Facility
remains at the lowest levels ever.
The IM has also noted further
improvements including:


The installation of additional
groundwater monitoring bores



Assessment of salinity in Surprise
Creek.

Further improvements
Since the IM reporting period MRM has
made further improvements including:


Formation of an Independent Review
Board to provide advice on the TSF



Third-party expert reviews



Development of a new Tailings
Operation Manual updated with latest
ANCOLD guidelines



Providing nationally accredited training
in Tailings Storage Facility Operation
and Surveillance for MRM personnel.



A comprehensive monitoring program
will be maintained over the life of the TSF.

Increased capacity piping allows a thicker tailing with less water
content to be piped to the dam as well as the return of water to the mill
for recycling.

Water levels
We have greatly reduced the amount of water in
Cell Two in three ways:


No additional water is being added to this cell
other than rainfall catchment and water
contained in the tailings.



Water is pumped from Cell Two to the
processing facility to be recycled.



The capacity of infrastructure has been
increased to allow a thicker tailing with less
water content to be piped to the dam.

Monitoring program
All our survey and monitoring data provides us
with a high level of confidence in the integrity and
stability of the Tailings Storage Facility.
Our program includes daily inspections of all
infrastructure, fortnightly water quality sampling
and annual independent safety audits in line with
guidelines set down by the Australian National
Committee on Large Dams (ANCOLD).

For more information:
Chrissy Joll or Rebecca Gentle
Senior Community Relations Advisors
Phone: 1800 211 573

www.mcarthurrivermine.com.au
| mrmprojenq@glencore.com.au
| 1800
211211
573573
| PO
Box
3621
Winnellie
NTNT
0821
www.mcarthurrivermine.com.au
| mrmprojenq@glencore.com.au
| 1800
| PO
Box
3621
Winnellie
0821

Overburden Management Project
Environmental Impact Assessment
May 2016
Overburden is the waste material surrounding the
zinc-lead ore mined from the open cut mine. It
includes some topsoil, clay and a variety of noncommercial rock types. It is not subject to any manmade processes but needs to be removed to allow
access to the ore.

The need for an EIS
Under the Phase 3 Development Project (Phase 3)
approved in 2013, we had planned to expand the
existing North Overburden Emplacement Facility
(NOEF) and to construct new overburden
emplacement facilities to the east and south of the
open-pit mine, inside and outside the flood protection
bund wall.
As part of a commitment made when we lodged the
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for Phase 3, we
have further advanced our understanding of the
overburden being excavated from the mine over the
past three years.
Specialist consultants undertook studies over 18
months to understand the properties of the
overburden rock being generated. The studies have
focussed on understanding what happens when the
overburden oxidises through contact with air and
water. Oxidation of rocks may produce a liquid
called leachate.
We used to categorise the overburden in three ways –
Alluvium (or clays), Non Acid Forming (NAF) and
Potentially Acid Forming (PAF). Following our
studies, we are now categorising the waste rock in six
ways. There are three types of NAF and two types of
PAF as well as the Alluvium, which all need to be
handled properly.
The amount of PAF has not changed significantly.
However, we found there are two types of NAF that
could generate leachates containing soluble metals or
salts if not properly managed.
This means there is now less NAF suitable for using
on the outside of the overburden emplacement
facilities or surrounding the cells of PAF materials as
planned. We have enough of the suitable NAF to keep
developing the NOEF between now and the end of
2017 as well as meeting our closure obligations.
However, we need to alter the future design of the
overburden emplacement facilities to continue for
development after then.

The diagram shows how PAF and the problematic NAF
will be encapsulated in clean rock and clay.

New design work underway
Studies and planning are well underway to determine
a new design for the NOEF. This work will come up
with the best solution for storing the overburden
while protecting the environment.
Part of this work also includes looking at the longterm closure and rehabilitation plan for MRM.

EIS Process
The Northern Territory Government asked that we
prepare an EIS to assess the future design and this
work began in mid 2014. The EIS process includes
detailed technical and environmental studies as well
as extensive consultation with the community.
Consultation has begun with Traditional Owners for
the mine site and will extend to the broader
community, including other language groups,
residents in Borroloola and the Gulf region, local
organisations, Government agencies and nongovernment organisations.
MRM will continue to keep stakeholders and the
community informed while these studies take place.
We anticipate lodging the EIS with the NT
Environment Protection Authority in late 2016.

To provide comment or for more
information contact:
Chrissy Joll or Rebecca Gentle
Senior Community Relations Advisors
Phone: 1800 211 573
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North Overburden
Emplacement Facility
May 2016
Only about 10% of the rock taken from our
open cut is ore than can be processed into
metal. The remainder is overburden, or waste
material.
Overburden includes some topsoil, clay and a
variety of non-commercial rock types. It is not
subject to any man-made processes but needs to be
removed to allow access to the ore. After removal it
is taken to an Overburden Emplacement Facility, or
waste rock pile.
The North Overburden Emplacement Facility
(NOEF) is where the majority of waste rock is
stored.
In 2014, some of the materials at the NOEF began to
spontaneously combust. The combustion was a
natural process that occurred when the rock was
exposed to air or water.
Every mine is different but it is not unusual to find
reactive material. For MRM, it depends on where
we are mining in the pit.
The result of the reaction was the release of smoke
and sulphur dioxide from parts of the NOEF. The
smoke was highly visible, particularly in the
mornings.
The reaction had been occurring on older parts of
the NOEF, and has been remediated by uncovering

the overburden, allowing it to cool, reshaping and
compacting the slope and then re-covering the
overburden with clay. These areas are no longer
experiencing combustion.
A new dumping method was developed which
involves lowering the height of benches, reducing
the grade of the slope and using bulldozers to
compact materials.
In areas where this new process has been used
there has been no combustion observed. The nature
of the material coming from the pit means we may
have small flare ups in the future, but they will be
small and able to be controlled quickly.
To ensure the health of the community, Air Quality
Monitoring Stations have been installed at
Borroloola and Devil Springs to detect any sulphur
dioxide in the surrounding environment.
Real time data and expert analysis show sulphur
dioxide levels to be well within acceptable limits.
The data is available on the MRM website at
www.mcarthurrivermine.com.au

For more information:
Chrissy Joll or Rebecca Gentle
Senior Community Relations Advisors
Phone: 1800 211 573

The Northern OEF.
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Fish monitoring
May 2016

Extensive testing of fish and
macroinvertebrates help to determine if our
operations are having any impact on aquatic
life.
Monitoring is undertaken both within the mine site
as well as in the broader Gulf region.

Within the mine site
Deep within the mine site is a haul road bridge that
passes over Barney Creek. This area is not
accessible to the public and the creek flows only
during the wet season.
At this isolated site, our monitoring has shown
very small rainbow fish and bony bream have
taken up lead from sediments in the creek bed.
These fish are not generally eaten by humans.
Since the first discovery of lead in these fish in 2012,
MRM has undertaken considerable improvements
to reduce the amount of sediment reaching the
creek bed. This has included the installation of a
sediment catchment runoff system, the excavation
of accumulated sediment from within the creek
itself and changes to the bridge design to stop
sediment-rich water running into the creek.
Year-on-year studies have shown these measures
have had a dramatic and positive effect. Since the
first year that lead was discovered in fish in 2012,
both the percentage of fish with elevated levels
along with the concentrations in individual
samples have dropped significantly.
The latest monitoring report, conducted
independently by Indo-Pacific Environmental, can
be found on our website at
www.mcarthurrivermine.com.au

elevated levels of lead. These have been found in
areas upstream or well away from the mine site
and the Independent Monitor for MRM notes there
is no evidence that they were affected by mine
operations.
The Northern Territory Government commissioned
independent environmental consulting company
Hydrobiology Pty Ltd to undertake further studies
into lead in fish in the region.
The study found a low risk to human health from
consuming seafood from McArthur River and its
tributaries. It recommended MRM augment its
current monitoring program and this has already
begun.

Community involvement
Working with the local community will help us
understand how people catch and consume fish in
the region.
Environmental consultants Indo-Pacific
Environmental have been meeting with community
members to help determine this as well as finding
ways local people can get involved in our
monitoring programs.
We have already begun collecting samples from
community members through our Citizen Science
Project and working to increase involvement.
For more information:
Chrissy Joll or Rebecca Gentle
Senior Community Relations Advisors
Phone: 1800 211 573

MRM will continue to put measures into place to
further reduce the risk of lead entering the creek.

Broader Gulf region
Our ongoing monitoring of fish throughout the
region continues to show that fish in the McArthur
River meet food standards.
However, the Gulf region is rich in naturallyoccurring minerals and there have been instances of
fish found outside the mine site with slightly

Dr Dean Thorburn from Indo-Pacific Environmental
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Cultural Heritage Management
May 2016

McArthur River Mine (MRM) and Bing Bong
Loading Facility are situated on the traditional
lands of the Gurdanji and Yanyuwa people.
Today these lands continue to be important to
these and other local traditional language
groups including Garrawa and Mara people.
MRM is an active member of the community and
works closely with Traditional Owners to preserve
the cultural heritage of the local Aboriginal people.
We respect local customs and values and safeguard
sacred sites within the footprint of our operations.
Our commitment to cultural heritage management
has guided the establishment of valued relationships
with local Aboriginal people and Traditional Owners.
It is critical that our workforce understands the
traditional rights and culture of Indigenous people
and we have implemented a number of systems and
processes to ensure sites of cultural significance and
matters of cultural interest are identified and
preserved.
Indigenous employees at MRM are an important part
of our workforce, currently accounting for 16% of
total employees. We respect, recognise and value the
cultural rights, practices and traditions of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander peoples and learn from
their wisdom. MRM contributes to a range of
initiatives to support indigenous training such as:






The Strong Start Bright Future Program,
which has seen two local School-based
Apprenticeships at the mine.
Our rehabilitation crew from Robinson River
keep our tree-planting program on schedule
by rotating crews on alternate weeks in the
planting season.
With our partners in the Katherine Mining
Services Association, we have identified
Flying Fox Station near Mataranka as a key
provider for pre-employment training.

17 sites of cultural significance
Extensive studies, including archaeological and
ethnographic surveys, have been undertaken to
identify and protect culturally significant sites within
MRM’s lease area.

Entry to sacred sites is prohibited. Employees, contractors
and visitors must obey signs.
These studies have identified 17 sites that are either
registered Sacred Sites or are considered Sites of
Significance and of great importance to the history
and culture of the local Aboriginal people.
These sites are registered with the Aboriginal Areas
Protection Authority (AAPA). This statutory
authority of the Northern Territory Government was
established under complementary NT legislation in
accordance with the Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1976.
The AAPA has issued authority certificates for the
mine’s operational areas in accordance with the
Northern Territory Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act 1989.

Managing access
MRM preserves and managed the identified sites in
line with AAPA conditions. These call for:




Entry to sacred sites to be prevented
No work that disturbs the ground at sacred sites
Prevention of damage to any vegetation at sacred
sites other than for specified purposes
 No material to be stored or material to be parked
near sacred sites
 Protective fences and signage to be erected around
sacred sites
 Access permitted for cultural purposes.
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Clearing permits are required for any employee or
contractor undertaking works which may disturb the
ground or vegetation anywhere on the mining lease,
not only adjacent to sacred sites.
To apply for a permit, workers must complete an
‘Application and Authorisation for Proposed Land
Clearance’ form, which then requires approval from
each of MRM’s Community Relations, Environment
and Survey departments. As a further safeguard,
sacred and significant sites throughout the lease area
are fenced and signposted.

Therefore, anyone seeking access to the mine site for
cultural purposes is asked to provide at least 48 hours
notice of the visit to the MRM Senior Community
Relations Advisor. That way we can make sure it is
safe to enter the area nominated or make alternative
arrangements as necessary.

Barramundi Dreaming
Barramundi Dreaming is one of the sacred sites
located on the mine site. The following is an extract
of a story told by Traditional Owner Billy Coolibah on
the Gurdanji cultural heritage DVD.

Cultural awareness training
All staff and contractors at MRM have an important
part to play in cultural heritage management. Cross
Cultural Awareness Training is mandatory for all
employees and contractors.
Our specially-designed course was developed by the
mine in consultation with Gurdanji Traditional
Owners and is delivered by a Darwin-based
Indigenous consultancy specialising in cultural
awareness. The course provides information on
cultural engagement and perspectives on local
history, traditions and sacred sites. It clearly outlines
the expectations and responsibilities of all employees
and contractors in managing cultural heritage,
respecting and understanding cultural norms of their
Indigenous workmates and conduct of relationships
within the local community.
MRM have previously commissioned a DVD
production, which recorded three senior Gurdanji
Traditional Owners telling stories of the ‘Kudjiga’ –
the Dreamtime – for Yukuwala, a
Sacred Site in close proximity to the
Administration area.

This dreaming story about the Barramundi
begins in a location known by its bush name as
Kamkamka. In the story, the Barramundi
travelled down to Damalani, Bibibi and
Iligidni, before arriving at the place he now
rests.
The Barramundi held a ceremony on the site,
and afterwards he said: “I’ve got a ceremony
here, and I will stay here to protect it.” So the
Barramundi stayed, as did the ceremony.
When people visit the location they must sing
and dance the Barramundi ceremony – they
must follow that dreamtime story for the
Barramundi.
For more information contact:
Chrissy Joll or Rebecca Gentle
Senior Community Relations Advisors
Phone: 1800 211 573

Site access for cultural
purposes
We understand that access to sacred
and significant sites is an important
part of preserving the cultural
heritage of the local Aboriginal
people and we work closely with
Traditional Owners to organise
regular site visits.
As an operational mine, the health
and safety of all employees and
visitors is our highest priority.
Gurdanji Jungai Ronnie Raggett
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Community engagement
May 2016

MRM enjoys a close relationship with the

Community Reference Group

local community of the Gulf region as well as

The Community Reference Group is the
opportunity for local residents, businesses and
representatives from other organisations to hear
about what is happening at MRM as well as ask
questions of senior management.

stakeholders across the Northern Territory.
Our relationship is built on the basis of open
communication and transparency.
The people who are important to our operations
include:










Staff, contractors and their families
The Traditional Owners of the land on
which we operate
The four language groups of the region
Residents of the Gulf Region
Suppliers
The Northern Territory and Australian
Governments and related agencies
Non-government organisations
The Northern Territory business
community
Other Territorians.

There are many ways we communicate with each
other. Some are formal processes required by
legislation or regulation while others are informal.

Weekly visits to Borroloola
Our Senior Community Relations Advisors Chrissy
Joll and Rebecca Gentle visits Borroloola several
times a week while other communities in the
region are visited regularly. If you would like to get
in contact with our team, phone 1800 211 573.

The MRM Community Reference Group meets at
least quarterly in Borroloola. The meeting is
usually attended by our General Manager,
Community Relations team, Environment Manager
and a representative from Human Resources.
MRM has a commitment to opening the CRG to the
broader community on a regular basis.

Traditional Owners
We value the counsel our Traditional Owners bring
on issues of cultural heritage management. We are
in regular contact with our TOs to seek their
advice.

MRM Community Benefits Trust
Our MRM Community Benefits Trust was
established in 2007 for the life of the mine as the
main vehicle for us to contribute to the social and
economic development of our region.
The Trust operates as a partnership between MRM,
the Northern Territory Government and the local
community. It funds initiatives in the areas of
enterprise and job creation, environment, arts,
culture, health, education, social and community
development.
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Since its establishment in 2007, the Community
Benefits Trust has invested almost $11 million into
more than 60 programs to support social-economic
development in the Gulf region. In addition to
funds invested through the Trust, MRM has
committed a further $6 million to the community
over that time for infrastructure, sponsorships,
donations and fund-raising activities.
Community involvement is important to the
success of the Trust and engagement with
community on the structure, focus and priorities is
regularly conducted.
A process of submitting proposals, assessing them
against criteria and then managing the
implementation of grants is defined within the
Formal Agreement and ensures transparent and
consultative management of the funds.
To make contact with the Trust officers, phone
Wendy Moulds on 0400 247 313 or Jason Elsegood
on 0417 864 769.

Local Boards and Committees
MRM representatives have a seat at the table on a
number of boards and committees, including:





Regional Representative for Alcohol
Management Committees
Roper Gulf Regional Council Local
Authority
Gulf Rivers Landcare Group
Minerals Council Environmental Group.

Community events
MRM participates in a range of community events
including the Borroloola Rodeo and the Borroloola
Show, where our annual art competition is one of
the most popular stands.

If you would like us to participate in your
community event, send us an invitation.

Site tours
We host numerous site tours each year for people
who have an interest in our operations. These
include:







Annual site tours for residents of
Borroloola, Robinson River and King Ash
Bay as well as Gulf region pastoralists
Family days for employee families
High school and university student visits
Special interest groups
Visiting government officials and
dignatories.

Supplier forums
Our contractors and suppliers are integral to our
operations at MRM. We host an annual supplier
forum in Darwin as well as our Charity Golf Days,
which attracted more than 400 participants in 2015
and raised around $100,000.

Memorandum Magazine
Our quarterly magazine keeps our community and
stakeholders in touch with what is happening at
MRM as well as our activities in the community. It
is published in both hard copy and online via our
website.
To subscribe to Memorandum Magazine, email
chrissy.joll@glencore.com.au

MRM website
Our website is full of information about our
operations, our environment and our community,
as well as our latest career opportunities and
publications, including all our fact sheets. Go to
www.mcarthurrivermine.com.au

MRM Community App
Stay in touch with everything happening at
MRM through our community app, which is
available for free download for both Apple
and Android devices. It includes an
emergency call button, important safety
information, a village map, links to websites
and a host of other features. To download the
app, search for MRM community in iTunes,
Google Play or the Amazon Appstore.
For more information contact:
Chrissy Joll or Rebecca Gentle
Senior Community Relations Advisors
Phone: 1800 211 573
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Mine Closure and Rehabilitation
March 2016

Mine Closure is an integral part of all mining
operations and having a plan serves as a road
map to direct, refine and implement closure at
the end of the mine’s economic life. This
ensures that the integrity of the environment is
sustained after mining operations have ceased.
The closure objective for the McArthur River Mine, in
line with past views expressed during stakeholder
consultations, is to return as much of the project area
as practical to pre-mining land uses including:


Low intensity cattle grazing; and



Traditional cultural uses

This will be achieved by rehabilitating the disturbed
areas to environmentally sustainable conditions
consistent with the above stated land uses. Sensitive
ecosystems, such as those associated with site
waterways and adjacent riparian areas are to be
reinstated or maintained in as close to original or
undisturbed condition as possible. Areas where full
rehabilitation consistent with the above land uses will
not be practical will be managed appropriately as
exclusion zones.
The McArthur River Station is 8,000 km2 in area and
the total mining lease area is 122.04 km2. The area
disturbed by current operations is approximately 5.05
km2 (505 ha). The total proposed disturbance over the
life of the mine is 5.21 km2 (521 ha), constituting less
than 5% of the total mining lease area. This represents
less than 0.1% of the McArthur River Station area, so
the return of the mining impacted area to grazing will

be insignificant in terms of the contribution to local
grazing industry.
The initial post-mining objective will be to stabilise
disturbed areas and make all areas safe. Once this has
occurred, the focus will be on the promotion of
ecological values and the enhancement of local
economically sustainable industries such as grazing.
The development of post-mining land use strategies
will continue over the life of the mine in consultation
with the government and relevant stakeholders.
The environmental values that have been considered
in relation to closure of MRM include:


The health and well-being of people;



The diversity of ecological processes and
associated ecosystems;



Maintaining soil resources and agricultural
land capability;



Maintaining water quality and flows in
waterways; and



The creation of safe, stable, non-polluting and
sustainable landforms.

Specific objectives for closure are outlined below:

Landforms


Construction of landforms that are
compatible with local surrounding landscape.



Construction of stable landforms that
minimise erosion and ensures long term
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performance




Landform will host suitable native vegetation
that will maintain ecological functions and
values
The post mining landscape will be left in a
condition safe for humans and animals



Legacy areas


Revegetation


Vegetation in rehabilitated areas will be
resilient and have similar environmental
values as surrounding natural ecosystems.



Continuing active intervention should not be
required for site water management.



All potential Acid and Metalliferous Drainage
generating materials are appropriately
contained in a suitably designed facility to
minimise contamination of surface and
groundwater



The water quality in the post mining final
void will be impacted to the minimal amount
practicable

Fauna


Rehabilitated areas will provide appropriate
habitat for fauna and have comparable
environmental values as surrounding natural
ecosystems.



Fauna utilisation, abundance and diversity
are appropriate given the specified postmining land use.



Metal levels in fauna comparable to regional
background levels.

Infrastructure and non-mining waste


No infrastructure left on site unless agreed to
by stakeholders.



Transfer ownership of beneficial
infrastructure for stakeholder gain.



Minimise land contamination and practically
remediate any contaminated soils.

Where necessary (for example erosion control
on landforms), access to legacy areas will be
restricted.

Cultural Heritage and Community


The condition of heritage and archaeological
sites will meet the requirements of relevant
authorities.



Access to current sites of significance within
the mine area will be retained for the
appropriate local Traditional Owners to meet
traditional obligations.



The integrity and accessibility of the adjacent
and downstream land and waterways will be
retained to enable ongoing gathering and
hunting for Traditional Owners.



Minimise the impact of closure on the local
community.

Water
 Maintain the quality and quantity of surface
water such that existing environmental values
and ecosystems are maintained.
 Maintain the quality and quantity of ground
water such that existing environmental values
and ecosystems are maintained.

Ensure that wastes are securely contained in a
manner that prevents adverse environmental
impacts

In order to successfully rehabilitate and complete
closure objectives MRM align specific criteria against
these objectives and then track these using specific
tools. These tools may be in the form of monitoring
data, assessment reports, inspections or surveys.
Closure planning at MRM is not a static process and
as activities and associated risks on site change so to
does the requirements for closure. Every year MRM
updates rehabilitation and closure activities within
the site Mining Management Plan however the most
recent standalone Closure Plan was submitted in the
Phase Three project in 2012.
Currently MRM are in the process of collating an
updated Closure Plan which reflects current activities
and approvals until the finalisation and acceptance of
the current Overburden Management Project
Environmental Impact Assessment.
Over the coming months local stakeholders will be
consulted in forums such as the Community
Reference Group meeting, site meetings and tours
and specific discussions with Traditional Owners.
Government departments will also play an integral
role in the consultation and assessment process.
For more information contact:
Chrissy Joll or Rebecca Gentle
Senior Community Relations Advisors
Phone: 1800 211 573
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Cattle management
May 2016

McArthur River Mine is located within the
McArthur River Station Pastoral Lease, a
working cattle station that is managed by
Coolinta Holdings, a wholly owned Glencore
company.
From time to time, cattle from the station break
through fences and wander onto the mine site to
reach water and food sources.
The cattle cause two issues. Firstly, they destroy
plants and trees in our rehabilitation areas. But
there is also a concern about the health of the
animals themselves.
In June 2014, the Northern Territory Government
made us and other mines aware of potential risks
with cattle entering mine sites.
A sample from one animal taken from McArthur
River Station Pastoral Lease was analysed and
showed a low level of lead in its offal.

Since then, MRM has worked with the NT
Department of Primary Industry and Fisheries to
put a strengthened Cattle Management Plan into
action.
This included strengthening the 34km of fencing
around the site, upgrading gates and regular
mustering of cattle. Cattle mustered off the mine
site are tagged and quarantined for 12 months.
The NT Department of Primary Industry and
Fisheries has confirmed its view that cattle do not
pose a risk to human health.
With the implementation of the Cattle Management
Plan, such risks have been even further reduced.

For more information:
Chrissy Joll or Rebecca Gentle
Senior Community Relations Advisors
Phone: 1800 211 573

Mustering with helicopters and riders on horseback is carried out regularly to protect cattle and rehabilitation areas.
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McArthur River Mine
May 2016

Situated in the remote Gulf of Carpentaria
900 km southeast of Darwin, McArthur River
Mine (MRM) is a world-class zinc-lead mine
with a long future ahead of it.
Operating since 1995, MRM is the world’s second
largest zinc resource and a key operation in
Glencore’s global portfolio. We have continued to
invest in the mine’s future, successfully completing
the $360 million Phase 3 Development Project
which increases our annual capacity at MRM from
2.5 million tonnes of ore to 5.0 million tonnes.

History

with a concentrate storage shed and shipping
facility at Bing Bong Port 130 km to our north. We
operate in accordance with the approvals and
authorisations provided by the NT Government.
Mining process
The mining process begins by drilling rock then
charging the holes with explosives to break it down
to a size that can be handled by our mining fleet.
The ore bodies are defined by geologists,
selectively mined and hauled to the ROM Pad for
processing. The overburden, or waste rock, is taken
to Overburden Emplacement Facilities for eventual
shaping and rehabilitation.

Although originally discovered in 1955, the “Here’s
Your Chance” deposit was not commercially mined
for 40 years as scientists searched for a way to
liberate the precious ore from the rock.

Processing

In 1977 the first feasibility studies commenced and
a pilot plant and temporary camp were
constructed. At the time, the high capital costs of
establishment prohibited the project proceeding.

Ore from the open pit goes through a number of
stages at the processing plant including crushing
and screening, grinding; flotation and dewatering.

The project was re-evaluated in 1989 as a source of
a single high-grade bulk zinc-lead-silver
concentrate suitable for feeding Imperial Smelting
Process smelters. Production began using
underground mining in 1995, with an expected
mine life of just 15 years.
In 2006, MRM moved to an open pit operation,
increasing annual ore production to 2.5 million
tonnes per annum and extending the mine life by a
further 17 years to 2027.

Processing is conducted on site to produce bulk,
lead and zinc concentrates.

The concentrate is thickened and pressure filtered,
to ensure the correct moisture for handling and
transport.
Transport and shipping
Concentrates are stored in a shed at the mine site to
be loaded into covered road trains for transport
and storage at Bing Bong. From here they are
loaded on the purpose-built MV Aburri and taken
to ocean-going vessels at sea. The product is
covered throughout the process.

In 2013 approval was given for a further
expansion to increase production to 5
million tonnes per annum and further
extended the mine life to 2036.

Our operations
MRM is a fly-in fly-out site operating on a
24/7 basis. Villages at the mine site and at
Bing Bong provide our workforce with a
comfortable level of amenity when they are
away from home.
Our operations consist of an open pit and
processing facility on our mine site along
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Our environment
We are committed to the highest standards of
environmental management and performance.
Our management practices proactively prevent
risks and we have a comprehensive monitoring
program in place to regularly assess and record the
mine’s environmental performance.
In addition to our own reporting, the Independent
Environmental Monitor for MRM conducts an
annual audit and review of our performance and
reports directly to the Minister for Mines.

At a glance
Resource

194 million tonnes

Reserve

109 million tonnes

Production
capacity

Ultimately up to 5.0 million tonnes
per annum

Mining

Open pit mine using conventional
drilling, blasting, horizontal bench
scraping, loading and haulage
methods

Processing

Conventional crushing/grinding and
flotation process producing zinc-lead
concentrates

Transport

Trucked to Bing Bong loading facility,
transferred to barge, then offshore
loading onto ships within a
designated Offshore Transfer Zone

Export
markets

Europe, Japan, China, North America

Workforce

400 permanent employees

Our contribution to the community
We value being part of the Northern Territory
community.
We’ve been here for more than 20 years, and plan
to be here for another 20 to come.
We provide employment for around 700 people,
mostly from the Top End and the communities
immediately surrounding us in the Gulf region.
Over the past seven years, we have invested more
than $10 million into the Gulf Region through the
MRM Community Benefits Trust and other
community service initiatives.
We have an ongoing commitment to source as
much as possible from within the Northern
Territory, providing security and employment for
Territorians.

170 contractors
Open pit

Current: Length: 1.6km Width:
650m Depth: 116m Overall footprint:
102 ha
At Phase 3 completion: Length:
1.75km Width: 1,500m Depth:
420m Overall footprint: 210 ha

For more information contact:
Chrissy Joll or Rebecca Gentle
Senior Community Relations Advisors
Phone: 1800 211 573
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Presentation

Overburden Management Project Update

Location

• 900km southeast of Darwin
• 65km from Borroloola
• 130km from Bing Bong
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Site overview
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A major world zinc deposit
• World zinc use ~13 million tonnes
• 60% used for galvanising steel against corrosion
• 15% for zinc based alloys in die casting
• 14% for brass and bronze
• 8% compounds of zinc oxide and zinc sulphate
• 3% for zinc alloys for coinage and architectural
uses

• Widely used in industry
• 45% in construction
• 25% in transportation
• 23% in consumer goods electrical and electronic
appliances

• 7% in manufacture of industrial machinery

• Zinc is vital for human health
• Ensuring adequate levels of zinc intake is a key
component in efforts to reduce child illness,
enhance physical growth and decrease mortality
in developing countries
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Zinc Assets Australia: overview
Glencore global zinc portfolio

• MRM is the world’s 2nd largest zinc resource
• Australia represents over half of Glencore’s
total global zinc and lead production

Investing throughout the commodity
cycles

• Every investment we make must represent
value for shareholders

Focus on safely delivering value

• Delivered expansionary initiatives aimed at
increasing production and improving
operational efficiencies

• ~US$1Bn invested across Australian
expansionary projects
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A history of innovation and technological development

Discovery of the
“Here’s Your
Chance” deposit

Pilot Plant
Trials to
commercialise
open pit

MRM changes to an
open pit operation
Expansion of mine
and processing
facilities
(commissioning from
June 2014)

Underground
in production

1955

1978

1995

2006

2012

Production of
three saleable
products

today

Phase 1:
• Underground
• annual ore production
@1.5Mtpa
• LoM 2010

Phase 2:
• Open Pit
• annual ore production
@2.5 Mtpa
• LoM 2027

Phase 3:
• Open Pit
• annual ore production
@5.0 Mtpa
• LoM 2036

Isa-mill fine grinding

River diversion and
rehabilitation

PBOX Technology –
separate lead and
zinc concentrates
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Contributing to the Territory
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In 2015 MRM contributed $450M to the Australian economy

JOBS

CAPITAL SPEND

838

$85m

DIRECT EMPLOYMENT

SUSTAINING INVESTMENT

WAGES COMMUNITIES
$64m $1.4m
ANNUAL WAGES AND SALARIES

REGIONAL COMMUNITY

OPEX SPEND

INVESTMENT

$300m

$2 billion in last

GOODS AND SUPPLIERS INCLUDING
SUPPORTING LOCAL SUPPLIERS

5 years
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Significant socio economic contribution to the NT economy

• Presently around 1,700 jobs –
762 direct and 1,000 indirect)

• Value add in the Northern
Territory of approx. $320
million annually
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MRM Community Benefits Trust:
$12.3 million grant funding to 76 programs since 2007
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MRM Community Benefits Trust

$12.3m
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Our operations

Current position - approvals
• Significant increase to our security
bond in September 2015

• NT Government has given conditional
approval to our Mining Management
Plan to allow mining to continue until
early 2018

• EIS underway for long-term
management of waste rock
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Current operational status
• Approval of MMP has allowed for placement of waste rock and restart of mining in
the pit

• Mining fleet reduced due to global production slow down
• Workforce will increase by 100 this year – looking to recruit as much as possible
locally

• Glencore committed to ongoing operation
• MRM has a bright future of at least 20 years
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Health and Safety
• Rollout of Glencore SafeWork program
bearing fruit

• Goal remains zero harm
• Sentis survey in 2014 – focus on incident and
near miss reporting and close out actions

• Our Healthy Living program is focused on
both work and lifestyle health of our people
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Environment
• Large-scale spontaneous combustion controlled
two years ago

• Improved understanding of the geochemical properties
of our waste

• Placement methodologies for reactive rock working
• Continuing to invest in water management
infrastructure

• Tailings dam water levels at record lows at start of
the wet. Managing through monsoonal activity

• Cattle management plan in place and working
• Air monitoring at Devil Springs and Borroloola
detected no sulphur dioxide

• Air monitoring now complete and one unit relocated close to waste rock pile for
ongoing continuous monitoring

• Expanded re-vegetation programs
• Compliance with our Waste Discharge Licence
• Positive Independent Monitor report in December
16

Aquatic flora and fauna monitoring

• Aims
• Detect if metals from mine entering the river
• Test fish people eat

• Muscle and liver samples collected since 2006
• Testing expanded in 2015 and 2016
• Asked the community what fish they ate
• Involved community in sampling
•
•
•
•

Freezer program
School
Fishing with people
Community open day

• Independent report commissioned by NT Government showed
low risk from eating fish
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Community
• Continued engagement with the local
community

• Open community meetings
• EIS consultations continue
• Strong support from Traditional Owners for
our footprint

• Local people are concerned about:
• The mine staying in business while making sure
the environment is protected

• Employment opportunities
• MRM’s continued support for local economic and
social development

• Some concerns about fauna in McArthur River
and islands in the Gulf
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Overburden Management EIS

The Overburden Management Project
• About 10% of the rock taken from our
open cut is ore that can be processed
into metal.

• The rest is waste, or overburden,
which is removed and stored in waste
rock piles, officially known as
Overburden Emplacement Facilities.

• Over the past three years we have
changed the way we classify rock.

• This has shown we have less clean
waste rock than originally thought and
our NOEF needs to be redesigned.

• An additional deposit known as the
Woyzbun quarry is now to be mined
for clean material adjacent to the
current pit

20

Major change required
•

•

The Phase 3 Development
proposed that some waste
be stored in new OEF’s to
the south and east of the
mine levee wall, as shown
in blue, however these will
no longer be constructed.

Northern Overburden Facility

Under this Overburden.
Management Project
proposal, most waste will
now be stored at the
existing Northern
Overburden Emplacement
Facility (NOEF), with some
being stored temporarily
within the mine levee wall,
prior to being rehandled
back into the pit.
21

Expansion of the NOEF
• The NOEF will need to be bigger.
• We investigated:
• Going higher with a smaller footprint
• Staying at 80m high with a larger footprint
• Considerable amounts of work and investigations have been
completed on aspects of erosion, batter angles, cover design,
constructability, unsaturated modelling and potential
environmental impact leading to what we believe is a robust
environmental solution

• Extensive discussions with Traditional Owners, senior people
and others in the community have taken place about our
preferred option

• A Multi Criteria Analysis was conducted for other alternatives
for the OMP E.g. 7 for the NOEF geometry, 5 for NOEF cover,
3 for NOEF closure, 8 for open pit closure, 5 for TSF
operations and 2 for TSF closure.

22

Low Option

High Option
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Quick comparison on options
NOEF Feature

Unit

140m

80m

Variance

Height

m

140

80

-60

-43%

Footprint in Barney Creek Catchment

ha

181

181

0

+0%

Footprint in Emu Creek Catchment

ha

330

513

183

+55%

Total footprint (excluding infrastructure, e.g. PRODs,
stockpiles etc.)

ha

511

694

183

+36%

Core zone footprint (zone containing PAF(HC)
material)

ha

451

621

170

+38%

Surface Area - Plateau

ha

128

462

334

+261%

Surface Area - Batter

ha

397

240

-157

-40%

Surface Area - Total

ha

525

702

177

+34%

Clay Required for CCL

Mm3

4.03

5.23

1.2

+30%

LS-NAF(HC) Required for Cover

Mm3

10.75

14.42

3.67

+34%

PAF Runoff Dams Required

No#

4

6

2

+50%
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Waste Rock and the NOEF
Our proposal
• The NOEF proposed will be going
higher (Approximately 140 metres high)

• Have trilinear batter angles
• Internal construction consists of smaller
lifts to inhibit oxygen and water ingress,
using a combination of 2 metre lifts and
7.5 metre lifts with advection barriers

• During the last six years of mining,
operational waste rock will be placed in
the open cut.

• Rehabilitation of the NOEF will start
well before mining finishes.

25

How waste is planned to be stored
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Closure

• As part of the EIS, we have looked at what the site will look like
when mining finishes and as such have totally updated our
closure planning documents and commitments.

• The three main domains we need to look at include:
» NOEF;
» Tailings Dam; and
» Open Cut

• We have developed closure objectives over the last 18 months with
our stakeholders

• The OMP has been developed with these objectives being the
ultimate goal
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Tailings Dam
Our proposal

• Operate the TSF in a manner which
includes the combining of cell one
and two for tailings placement.

• After mining finishes, all of the
tailings will be put into the open cut
on top of the waste rock after it is
reprocessed through the
concentrator. (This will take
approximately 10 years).

• Once tailings are removed we can
completely rehabilitate the footprint.

• Ongoing seepage mitigation in that
location maybe be required for a
period of time after tailings have
been removed.
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Open cut closure proposal
Stage One: Fill the void with water about 175m deep. This will stop
oxygen getting to the waste rock and tailings. Monitor over many years
– potentially decades.
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Open cut closure proposal
Stage Two: Open up the downstream section. This allows flood water
and sediments to flow into the void, further improving water quality.
Monitor over many years – potentially decades.
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Open cut proposal
Stage Three: Open up the upstream section and allow the McArthur
River to return to its natural course during floods.
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Final landform
• The NOEF will be covered and re-vegetated. Ongoing monitoring and maintenance
will ensure stability.

• The Tailings Dam will be completely gone and the footprint returned to pastoral or
other use.

• The open cut will become a mine pit lake with a flow through system and may
potentially become a future water source for agriculture or other uses, depending on
monitoring.
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Ongoing site monitoring and maintenance
• After the mine is closed, the site will need to be
monitored for many decades – potentially as
long as 100+ years. (Adaptive Management)

• We want to know how local people can be
employed to do this monitoring.

• Recently donated water quality monitor to
Borroloola School to get students interested in
a career in environmental management.
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Studies and assessments completed in the last 2 years
• Understanding the geochemical properties of our waste,
through static and kinetic testing

• Identification of available rehabilitation materials e.g. clay, clean rock,
alluvial’s and topsoil

• Cover designs for the final NOEF
• Erosion and geotechnical stability modelling
• Unsaturated modelling within the NOEF and ground and surface water
modelling

• 3 separate drilling programs enhancing our understanding of
groundwater and fault delineation

• Extended base line assessments in aquatic and terrestrial ecology
• Air Quality and visual assessments
• Socio economic assessments
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Stakeholder Engagement
• Consultation commenced in May 2015 and a total of 397 individuals have been consulted, with
more than a quarter of these consulted more than once throughout the process.

• Consultation took place via both public and private meetings and, where appropriate, took into
account cultural requirements and allowed for privacy.

• A total of 53 people attended site tours of the mine site, which was a preference held by many
Traditional Owners and elders along with their families to have the opportunity to view the site
first-hand.

• This consultation has included a wide group of people including:
• Traditional Owners from all language groups
• Borroloola and surrounding community members
• Government departments
• Pastoralists
• Other groups such as Roper Gulf, Mabunji,
NLC, AFANT and the NT Minerals Council
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Indicative timeframe for mining and decommissioning

Medium Term – 2016 to 2052
Mining in the open cut

2016-2037

Development of the tailings dam

2016-2037

Development of waste rock pile

2016-2031

Closure and rehabilitation of the waste
rock pile

2031-2035

Operational waste to be placed in the
open cut

2031-2037

Tailings to be re-handled and placed
in the open cut void

2037-2047

Closure and rehabilitation of the
tailings dam area

2047-2050

Filling of the final void with water

2047-2052
2016

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

2052

* Indicative timeframes subject to further detailed modelling work
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EIS timing
• Aiming for submission in Q1 2017.
• Expect assessment process to take around 12 months.
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Questions

Website
Go to
http://www.mcarthurrivermine.com.au

MRM Community App
Download using the appropriate QR code

Android devices

Apple devices

Animations
The Mining Process: https://youtu.be/4MirMxXQT5I
The Cattle Story: https://youtu.be/0y05CI4fcU4
The Fish Story: https://youtu.be/26Z8e0X2JSo
The Waste Rock Story: https://youtu.be/wD5EwIOn4hc

HTML5

Site visits
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Message from the
General Manager
Memorandum
Memorandum is a quarterly
publication of McArthur River
Mining. To submit stories or
subscribe to our mailing list,
email chrissy.joll@glencore.com.au

Our cover

This month, we celebrate 20
years of production and three
of our original employees share
their stories of how the business
has changed over the years.
Senior pit technician Ron Dean,
General Manager Sam Strohmayr
and Metallurgy Manager John
Andreatidis are pictured here
in front of Campbell’s Country
Club. Inset is a photo of the club
taken in 1967 when early drilling
took place at McArthur River to
determine the significance of the
deposit. Campbell’s was named
after Les Campbell, who worked
as an offsider to the cook in the
1960s. See our ten-page special
starting on page 10.

Stay in touch

Website: Our website is
full of information about our
operations, our environment
and our community, as well as
our latest career opportunities
and publications. Go to
www.mcarthurrivermine.com.au
MRM Community App: Stay in
touch with everything happening
at MRM through our community
app. Download the app, search
for MRMcommunity in iTunes or
Google Play.
Phone: Call our toll free number
on 1800 211 573
Email:
mrmprojenq@glencore.com.au
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In this issue we’re celebrating
a number of achievements,
the most of important of
which is reaching a year
without a lost time injury –
equivalent to 2 million man
hours worked.
This is a fantastic effort against a
backdrop of significant change in the
operations with the completion of
Phase 3, challenges with our changing
waste characterisation and changes to
our structure and rosters. The manner
in which we’ve maintained focus on our
highest priority is something we can all
be very proud of.
In June we celebrate 20 years in
operation at MRM.
Many challenges have been overcome
and an incredible amount has been
achieved during this time, and this has
only been possible due to the efforts of
the many people that have worked at
MRM during this time.
Our two remaining 20 year veterans are
featured in this issue along with a few
repeat offenders – those who’ve left and
then returned.
The tenaciousness and determination
of our people to overcome challenges in
the past continues as we face our current
environmental and permitting concerns.

We’ve seen major improvements across
the breadth of the operation, and
we have plans developed to further
manage the real and potential issues we
face into the future.
Finally the diversity of our workforce
continues to evolve, with an increasing
number of locally based employees.
MRM is committed to being an
employer of choice for those in our
local area, and to providing real
opportunities for new starters now to be
potentially 20 year veterans when MRM
celebrates its 40 years in operation in
2035.

Sam Strohmayr
General Manager

Trainee program brings
more locals to MRM
The next generation of
MRM’s workforce will be
more local than ever with
people living in the vicinity
of the mine making up the
bulk of employees under
our new Indigenous Trainee
Program.
The program was launched in May and
has places for 17 new trainees. Eleven of
those are currently employed with six
new trainees to commence in July.
Launching the program, MRM General
Manager Sam Strohmayr said local
residents made excellent employees as
they were committed to the local area.
“I have a really keen focus on trying
to increase our local employment,”
Sam said.
“It’s not only good for local employment,
it’s also good for the mine. People who
like living in this special part of the
world are more likely to stay here
and work.”
Sam says a side benefit to more local
people working at the mine was they
helped keep MRM “honest”.
“It’s good that local people are seeing
what we do on a day-to-day basis.
It helps build trust with the local
community. If we’re not doing our
job, people are going to find out
pretty quickly.”
Human Resources Advisor Kezia
Smith said the traineeships would offer
nationally accredited training that could
be used at MRM or elsewhere.
“We’re hoping that people will have jobs
with us at the end of the program but, if
not, they will have skills that they can
take anywhere,” Kezia said.
One trainee who has already found his
skills transferrable is Environmental
Rehabilitation Trainee Anthony Baker.

Anthony has won a job as a police
recruit and will be leaving MRM to
pursue his dream.
“This is a good opportunity for young
people in Borroloola to come and have a
go,” Anthony said.

Tree planter Buchanan Thompson, fixed
plant fitter apprentices Connor Michels and
Jye Mullins, tree planter Lucas Douglas,
environmental trainee Anthony Baker, trainee
operator Ryan Karkadoo, environmental trainee
Jobastin Priest and tree planter Jason Pluto.

“I know now that you can apply for a
job here and you will have a chance to
do your best. It’s a good team of people
here and you will get opportunities.”
Borroloola’s Ryan Karkadoo graduated
year 12 in 2008 and has worked at
MRM in several roles in the past
including cleaning and in mining. But
his new role as a Trainee Operator at
Bing Bong Loading Facility is like a
dream come true.

Trainee operator Ryan Karkadoo.

“When I was offered the job,
I jumped at it,” he said.
Jobastin Priest is now working as an
Environmental Rehabilitation trainee
after a career in football down south.
“I’m enjoying it. I’m around good
people – and good food,” the
Borroloola man said.
Darwin’s Jye Mullins started a
traineeship last October after hearing
about work at MRM through sport.
Earlier this year he was offered an
apprenticeship as a fixed plant fitter,
and hasn’t looked back.

Environmental trainee Jobastin Priest.
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Air Quality
Monitors installed
Air Quality Monitoring
Stations have been installed
at Borroloola and Devil
Springs and are expected to be
commissioned and calibrated
before the end of June.
These stations will monitor air quality
at both locations and will specifically
target sulphur dioxide to compare
their concentration level against
national air quality standards. They
will provide real-time monitoring
data on a 24/7 basis.
Sulphur dioxide has previously been
emitted from our waste rock dump
under certain conditions, although the
emissions are now much reduced.

Work to control spontaneous
combustion on our waste rock pile was
completed in November last year and
emissions are now well under control.
The combustion is a natural process
that occurs when the rock is exposed to
air or water. The result of the reaction
was the release of smoke and sulphur
dioxide from parts of the facility. The
smoke was highly visible, particularly
in the mornings.
There have been no significant flareups since before the start of the wet
season and a new dumping method has
significantly reduced the potential for
emissions in the future.
The air quality stations provide realtime monitoring of air quality. They
have been installed in two locations
and are undergoing final
commissioning and calibration.

Tree planters
With the Dry season
now here, we have
stepped up our
rehabilitation of the
McArthur River
channel, with local
tree planters working
in earnest.
Even though we received below
average wet season rains, river
levels rose high enough to limit
our ability to plant new trees
along the banks of the McArthur
River. Now most areas are
accessible again, our treeplanting workforce has swung
back into action.
A team of 12 local Indigenous
workers from Borroloola and
Robinson River has joined us
for the dry season to plant
thousands of native seedlings
along the banks of the river.
This year their efforts have seen
24,000 new trees planted, joining
the 200,000 others planted since
the rehabilitation program began.
We source all of our seeds
locally and have worked
with local organisations to
participate in seed collection.
Our environmental team is
responsible for propagating
these seeds at our on-site
nursery. At present, we have
45,500 tube stock ready for
planting, with more being
propagated every day.

Tree planting underway on the McArthur
River channel in May
The new Air Quality Monitoring Station being installed at Borroloola
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Land handback secures
future for sea rangers
The historic handback of
traditional lands to the
Yanyuwa people, along with
the support of the MRM
Community Benefits Trust,
has secured the future of the
li-Anthawirriyarra sea rangers.
The historic handback of traditional
lands to the Yanyuwa people,
along with the support of the MRM
Community Benefits Trust, has secured
the future of the li-Anthawirriyarra
sea rangers.
More than 200 hectares of land on the
western banks of the McArthur River

was handed back to the Yanyuwa
people by federal Indigenous Affairs
Minister Nigel Scullion at a ceremony at
Black Rock landing in May.

With the land now back in Yanyuwa
hands, traditional owners have
leased a portion of the land to the
li-Anthawirriyarra sea rangers, giving
them security of tenure.
The ranger group has already
established a base at Black Rock landing
at Batten Point with $227,000 support
from the MRM Community Benefits
Trust. The group plans to build a new
ranger station and camping facilities for
recreational fishermen. Rangers would
also be stationed on Centre Island.
Fees would bring income to the rangers,
helping them to create a sustainable future.

The Trust has provided a range of
grants to the li-Anthawirriyarra sea
rangers over the years including
funding for vehicles to carry out their
important work and support for the
successful Turtle Camps.

MRM General Manager Sam Strohmayr,
who attended the event as a guest of
the Yanyuwa people, said the ranger
group demonstrated the importance
of supporting local organisations to
develop their economic potential.
“The MRM Community Benefits Trust
is proud to be able to support ventures
such as this,” Sam said.
“The rangers are creating a sustainable
future for their people while looking
after their country.”

Shellie Morris and the Borroloola Songwomen perform at the land handback ceremony. The Borroloola Songwomen
project is another local initiative supported by the MRM Community Benefits Trust.
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Borroloola Cyclones overcome
all to play historic match
It was set to be an historic
match, with the Borroloola
Cyclones soccer team ready
to face off against Hellenic
in Darwin – the first time an
all-Indigenous team would
play in the national Football
Federation of Australia Cup.

“It took a bit of
juggling, but we
were able to get
them all on flights,”
she said.

But with just days to go before the
match, everything started to go wrong.
First, the Borroloola community
bus broke down, leaving the team
no way to get to Darwin.
Then someone broke into the club shed
and stole all their boots.
But McArthur River Mine, along with
other Territory companies, came to the
rescue to get the team back on the field.
MRM Senior Community Relations
Advisor Rebecca Gentle said the mine
organised and donated flights for the
whole team to and from Darwin.

The Cyclones and their support team ready to hit the field.
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Darwin’s Thrifty
Car and Truck
Rentals, a supplier
to MRM, provided
the team with a
bus to get around
Darwin after
being contacted
by Rebecca.

The Borroloola Cyclones prepare to fly out of McArthur River Mine Airport
for their historic match.

Another MRM supplier Cairns
Industries, based in Borroloola, have
offered to fix damage to the team shed
caused by the vandals.
Sporting supplier Umbro kitted out the
team with new boots.
The Cyclones did Borroloola proud in the
game. While they went down to Hellenic
7-0, they say the experience will stand
them in better stead next time they take a
tilt at the national competition.
Cyclones Program Manager Josh
Smith described the whole experience
as “amazing”.

“It was great to see how many people
got behind the boys while the odds
were stacked against us,” he said.
“We are extremely proud of how the
team played and we are hopeful that
in the future our partnership with
McArthur River Mine and Glencore
can continue.
“In the end it’s about giving these boys
opportunities they wouldn’t normally
be able to receive and promoting a
healthy lifestyle through our football
program with The Cyclones.”

Environment Update
Water quality
Our Waste Discharge Licence approved
by the Environmental Protection
Agency outlines the allowable levels of
metals and other materials in the water
at a compliance point downstream from
the mine to protect the McArthur River.
The top figures are the allowable
concentrations under our Waste

Aluminium and iron are naturally
occurring metals in the regional
environment but are not mined at
MRM. Readings at the Glyde River and
McArthur River upstream of the mine
are generally consistent with, or greater
than, concentrations recorded at our
compliance point downstream.

Discharge Licence, set by the
Environment Protection Authority.
The bottom figures are the average
concentrations over the first quarter
of 2015 at our compliance point on
the McArthur River downstream
from the mine.
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Rehabilitation to the end of May
We continue to make strong progress
on our rehabilitation efforts. We have
planted 24,000 trees along the McArthur
River channel this year to the end of
May and a further 45,500 local native
plants are in pots ready for planting.
These developments will continue to
enable flora and fauna in and around
the river to thrive. We employ crews
of local people, who are working on
further planting now.

45,500

native trees
ready for planting

24,000

trees planted on
McArthur River

Average January to March

Other activities
•

•

The second of our annual migratory
bird survey was conducted in
April following a similar survey in
March. These surveys indicate any
changes in the numbers and species
of migratory waders and other birds
in the Port McArthur area and have
been undertaken since 2007. Results
have indicated no impact from the
Mine or Bing Bong operations.
A study of freshwater
macroinvertebrates was undertaken
in April to help
assess the overall health of the
McArthur River aquatic ecosystem.
We should receive results from this
survey in October, as it takes some
time for the samples to be analysed
in the laboratory.

•

The Riparian bird-monitoring
program was conducted in May.
This program commenced in 2006
and is conducted at the end of each
wet and dry season.
The objective is to monitor these
birds, which live alongside
waterways, to determine the
restoration success of the Barney
Creek and McArthur River
rechannelling works.

•

The MRM aquatic fauna bi-annual
surveys started in May and will
be supplemented by an aquatic
vegetation specialist project.

•

An initial meeting has been held
with the Independent Environment
Monitor has he begins his annual
reporting. The Monitor and his team
will be staying in Borroloola for their
annual site visit in early June.
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Eyes on the road
A day in the life of
concentrate truck driver
Rob Dennis.
It’s just 4am and Rob Dennis is about to
hit the road. His nightshift counterpart
has fuelled the Kenworth, washed her
windows, cleaned her cab and loaded
her up with 120 tonnes of precious zinc
concentrate.
Rob is ready for his first 130km drive
from McArthur River Mine to the Bing
Bong loading facility. It will be the first
of three, 260km round trips for the day.
Getting the lead-zinc and zinc
concentrates from the MRM site to
market is a logistical challenge. First
they travel the 130km by road to Bing
Bong in covered trailers. Then there is
a 20 nautical mile journey by barge
out to sea to be met by an ocean going
vessel, which will take them to their
final destination.
Rob and the rest of the team at
contractor Hampton are responsible for
the first part of the journey. The drivers
work in two 12-hour shifts, 24 hours a
day, 365 days of the year.
For Rob, the shift starts at 4am. On a
typical day he will make two return
trips to Bing Bong then spend time
maintaining his truck.
“This truck is about three months
old and it has already done
136,000 km,” he says.

“In the wet you’ll also see a lot of
kids swimming in the waterholes
off the road.”
As if to underline this statement, at
that moment Rob drives past a group
of locals on the roadside. He honks
the horn and waves – and the children
all wave back.
“The kids like that,” he grins.
While many may think it’s an easy
drive, Rob is constantly monitoring
what it happening with the truck and
four trailers he is pulling behind.
“If one of those back trailers gets off into
the dirt you’ll soon be paying attention,”
he said.

With four trucks operating at all times,
they keep each other company on the
long road.
“In the wet season we can’t pull off the
road at all. This truck fully loaded is 170
tonnes, so if you pull off the road you’re
just going to sink.”
If something does go wrong, help is
not far away. All trucks are fitted with
UHF radios, GPS systems and satellite
phones. Hampton knows where every
truck is every minute of the day.

The modern truck dashboard.

For Rob, all the technology adds
up to safety.
“I’ve been driving trucks for most of my
life. Even though this is the biggest load
I’ve ever pulled, I’ve never felt safer
than I do now,” he said.

While maintenance is part of the job,
Rob spends most of his time on the road.
“Some people ask if it’s boring, but you
can never get bored,” he said.
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Watching the rear trailers is critical.

“You have to keep your eyes on everything
that is happening around you.

“They need to be serviced every twoand-a-half weeks, but there’s some sort
of maintenance that needs to be done
all the time. Tyres need to be checked,
trailers need to be greased. We’ve got
jobs to do every day.”

“The country keeps on changing.
There are fires in the Dry and in
the Wet season you see the most
spectacular lightning.

The 130 km road from MRM to Bing Bong offers some
spectacular scenery.

Hampton driver Rob Dennis.

With four trucks operating at all times, they keep each
other company on the long road.

Safety culture pays off for our people
McArthur River Mine has celebrated
a full year with no lost time injuries
across its mine site and loading facility
at Bing Bong.

The achievement was reached in April
and represents more than 2 million man
hours including working through the
major mine expansion.
MRM General Manager Sam Strohmayr
said the milestone was testament to
company’s renewed focus on safety
over the past few years.

“By any measure this is an achievement
that we can all be very proud of, and
it is the combined contribution of our
MRM staff plus our long term and short
term contractors that is particularly
pleasing,” Sam said.

is a true credit to all of our people.
Our people have really embraced the
culture of zero harm.

“Injury free periods do not occur by
accident – they are achieved by the
deliberate and conscious efforts of
everyone working at MRM to make
sure they return home safely every day.”
Sam said while it was the
commitment of employees and
contractors who had achieved this
result, it could not have been possible
without a strong safety framework.
MRM has been rolling out the
Glencore SafeWork program across

its sites, which focuses on nine
life-saving behaviours.

“While it is extremely important to
recognise and celebrate this one year
LTI free achievement, we cannot lose
sight of the ongoing challenge for all of
us which is to improve our workplace
towards our goal of having an injury
free MRM,” Sam said.
MRM has seen a significant
improvement in safety over the years,
as shown on the graph. The 12 month
moving average for Lost Time Injuries
has dropped from almost 10 to zero as
at the end of May this year.

He said the milestone was even more
rewarding given the challenges of the
past year including the major mine
expansion, environmental issues
associated with the Overburden
Emplacement Facility and Tailings Dam
as well as increased external scrutiny.

“It would be very easy to get distracted
by significant challenges,” Sam said.
“The fact that we’ve been able to
maintain clear focus on our most
important pillar, our health and safety,

Trust Update
Projects funded

Other news

Culture and Art

Education

$47,000 for the Limmen
National Park project

$117,000 for the Borroloola
School Bus

Enterprise and Job Creation

$90,000 for the Borroloola
School breakfast program

$20,881 for the Youthworx
careers expo
Health
$8,019 for the Cancer Council
to deliver cancer education
to Borroloola

Environment
No environmental projects
this month

•
o
o
o
o
•

Trust Project Officers will be visiting
Borroloola on the following dates:
2-3 July
6-7 August
3-4 September
1-2 October
The Trust Board will meet on 25 June.

Social and Community
Development
$165,000 for Malandarri
staff accommodation
$1,062,951 for Mabunji
Creche construction
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20th ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL FEATURE

Trailblazing the way
to success
They were young but keen. They
played hard and worked harder. They
had just enough experience to get the
job done and not quite enough to know
that they were attempting what most
people thought was impossible.
They were the men and women who
worked at McArthur River Mine in
1995, its first year of production.
Ron Dean was a mine technician who
knew how to mark up the underground
ore as well as any trained geologist.
Sam Strohmayr was fresh out of
university with his new engineering
degree. John Andreatidis had worked
at Mt Isa Mines and intimately knew
the technology that would finally
transform McArthur River from a
dream into a reality.
“We were young and fired up,”
says John, who is now Metallurgy
Manager at MRM.
“It was quite a marginal business but
there was a lot of hope. We had this
innovative new technology in the
hands of people who were multi-skilled
and multi-do. The place was full of
can-do people.”
While the Here’s Your Chance Deposit
at MRM was discovered in 1955, it
took 40 years of work before investors
would finally decide it was a viable
proposition. The problem was the
complex nature of the ore, which
needed to be ground to just 7 microns
– about the size of a human blood cell –
for processing.
John had worked on the Isamills which
were invented by Mt Isa Mines and
then thought to be the answer to the
McArthur River problem.
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John Andreatidis

“Without the Isamill, we wouldn’t be
here,” John says. “It was the catalyst
that made MRM viable.”
Even then, MRM was a marginal
operation. Most of the staff knew it but
loved being among the “trailblazers”
who were bullish and inventive enough
to make a go of it.
“It was such a challenge,” says Sam
Strohmayr, who has risen through
the ranks over the past 20 years to
now become MRM’s
General Manager.
“I was fresh out of
uni and John was my
boss. We had very
small crews. Many of
us were completely
inexperienced with
this really complex
process and plant.
“We were just thrown
in and told to run
the thing. Here I was

doing things that I’d only read about in
uni. Sometimes it felt like a miracle to
keep it running. From a personal point
of view it was the best experience you
could ever have.”
While computer systems were pretty
basic back then, the one system
that was up to date was Vulcan, a
sophisticated computer program used
to map the underground ore and
channels. Ron Dean, now a senior pit
Sam Strohmayr
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We talk to three men who were part of the trailblazing years at MRM.
Ron Dean, Sam Strohmayr and John Andreatidis were working at MRM when
production started in 1995. Twenty years later, they share their experiences.

The PBOX is a world first technology
invented at MRM and has only been
in operation a matter of months. It
uses a lead oxidation process to
separate the lead from the zinc
concentrate – the first time this has
been achieved outside of a laboratory.

technician, says the sophistication of
Vulcan is still paying dividends today.
“Everywhere we mined underground
we picked up survey data and created
a huge data bank in Vulcan. We still
use that data when we’re planning
blasts in the void areas (underground
workings that are no longer mined)
today,” he says.

The process means MRM now produces
three products – the traditional leadzinc concentrate, a lead concentrate and
a zinc concentrate – opening up the
potential for new markets.

In the early days of mining, all three
men knew that McArthur River had
a limited life span. The financials
were marginal and the amount of
ore that could be recovered from the
underground workings would run out
by the mid to late 2000s.
“I wanted to put a deposit down on a
house or unit in Darwin but I never
really had the confidence that things
would keep on going,” Ron said.
“I spent a lot of time worrying about
my future.”
But the mine was given a new lease
of life when it became part of Xstrata
and plans for an open pit development
were floated.
There were some hard years to follow
as the impacts of the project were
examined, approved and the open
pit development began. Then a legal
challenge shut the mine down.
“It was a difficult time for everyone –
employees, contractors and suppliers,”
Sam said.

Although the can-do culture remains
unchanged, all three men admit there
have been many changes for the better.

Ron Dean

Since then, McArthur River Mine has
gone from strength to strength. The
$360 million Phase Three Development
was completed last year, assuring
MRM’s future out to 2036.
For John, this next phase is another
example of how MRM has been a
trailblazer since the beginning. He
returned to MRM last year after a
19 year absence and was struck by
the similarities.
“When I came back I couldn’t believe
how little had changed” John said.

“They’re still very can-do. They’re still
“It was a clear demonstration of
trying to make this work. And they’ve
the value of McArthur River to the
done it. They’re trailblazing again. I
Northern Territory economy. We had
look at what we’re doing with the
wonderful support from businesses in
PBOX and it’s like Déjà vu.”
Darwin and the Northern Territory and
Australian Governments came through.”

For example, while there were
“more than a few ripples” with the
introduction of compulsory breath
testing and random drug testing,
all admit that you couldn’t be
without them now.
“Safety is the biggest change that has
happened,” Ron said.
“It’s not that we didn’t care about it
back then. It’s just that the whole
culture is different. You used to accept
that there would be some injuries.
Now we believe it is possible to
work with zero harm.”
While both Sam and John have left
MRM and come back, Ron has stayed
on the full 20 years, along with fellow
workers Garry Solly and Gary Chisholm,
both featured on the back cover of this
issue of Memorandum Magazine.
“I still enjoy my job,” Ron says.
“And I love working with the people
here. They’re a great bunch of people
here and that will never change.”
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Then and now

1994

The SAG mill is under construction
in the centre of this photo.

2015

The SAG mill can be seen in the centre of this
photo surrounded by new mill components.

1960s

The main camp, looking from the south. The
main kitchen and barracks are in the left of
the photo.

2015

The village now, looking from the east. The
kitchen is in the middle of the photo to the
right of the tennis and volleyball courts.

1995

MRM was a completely
underground operation

2015

All operations are now open pit.
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1995

Tailings are deposited in the original tailings
dam, now known as Cell One

2015

Cell One is now capped and no longer accepts
any new taiings.

1994

The concentrate storage shed under
construction with the lime silos and
floc tanks to the left.

2015

The concentrate shed today, with the new
ball mill to the left.

1994

The flotation building under construction.

2015

The flotation building is complete and
surrounded by more components.
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Then and now

1995

The flotation cells.

2015

The same cells today.

1994

Concentrate storage tanks.

2015

There are now four concentrate storage tanks
rather than the original two.

1994

One of the original Isamills – the technology
that made MRM possible.

2015

The Isamills are still in operation today.
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1995

The metallurgy laboratory had the most basic
equipment.

2015

The metallurgy laboratory boasts the
latest technology and equipment and is
complemented by our own environment lab.

Happy birthday Memorandum
The 20th anniversary of McArthur
River Mine also marks the 20th
birthday for Memorandum Magazine.
The publication began as a fortnightly
staff newsletter for MRM employees
in June 1995. The name MemoRanduM
was chosen after a staff competition. It

originally used the upper case MRM
in the name.
Gary Davies, a surveyor at the time,
won the competition and used his
prize winnings to take his wife out
to dinner to celebrate their first
wedding anniversary.

Memorandum has changed form
over time and is now the flagship
publication of MRM, distributed in
full colour to more than 1000 people
every three months.
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History of MRM
1888
The Borroloola region in which MRM is
based is discovered to be rich in natural
mineralisation.

to the Northern Territory Government
in 1979. The feasibility study concludes
that the project should be deferred due
to the high capital costs.

1910s

1995
MRM commences commercial
operations with an underground mine
and processing plant. The first ore is
processed in June.
The Bing Bong Loading Facility loads
the first shipment of concentrate onto
the MV Aburri in the second week
August. Three barge loads are placed
on the Akra Sounian export vessel
anchored 20 nautical miles offshore
ready for export.

The mining of lead surface outcrops in
the area commences in approximately
1910. The Northern Territory Mines
Department explores the area in
1911 and an assay office is set up in
the Barney Hill area to research the
mineralisation in the area.
1955
The “Here’s Your Chance” (HYC)
deposit is discovered by two geologists
travelling through the region. The name
comes from a remark made at the time
of the discovery. Realising that they had
found a major deposit, one geologist
turned to the other and said: “you have
always wanted to name a mine. Here’s
your chance.”

Drilling takes place during the 1960s to
determine the significance of the deposit.

1989
The project is re-evaluated on the basis
of producing a single high-grade bulk
zinc/lead/silver concentrate suitable
for feeding to Imperial Smelting Process
smelters. Mining is to be carried out by
an underground operation removing
only the high-grade ore-bodies.

Commercial production begins in June 1995.

1997
The first MRM Charity Golf Day is held,
raising $8000 for charity.
2001

1992

The original small jasper outcrop found in
November 1955 about 1.8 miles from the
McArthur River Station homestead.

1960s
An intensive drilling program
establishes that the Here’s Your
Chance deposit is a significant one.
1977
The first feasibility study is commenced
on the deposit with the construction
of a pilot plant and temporary camp
accommodation. A detailed feasibility
and environmental report is submitted
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MIM Holdings forms a joint venture
with Japanese consortium ANT
Minerals comprising Nippon, Mitsui
and Marubeni to develop the resource.
A full feasibility study is completed
and the decision made to proceed with
the McArthur River project. McArthur
River Mining Pty Ltd is formed to
operate the mine on behalf of the joint
venture partners.
1993
The McArthur River Project Agreement
Ratification Act is passed by the
Northern Territory Government.

The 100km of underground channels are
becoming uneconomical to mine.

The 100 km of underground channels
are becoming uneconomical, with most
of the accessible underground ore
having been fully extracted.
Feasibility studies are commissioned to
investigate options including an open
pit development, on-site zinc refinery,
power station and a weir on a local river.

20th ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL FEATURE

2003
Terms of Reference for an
Environmental Impact Statement for
the mine development are released.
In July MIM is acquired by Xstrata plc.
2005
Xstrata acquires ANT Minerals’ share in
MRM in September to now wholly own
the operation.
After a review by Xstrata Zinc, it is
decided an expansion will proceed but
only as an open pit operation. Growing
world demand for zinc and improved
refining methods, coupled with
reduced operating costs and improved
quality of MRM’s bulk concentrate
product, supports the decision to make
a further investment in the mine.

workforce and closing the mine, MRM
obtains approval to extend the Test Pit
so it can continue mining and milling
operations until a decision is made on
the Open Cut Project.
A Public Environmental Report is
lodged in July and the Northern
Territory Government approves the
open pit development in October.
Later that same month, the Australian
Government provides its consent under
the Environmental Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.
2007
Open pit site works begins, with
completion due in late 2008. Key
features include construction of the
Southern Anabranch to the bund wall
to allow the open pit to be expanded,
completion of new benchmark studies
into local and migratory birds, fish
populations and macroinvertebrates
and rechanneling of the McArthur
River and Barney Creek.

An EIS is lodged as part of a formal
assessment process, followed by the
submission of an EIS Supplement in
December. If approved, the project
would extend the mine’s life from 2010
out to 2027.
2006
Stage A of the Test Pit has exhausted its
supply of ore by the end of March 2006.
Surface ore stockpiles from various
sources enables milling to continue
into May 2006 before the supplies run
out. To avoid retrenching the mine

The two haul road bridges over
the Barney Creek diversion are
commissioned, significantly reducing
the time taken for overburden to be
hauled to the waste rock pile.
The McArthur River channel is
completed, along with the levee
wall to protect the mine from the
ingress of floodwater.
MRM is named Mine of the Year at
the 5th annual Australian Mining
Prospect Awards.
Mining is suspended after legal
questions are raised about the
approval process in December.
2009
Stockpiled ore is processed while
mining was suspended but is depleted
by 23 January, and the mine is placed
into care and maintenance. On 20
February, the Minister approves the
open pit development and operations
recommence.
Borroloola’s first renal dialysis unit
opens with assistance from MRM.
Later in the year, the Borroloola
Swimming Pool is opened, again
with the support of MRM.

The test pit was established in 2005 to provide a bulk
sample of the ore for metallurgical testing.

A test pit is established in July began
to provide a bulk sample of the ore
for metallurgical testing. The test pit
enables identification of the various ore
types and their processing requirements,
as well as the relevant geotechnical and
mining conditions that are likely to be
encountered.

2008

Work begins on the McArthur River channel.

The Barney Creek rechannel is largely
completed by the end of the year and
rehabilitation works begin.
A $50 million expansion of the
concentrator to increase capacity from
an annual throughput of 1.8 million
tonnes of ore to 2.5 million tonnes is
announced in March.
The MRM Community Benefits Trust
is established in July, with a promise to
provide $32 million to deliver economic
and social benefits to the region over
the life of the mine.
The first Independent Environmental
Monitor is appointed in October.

The Borroloola swimming pool was made possible
with support from MRM.

As the year progresses it is announced
that technological advances to
the concentrator have enabled the
production of a new zinc concentrate,
opening up a new international market.
(Cont)
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2010
MRM’s Emergency Response Team
dominates the North Australian
Emergency Rescue Competition
taking home four out of six events and
winning best overall team.

In January, MRM’s parent company
Xstrata agrees to a merger with
Glencore, one of the world’s largest
diversified natural resource companies.
MRM’s mining fleet is upgraded,
increasing haul capacity from 110-135
to 180-220 tonnes per truck.
The Heavy Medium Plant is
commissioned, improving the quality
of materials fed into the concentrator.

The MRM Emergency Response Team dominates the
Northern Australian Emergency Rescue Competition

The li-Anthawirriyarra Sea Ranger
Unit hosts the first of its annual Turtle
Camps with financial support from
the MRM Community Benefits Trust.
The ecotourism trial opens the door to
tourism ventures on West Island.

2011

2013

Xstrata announces plans to investigate
the phase 3 Development of MRM. The
project includes an expansion of pit and
production facilities, doubling annual
production and securing the mine’s
future out to 2036. Exhaustive studies
are undertaken throughout the year in
preparation for the submission of an
Environmental Impact Statement.

MRM becomes part of Glencore Xstrata
plc following the successful completion
of the merger. The merger makes MRM
part of a global operation that is able
to capture value at every stage of the
supply chain.

MRM and the NT Government sign
a $1 million partnership agreement
to boost education and training in
the Gulf region. The Strong Start
Bright Future program will provide
accredited training at Borroloola School,
computers and attendance rewards.
The agreement will also see local
students trained for future jobs at MRM.
With rehabilitation continuing on the
McArthur River and Barney Creek
channels, forest and woodland birds are
recorded returning to the adjacent land
and a freshwater sawfish is sighted
within the channel for the first time.
The first locally produced tube stock
for revegetation is sourced from Seven
Emus Station.
2012
The Environmental Impact Statement
for the Phase 3 Development is lodged
with the Government in January,
signaling an increase in the operational
workforce by 67% and creating 295
new jobs.
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Migratory bird studies around the Bing
Bong Loading Facility record large
increases in bird life, particularly the
Sharp-tailed Sandpiper

Fairy Wren.

The Bing Bong Concentrate Shed
is upgraded to allow for storage of
90,000 tonnes, in line with the
Phase 3 Development.
The Borroloola Rodeo Grounds are
upgraded with a $175,000 grant from
the MRM Community Benefits Trust.
2014
The Phase 3 Development Project
is completed, and operations begin
ramping up to nameplate capacity.

The rodeo grounds upgrade was funded with a $175,000
grant from the MRM Community Benefits Trust.

Borroloola teenagers Bryce Rory and
Joel Bradford begin their careers as
school-based apprentice at MRM – the
first full graduates of the Strong Start
Bright Future program.
MRM begins implementing the Glencore
Safework program in a push to achieve
zero harm across our operation.
MRM introduces the Healthy Living
Initiative to promote health and safety
to its workforce and extend those
programs to Borroloola.
The MV Aburri undergoes a major refit
after almost 20 years of service.
MRM’s annual Charity Golf Days raise
a record $100,000 for charities.

The 2014 Golf Day raised a record $100,000 for charities

2015
MRM celebrates one year with no lost
time injuries.
A new Indigenous Traineeship Program
is launched to bring more locals to join
the MRM workforce.
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Historic partnership changes
lives in the Gulf
Eight years, $10.4 million
and 63 separate projects
– these are the amazing
statistics that are changing
lives in the Gulf region.
Established in 2007, the MRM
Community Benefits Trust is a unique
partnership between McArthur
River Mine, the Northern Territory
Government and the local community.
It commits $1.35 million a year to
projects that support culture and art,
enterprise and job creation, social and
community development, education,
health and the environment.
The money comes directly from
MRM, with all administration and
management costs borne by MRM
and the NT Government. That means
every cent put into the Trust goes to
supporting the local community.
Over the years, projects funded have
been many and varied. An early
project to receive grant funding was
the Wunala Creche. The $11,275 grant
built an ablution facility to provide
an improved level of health amenity
for the facility. A recent grant was
approved to build and establish a new
crèche for Borroloola. The new crèche
is able to care for double the number of
children in a modern facility. Investing
in youth and early education is strongly
supported by the Trust board. This
grant is the largest to date being an
investment of $1 million dollars.

Over the past eight years, the Trust
has funded everything from cultural
activities to jobs programs.
James Cook University has undertaken
an extensive dolphin and dugong
monitoring program together with
the Sea Ranger Unit. This program is
helping us to better understand our
local aquatic life and how to protect
these species. The program has also
provided an education program to
students in Borroloola.
Kids in local schools now have books
they can take home and read with
their parents.
Jobs have been created, culture saved,
artists discovered, stories remembered,
sports played and songs sung.

This plan then guides the Board as
it goes through its decision-making
process, ensuring funds are allocated to
the areas of most need.
To help the community access funds,
Project Officers have been in place since
the Trust was established. It is their
role to guide applicants through the
funding process, linking them with the
agencies and people that will help turn
their dream into reality.
As we look to the next 20 years at
McArthur River, we can be sure the
MRM Community Benefits Trust will
continue to be an agent of change for
those living in the Gulf region

One of the features of the Trust is that
it doesn’t just hand out money as
applications come in. It undertakes
extensive community consultation
every year to develop a strategic plan to
prioritise its activities.
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Community Reference Group meets

Some of the members of the Community Reference Group’s May meeting

A Community Reference
Group meeting was held
in Borroloola on Thursday
14 May. The following is a
record of the meeting.
Update from General Manager
Sam Strohmayr
Safety is a major focus of the MRM
operation and I am pleased to say that
we are one year Loss Time Injury (LTI)
free. We understand that if we can’t
look after ourselves and our contractors
we do not deserve to be here.
A lot of progress has been made and we
are set up well for the dry season even
though we didn’t have a big wet season
this year.
Our focus on Local employment has
seen a rise from 60 people to 88 thanks
to the positive things that Chrissy, Beck
and Kezia have done in town.
On the production front, the expansion
is complete we are now in stable
production and ironing out the issues
and bottlenecks that we have. We
are currently producing 2,000 tonnes
of concentrate per day. This means
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that you will see an increase of big
trucks on the road. We have no further
expansions at this stage.

Update from Health Safety
Environment and Community
Manager Julie Crawford

Globally zinc has not seen the big drop
off in prices like coal and iron ore has.
Zinc is a very tight market but it has
not deteriorated, the demand is still
there and with the closure of other Zinc
mines like Century up the road the
fundamentals look good for us. MRM
is on a big deposit and we are hopeful
that the price remains.

I am pleased to say that you will not
see any smokers from the Overburden
Emplacement Facility (OEF) at the
moment. It has been capped with clay
and has had a lot of work done to it. We
won’t say that you won’t see them ever
again, but we have a method that is
working and when they appear we are
acting very quickly to extinguish them.

The four keys areas we are focusing on
are Safety, Environment, Production
and Sustainability

Air Quality Monitors are in the process
of being installed at Mabunji (Mara)
and Devil Springs. We will then be able
to collect data to ascertain what is in the
air around these areas. Reports will be
made available to the community once
they have been established.

The Independent Monitor visit is
coming up again in the first week
of June. This year they will only be
reviewing one year’s worth of data
and the information will be a lot more
relevant to the community than the last
report which was for two years.
Can I ask that if you have any ideas
how we can better our communication,
please let the Community Relations
team know. They are often around town.
Feel free to talk to them or arrange an
appointment. They would be more than
happy to take any suggestions that you
have.

The Tailings Dam is also being worked
on at the moment. The government
raised an issue with the amount of
water we had in there at the time of the
audit and, since then, ee have reduced
this by recycling the water back through
the process plant, beaching to form a
hard barrier stopping water touching
the side walls and we have bored holes
into the side walls to measure any water
movement as well.
In Barney Creek the fish were eating
the sediment which caused the high

results of metals. The metals we
mine not in the water itself, so we
are currently working with the ‘Fish
Man’ Dean Thorburn who is on site
at the moment and has been working
with MRM for nine years. Dean is
currently looking at Surprise Creek,
Barney Creek, Merlin and the Wearyn.
Interestingly a fish was found at the
Werayn with high lead levels and that is
because there are deposits all over the
area. Testing Barramundi and Bream
showed that they were safe to eat and
the government also did independent
testing. While we do not have that
report, we have been advised that the
results they had showed no concerns
either. The government has come to
Borroloola and put up posters for the
Australian Standards and Guideline.
This is not just for the McArthur River
but is applicable Australia wide.
Water Quality testing is done in Barney
Creek and Surprise Creek once a
month in the dry as it is not flowing.
The McArthur River is tested once a
week in 30 odd different locations. The
government has said that we have
not had any exceedences of our Water
Discharge Licence in the first quarter
of 2015. These samples come from a
compliance point just off the lease.
There are high levels of metals in the
water after the rain but it is nothing that
the mine is doing.
You may have heard of fish kills across
the Northern Territory. These are due to
the aluminium and iron that comes with
the rain and clog the fish’s gills. We
have reported to the government and
they have no concerns as it is natural
in the Top End.
Over the wet season, nursery work took
place and as of this year we have split
the environment team into two separate
teams. We now have the Rehabilitation
Team and the Monitoring Team. Some
of the duties the rehab team have are
cattle management – we do a lot of
mustering and need regular fence
inspections done – and weed control
to ensure that we are keeping natural
vegetation. MRM recently held a
Grazing for Business course at the mine
for local pastoralists.

We have been successfully able to
propagate 50,000 plants. This year is the
first year that we have not had to buy in
stock from Darwin but we are always
interested in talking to local businesses
that might be able to supply to us.
This season 6,000 trees have been
put in and thanks to the local team
of Borroloola and Robinson River
tree planters we have been able to
get the current number of 7,500. Of
the HSEC team, 19 of 31 are local
Indigenous employees.
Monitoring, as always, is ongoing but
we also have specialists that come and
complete independent testing as well.
As mentioned before we have had Dean
Thorburn coming to MRM since 2006.
He comes at end of the wet and dry
seasons. This year we are collaborating
with the CSIRO regarding the uptake of
metals by the vegetation along the river.
Update from Environment Projects
Manager Gary Taylor
In the small wet that we had, the clay
on the OEF held up well and we are
confident that this will continue. We
have done some reshaping which you
may have noticed from the road. We
now have longer batters making the
dump less steep.
The waste was historically placed in 15
metre benches, which allowed air and
water to get into the rock causing flare
ups. Currently we build benches in 2-3
metre lifts and this stops a lot of the air
and water getting in to cause reactions.
We are preparing the base to the north of
the dump and are currently conditioning
it, which means that we are monitoring
its moisture content in order to maintain
specification. We are also undertaking
numerous trials with the clay.

have enough clay for the mine over
the next 20 years.
Shortly we are also planning to drill
clusters of 3 holes in and 4 locations that
vary in depth from 8 to 50 metres on
the NOEF. From this, we can monitor
how much water is moving through the
dump and the effects that may have.
We are currently working with a lab
conducting shear box testing, which
is testing the slip and strength of the
proposed materials to be used in the
proposed design.
Update from Human Resources
Advisor Kezia Smith
The MRM stats for local community and
Indigenous employment are:
•

88 Indigenous employees

•

30 Local employees

•	11 trainees of which 5 have Cert II
qualifications
•

7 trainees from the local community

•	5 Indigenous apprentices (including
the 2 from Borroloola)
•

12 Tree Planters that are local also

We are looking to ramp up and we are
sitting with over 1,000 applications
for some positions. We still have six
vacancies which some of the local
candidates are going through the
process. Five trainees will be signed up
with Apprentices Australia in the next
week. We are also using agencies to
help fill a number of production roles.

As we continue working on the tailings
dam, you will notice that we have Moxy
Trucks running across the highway so
please be aware of this.
The EIS is looking at the change
in design of the OEF. Last year
approximately 100 reverse circulation
and core drill samples along with test
pits were taken from all around site,
which is helping us to ascertain if we

CRG chair Sid Rusca with MRM Human Resources
advisor Kezia Smith.
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Questions from members
Have you thought about doing
animations to explain issues to the
community? They work well.
We are in talks with CAAMA and a
young local media student to do a short
video on what the mine does.
What vegetation is the CSIRO testing?
It is the roots, leaves and bark of the
plants. We are conducting the testing
north of the OEF as ground waters
can also effect the vegetation. This is
very new research but it all about
trying to ensure that we are looking
after the environment.
The community is concerned that the
Government are telling people not to
eat the fish.
The signs that are posted around town
from the Government are Australian
Standards not just the McArthur River.
While we do not have this year’s report
as yet, we understand from last year’s
report that the fish that tested high were
rainbow fish from Merlin’s Crossing
and 8 Mile. Rainbows are small fish
and would be unlikely to make it too
far in the river system. The larger fish
would have to eat quite a lot of them
to be affected. Murdoch University did
the testing for DPI and, while we do not
have anything in writing, the word is
that it is all okay.
Does MRM test the fish in Borroloola?
We undertake freshwater fish studies as
well as the annual sea testing. The areas
that are tested include Rosey Creek,
Bing Bong, Mule Creek and McArthur
River. These tests include molluscs.
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Why are you testing at Rosey Creek,
that’s a long way?
We are looking at potential impacts,
or comparisons. With all Coastal
Modelling we need controls and
references.
Does metal naturally occur in fish?
If they are feeding on sediment and
if the water has metals they will have
those metals in them. You might
remember the Sydney Rock Oyster’s
a few years back, where you were
unable to eat them because of the
Mercury levels.
I believe it was a scare tactic when
I first got to town being told that
you couldn’t eat the fish. Is there a
campaign that you are running to stop
that?
We do not want to coerce the local
voice. What we have done is a number
of factsheets and we also put an
advertisement in the NT paper once
a month with stats and updates. Our
community relations team in town all
the time and are always happy to talk to
people face to face about the issues that
they have as we believe that this has
better outcomes most of the time. Some
of the media attention that we have
received has been quite negative so we
are really trying to have a presence in
town so that concerns can be address
with us. We also hope that some of the
material that we produce will help ease
the minds of our local community.

The fish are also being killed by
domestic waste, it is just a shame that
the first message that I got was you
can’t eat the fish.
The key for us is that we are testing not
just the small fish but the Barramundi
and Bream, we provide updates
through different channels and the
Government is doing their own testing
as well. This data shows results. The
independent monitor also gets all of
our reports. There are plenty of them
too, so they can see all of our data and
the data that they have collected as well.
We have to keep talking to the people
in Borroloola and hope that in time the
information will flow through. We all
understand that perception versus fact
is sometimes hard to change.
Has the fish guys done and testing in
Emu Creek?
They have done north and east of
Barramundi Dreaming right up to the
straight. This is also in conjunction with
the sampling that our own team does.
The main point is that we are testing
and monitoring everything that we can
and that we have come a long way in
the past 6 to 12 months.
Is it an illusion that the OEF looks
bigger because of the new slopes?
We are still 11 metres below the 80
metre limit that we currently have.

Your community relations
questions answered
MRM Environment and
Community Superintendent
Chrissy Joll answers your
questions about community
relations.
What does the community
relations team do?
The community relations team is
responsible for all forms of contact with
the people who are important to our
operations. These include:
•

Staff, contractors and their families

•

The Traditional Owners of the
land on which we operate

•

The four language groups of the
region

•

Residents of the Gulf Region

•

Suppliers

•

The Northern Territory and
Australian Governments and
related agencies

•

Non-government organisations

•

The Northern Territory
business community

•

Other Territorians.

Our Senior Community Relations
Advisor Rebecca Gentle and our
Environment and Community
Superintendent Chrissy Joll visit
Borroloola at least once a week and
other parts of the Gulf region on a
regular basis.
Where can I get information
about MRM?
Our quarterly magazine Memorandum
keeps our community and stakeholders
in touch with what is happening at
MRM as well as our activities in the
community. It is published in both hard
copy and online via our website.

Trust officers Jason Elsegood and Wendy Moulds

Our website is full of information about
our operations, our environment and
our community, as well as our latest
career opportunities and publications,
including all our fact sheets. Go to
www.mcarthurrivermine.com.au
Stay in touch with everything
happening at MRM through our
community app, which is available
for free download for both Apple
and Android devices. It includes an
emergency call button, important safety
information, a village map, links to
websites and a host of other features.
To download the app, search for MRM
community in iTunes, Google Play or
the Amazon Appstore.
We publish an update on our operations
on the second Thursday of every month
in the Northern Territory News.
Regular fact sheets and environmental
updates are available on our website
and App as well as being distributed
through the Gulf region.
Do you speak with
Traditional Owners?
We value the counsel local Traditional
Owners bring on issues of cultural
heritage management. We are in regular

contact with TOs for the mine and
Bing Bong Loading Facility to seek
their advice.
What does the Community
Reference Group do?
The Community Reference
Group (CRG) is the opportunity
for local residents, businesses
and representatives from other
organisations to hear about what is
happening at MRM as well as ask
questions of senior management. To
make sure this information is widely
distributed, members of the CRG are
asked to keep the community informed
of what is discussed at each meeting,
and the meeting minutes are reported in
Memorandum magazine.
The MRM Community Reference Group
meets at least quarterly in Borroloola.
The meeting is usually attended by
MRM General Manager Sam Strohmayr,
Rebecca Gentle and the Health,
Safety, Environment and Community
Manager. Following a number of
enquiries from local residents about
potential employment opportunities, a
representative from Human Resources
also attends meetings.
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Can I visit the mine?
We host numerous site tours each year
for people who have an interest in our
operations. These include:
•

Annual site tours for residents
of Borroloola, Robinson River and
King Ash Bay as well as Gulf
region pastoralists

•

Family days for employee families

•

High school and university
student visits

•

Special interest groups

•

Visiting government officials
and dignitaries.

All visits to the mine site must be prearranged to allow for induction and
safety briefings. No-one is allowed
on site without completing a visitor
application and an online induction
module. Due to safety requirements,
there are restrictions on how many
people we can bring out at any one time.

Since its establishment in 2007, the
Community Benefits Trust has invested
more than $10 million into around 60
programs to support social-economic
development in the Gulf region. In
addition to funds invested through the
Trust, MRM has committed a further
$6 million to the community over
that time including $3.5 million for a
multi-purpose community centre in
Borroloola, sponsorships and donations
and fund-raising activities.
A process of submitting proposals,
assessing them against criteria and
then managing the implementation
of grants is defined within the Formal
Agreement and ensures transparent and
consultative management of the funds.

To make contact with the Trust officers,
phone Wendy Moulds on 0400 247 313
or Jason Elsegood on 0417 864 769.
Do you support local groups and
events in other ways?
MRM has a sponsorships and
donations program that supports a
range of programs throughout the year.
Guidelines apply and these can be
downloaded from our wesite.
How can I give you feedback?
We take feedback seriously and all
contact is documented and followed
through according to our policies. You
can provide us with feedback by calling
our toll free number on 1800 211 573 or
emailing mrmprojenq@glencore.com.au

How does the MRM Community
Benefits Trust work?
The Trust was established in 2007 for
the life of the mine as the main vehicle
for us to contribute to the social and
economic development of our region.
The Trust operates as a partnership
between MRM, the Northern Territory
Government and the local community.
It funds initiatives in the areas
of enterprise and job creation,
environment, arts, culture,
health, education, social and
community development.

Environment and Community Superintendent Chrissy Joll with
Senior Community Relations Advisor Rebecca Gentle

Snappy visitor
A freshwater crocodile was a long way from home
when it found its way into MRM’s mill area recently.
The small freshie was spotted under the ball mill as
cleaning was underway.
Luckily, it was spotted by Mill Production Supervisor
Brenton Borlace and saved from a crushing adventure.
MRM’s environment team took custody of the snappy
visitor and released it into the McArthur River, where
freshwater crocodiles are known to take shelter
among large woody debris.
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Pritika shines
at Young Achiever
Awards
The value of young people in
regional and remote areas was
recognised when the Northern
Territory Young Achiever
of the Year Awards were
presented in Darwin in April.
McArthur River Mine sponsors the
Regional & Rural Initiative Award,
which was won by 24-year-old
Pritika Desai.
She also took out the overall Young
Achiever of the Year Award.
Pritika Desai works as an Education
Officer for Animal Management
in Rural and Remote Indigenous
Communities. Her work involves
educating people in remote
Indigenous communities about
responsible pet ownership.

Pritika works with schools and local
community members and has attended
and spoken on Animal Health at many
conferences. She also developed a
project called Shout Out, a program
focusing on youth mental health.
She was one of two mentors for the
Kaleidoscope 2014 Youth Leadership
Summit and is a mentor for many
young people.
Presenting the award, MRM Metallurgy
Manager John Andreatidis said the
work going on in remote areas of the
Territory should be celebrated.
“Many people think that the big
opportunities for young people are in
the major cities,” John said.
“But if you look hard, you can see
there are also opportunities out in
regional and remote areas.”

Our App now
available on
Amazon
The MRM Community
App is now available on
the Amazon App store.
The award-winning App
includes a host of information
about the mine, accommodation
villages and programs underway.
You can download our fact
sheets, read updates on our
environmental progress and
make direct contact with us.
Launched in January 2014, it
has already been downloaded
by more than 1,200 devices and
viewed more than 24,000 times.
It has won four local, national
and international awards
including the prestigious
Golden World Award for
Internal Communication given
by the International Public
Relations Institute.
It was originally available only
on iTunes and Google Play but
its extension to the Amazon
Appstore means it can now be
downloaded by a broader
range of mobile devices.

John presents the Young Achiever of the Year Award to Pritika Desai.
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Shaving for
a cure
It took 16 years to grow and
just minutes to come off.
MRM’s Clayton Cairns gave up
his long-cherished beard for a
good cause when workmates
sponsored him in the World’s
Greatest Shave in March.
The MRM team raised a total of
$6944 to support research into
Leukaemia research.
Other MRM employees joined
Clayton on the challenge,
including Dave Searl. While
Clayton and Dave shaved,
most others chose to restrict
their activities to hair colouring.
Congratulations to the whole
MRM team.

MRM hosts cattle
producers
McArthur River Mine hosted
18 Gulf region landholders
attending a Business of
Grazing Course over three
days in March.
The course was made possible
through a Territory Natural Resources
Management grant secured through
Gulf Rivers Landcare.
Pastoral properties in the Gulf are
typically family run affairs and free
time is limited at best. For many of
the attendees, this was the first time
they had seen many of their peers
in a long while.
MRM provided the venue as well as
accommodation and meals for the
participants. Hosting the course at
the mine site meant it was
centrally located within the
Gulf Region – significantly
reducing costs and time for
everyone involved.
Courses such as this are
important for improving
broad scale management
practices across a landscape.
Attendees represented a total
of ten properties that cover
approximately 30,000 square
kilometres of pastoral land in
the region.

Feedback was overwhelmingly
positive, with Dannielle Darcy from
Mallapunyah Springs saying it helped
her connect with other local pastoralists.
“The course was really informative
and educational giving me a greater
insight into the management of cattle
production,” she said.
“I really liked that it was held locally as
it gave me a chance to attend and meet
other people in the industry.”
Overall the course promises very
positive outcomes to the Gulf area. A
one-day follow up seminar in planned
for later this year.

At work in one of MRM’s training rooms.

The local landowners pose for a photo on site.
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The course addressed a range of topics;
from improving the viability of a
grazing business through to sustainable
management practices. It also provided
an opportunity for attendees to discuss
other regionally specific issues and hold
a meeting for Gulf Rivers Landcare.

We care,
play fair.
Home-grown talent is
being used to celebrate
the diversity of the
workforce MRM.
A series of posters have been developed
using MRM employees to spread the
word about equal employment on site –
We care, play fair.
Group HR Manager for Glencore Zinc
Assets Australia Phil Bamber said while
discrimination was not a significant
issue at MRM, the posters helped to
remind all workers on site that “playing
fair” was part of the company culture.
“With Indigenous employment at
around 18% and female employment at
12.5%, MRM is a melting pot of cultures,
races, ages and gender. It’s a feature we
really value,” Phil said.

“Our poster series
has been designed
to reinforce this
among all of our
people.”
The posters
feature
apprentice
fitter Jye Mullins,
environment
rehabilitation
technician Ronnie
Raggett, mine engineer
Rafli Rafli and safety
officer Leonnie Taylor.

Anzac Day cook off
Budding MRM chefs
traded high viz for aprons
and trucks for frypans in
the annual Anzac Day
cook-off in April.

The swordfish meal was praised for its presentation.

Departments nominated teams of
two to showcase a fine selection of
Australian native cuisine. The cooks
drew from a hat the core ingredient
they were to use and, limited only by
their imaginations, experience and skill,
they were given unfettered access to the
kitchen for accompanying ingredients.

swordfish were on the menu and the
teams had to cook enough food to feed
a camp of around 400 hungry workers.
Five teams took on the challenge but it
was the boys from Stores who whipped
up the winning dish of lamb with mint
jelly and Cambodian spices.

Crocodile, lamb, kangaroo, chicken and

Special thanks to the ESS chefs and
team for helping out on the night.

The judges sample the crocodile sausages.

It was thumbs up for whatever these guys were eating.
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Old hands
In this edition, we’ve swapped new faces to introduce you to some old hands
who have worked at MRM for the full 20 years since production began.

GARRY SOLLY

PROJECT SUPERINTENDENT
When did you start at MRM
and what was your job then?
I started in December 1994 as
an operator maintainer
What was the best thing
about working at MRM
in those days?
Being a new plant starting up
with work groups and crews
all new to each other this
obviously posed some issues
at times, but camaraderie
was very high which
made working through the
challenges (and there were
many) both rewarding and
entertaining at times, and
no breatho in the morning
was a bonus.
What is the greatest change
you have seen over the past
20 years?

growing. Being part of that
growth has been rewarding.
But the greatest change for
me is flying to and from site
in the Jet E170 rather than
in the Cigars which makes
it quicker and far more
comfortable, especially when
you are 6’ 3” tall.
Why are you still here
20 years later?
I am a long-term Territorian
and most of my immediate
family live in Darwin which
in my opinion is still the
best capital city in Australia,
although 130 km out in a
place called Dundee Beach is
true paradise. Having a long
life cycle mine on its door
step like MRM has fitted in
with my family and lifestyle.

The metallurgy plant started
out as a fairly small area. It
has grown into a large and
hungry beast and continually
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GARY CHISHOLM
MILL OPERATOR

When did you start at MRM
and what was your job then?
I started on 6th March 1995
as a maintenance operator.
I was a boilermaker, but in
those days the fitters ran the
plant as well as fixing it.
What was the best thing
about working at MRM in
those days?
The roster – 7on, 7off. I knew
I would do a week out here,
then go home for a week.
Sometimes the work was
difficult, but you always
knew you’d go home. Also,
the money was good, so you
could do what you wanted
on your time off.
What is the greatest change
you have seen over the past
20 years?
Just about everything.
There’s been lots of big
changes. We only had
one SAG mill, 4 regrind
mills, a small float circuit, 3
thickeners and 2 filters. Now

we have 5 thickeners, and a
large float circuit. Our output
used to be 90 ton/ hour, now
we are up to 600 ton/ hr.
Why are you still here
20 years later?
I’ve enjoyed the challenge
of getting our grades and
recoveries up; in that 20
years we’ve both improved
our product and increased
our output.
What is the best
improvement you have seen?
We do a lot of things
differently now. In those
days we were never sure if
we would reach our final
product target of 45 final con
grade. But with a lot of trial
and error, and we had to
invent a lot of things along
the way, we finally got there.
The place is also much safer
now. It’s not just that there
is more awareness among
people working here, but
also that management are
doing things about safety.

The front cover of Memorandum Magazine Edition 33 (June 2016)
has been removed for cultural reasons.

Message from
the General
Manager
2016 has started off very
well for MRM with a number
of significant milestones
already being achieved.
In March we were able to achieve
agreement with the NT Department
of Mines and Energy for approvals
to keep the mine in operation as
we progress the Environmental
Impact Assessment for the longterm management of our waste.
This was a great relief for the entire
operation, our many stakeholders
and our supporters as it has allowed
us the clarity to focus on continuing
to make MRM a great place to work.
Since the beginning of the year
our mining and processing teams
have been rehandling and treating
stockpiled ore from the North
Overburden Emplacement Facility,
or waste rock pile. This required
the implementation of some novel
mining and processing techniques,

which has contributed to the metal
production from these stockpiles
exceeding our initial estimates.
In April MRM achieved two years
without a lost time injury, with nearly
3.8 million man-hours worked
during that period. This is certainly
a headline statistic that we all can
be proud of. However, what is more
pleasing to me is the improvements
that I see throughout the business
in our hazard identification and
communication, our planning,
our workplace housekeeping, our
reporting of incidents and our
incident investigation and close
out of corrective actions.
As we sharpen our focus on
these aspects of our business
I’m sure that the time between
injuries will continue to grow and
the severity of the injuries will
continue to decrease.
Our Sentis safety leadership
program roll out further supports
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Stay in touch

Memorandum is a quarterly publication
of McArthur River Mining. To submit
stories or subscribe to our mailing list,
email rebecca.gentle@glencore.com.au

Website: Our website is full of information
about our operations, our environment
and our community, as well as our latest
career opportunities and publications.
Go to www.mcarthurrivermine.com.au

Our cover
Gurdanji woman Adie Miller is a great
lover of bush tucker from around the
McArthur River Mine area. She grew
up in the area and still visits regularly
to catch fish and shellfish as well as
pick fruits and berries. Read our full
story on page 4.

these initiatives with a focus on the
attitudes and resulting behaviours
that will drive MRM to be a safer
and better place to work.
A major focus for this year is
completing our EIS. Our studies
are progressing very well and
a considerable community
consultation phase is now
underway as we work towards
submission in December this year.
We are well positioned for a strong
year ahead and this is the result of
the work of many people both on
and off site. I am looking forward
to continuing to work with all our
employees, contractors, suppliers
and stakeholders moving forward.

Sam Strohmayr
General Manager

MRM Community App: Stay in
touch with everything happening at
MRM through our community app.
To download the app, search for MRM
community in iTunes, Google Play or
Amazon Appstore.
Phone: Call our toll free number on 1800 211 573
Email: mrmprojenq@glencore.com.au

Tagged barra makes a
return five years later
A barramundi caught and
tagged in the McArthur
River five years ago has
been caught by Campbell
Springs woman Dixie Pluto
just metres from where it was
originally released.
Dixie was fishing with family at
Eight Mile Waterhole, just upstream
from the McArthur River Mine site,
when she landed the 68cm beauty
in February.
A range of fish are tagged and
released in local waterways
as part of MRM’s ongoing fish
monitoring programs. The fish
are caught, tagged and released
generally by Indo-Pacific
Environmental, although local
anglers have also participated
in the tag and release program.
Dixie Pluto shows off her barramundi with
partner and Gurdanji Traditional Owner
Billy Coolibah, son Chris Pluto
and grandson Patrick.

Data is recorded in a central log at
Dr Thorburn said Dixie’s barramundi
the time of release. When recaught,
has most likely spent the past five
sometimes years later, fish experts
years at Eight Mile waterhole.
can gather valuable information
“They don’t migrate every year
about species migration and growth.
and, at that size, the fish is more
Dr Dean Thorburn, from
concerned about eating and
Indo-Pacific Environmental, said
getting bigger and not getting
some fish had amazing stories
eaten itself,” he said.
to tell. For example, a number of
Dr Thorburn said his team was
barramundi were released above
looking at acoustic tagging of fish in
the mine site and later caught at
the future which involves installation
the mouth of the McArthur River,
of ‘listening stations’ which will allow
showing their migration through
the movement of tagged fish to be
the diversion. In another case,
investigated as they swim up and
a bull shark was tagged at
down the McArthur River.
Borroloola and showed up at
When Dixie started reeling in
the Wearyan just a week later.
the fish and saw the tag, she
And one catfish has been caught
thought at first it might be the
four times over a five year period
elusive $1 million barra.
from Djirrinmini Waterhole.
Instead, she was happy to
Because it was caught as part
of the scientific monitoring program, contribute to the scientific program,
as well as put dinner on the table for
each time it was released again to
her family. For keen fishermen and
live another day.
women, Dixie snagged the barra on
a handline using perch fillet for bait.
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CRG meeting
open to all

MRM Community Reference Group chair Sid Rusca with Kathleen Jupiter.

MRM Environmental Projects Manager Gary Taylor with Gurdanji Traditional Owner Billy Coolibah.

MRM General Manager Sam Strohmayr with Ronnie Whitehead.

MRM opened its Community
Reference Group meeting
to the residents of Borroloola
in March to provide an
update on our operations
and answer questions.
The MRM Community Reference
Group includes representatives from
the four local language groups as
well as a cross section of business
people and representatives from
the Roper Gulf Shire Council, the
Territory Government and our own
senior management team.
Last month’s meeting was opened
up to the general community
and was attended by around
50 community members including
Traditional Owners, residents,
business owners, government
agencies and NGOs.
Borroloola community members
received an update on mine
approvals, environmental
performance, community initiatives
and the Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) currently being
undertaken for the management
of waste rock at MRM.
MRM General Manager Sam
Strohmayr welcomed questions
from the community and said
that MRM had faced a number of
challenges over the past 24 months
and continues to make good
progress on addressing all of them.
Mr Strohmayr committed to a
broad stakeholder consultation
process on the EIS including
regular updates to the community.
“We have started consultation on
the EIS with the Traditional Owners
of the mine footprint which sits
on Gurdanji land. As we progress,
we will expand our consultations
to include all of our stakeholders
including Traditional Owners for
other language groups in the region,
the local community and relevant
government and non-government
agencies,” he said.
Community members questioned
MRM about a range of issues
including job opportunities,
water quality testing, Indigenous
involvement in monitoring
programs and a proposed
Gurdanji Ranger Program.
MRM has committed to open
more Community Reference
Group meetings
to the public.
MEMORANDUM
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Independent Monitor
Report released
In December 2015, the
Independent Monitor (IM)
released a report on the
activities of MRM covering
the period October 2013 to
September 2014.
In the Report, the IM notes that
we have made some substantial
progress at MRM and recommends
a number of areas for improvement,
many of which MRM has either
already undertaken or is in the
process of implementing.

For the period October 2013
to September 2014 the IM has
noted the significant progress
being made at the McArthur River
diversion, including:
•

An increase in revegetation and
a reduction in bare ground

•

An increase in the proportion
of plants grown in the
on-site nursery sourced
from the local area

•

The significant increase in
the placement of large woody
debris in the channel, leading
to almost immediate positive
effect on the population and
diversity of aquatic life.

It is important to remember that
the IM Report covers a period that
ended 18 months ago and further
improvements have been made to
operations since then.

Since the IM reporting
period MRM has made further
improvements including:

McArthur River Channel

•

In addition to our revegetation
program, MRM has introduced
large woody debris to the diversion
channel to assist with reducing
channel erosion and improving
river ecology.

A full condition assessment
and erosion mitigation strategy
for the channel.

Bing Bong
Loading Facility
MRM monitors dust on land
surrounding Bing Bong Loading
Facility and water quality in the
swing basin and shipping channel
that may be impacted by dust
from our loading activities.
For the period October 2013
to September 2014 the IM has
noted an improvement in the onsite
monitoring program, including using
a more advanced type of air sampler
and using new air quality monitoring
standards. The Report notes:
• There were no high results
for lead or zinc in dust
monitoring during 2014
• As there was no dredging
in the channel, risks to the
environment related to dredge
spoil ponds were reduced.
Since the IM reporting period
MRM has made further
improvements including:
• Installation of an Air Quality
Monitoring station.

Tailings Storage Facility
Tailings are finely ground rock and
mineral waste products remaining
after metal has been extracted
from the mined ore. Tailings are
piped from the MRM processing
plant to the tailing storage facility
where the rock material settles
and the wastewater typically moves
to the centre where it is collected
and recycled.
For the period October 2013
to September 2014 the IM has
noted substantial improvements
at Cell Two of the Tailings Storage
Facility. MRM has:

•

•

•
•

•
•
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Substantially reduced water
being stored in the dam through
the recycling
Formed a “beach” around the
edges of the tailings storage
facility to improve its integrity
Moved the decant system to
the centre of the cell
Installed a comprehensive
sump and extraction system to
maximise recovery of seepage
from Cell 2.
Installed additional groundwater
monitoring bores
Assessed salinity in
Surprise Creek.

Since the IM reporting
period MRM has made further
improvements including:
• Formation of an Independent
Review Board to provide advice
on the TSF.
• Third-party expert reviews
• Development of a new Tailings
Operation Manual updated
with latest ANCOLD guidelines
• Providing nationally accredited
training in Tailings Storage
Facility Operation and
Surveillance for MRM personnel
• A comprehensive monitoring
program will be maintained
over the life of the TSF.

Fish and
Shellfish

Barney Creek Haul
Road Bridge

MRM conducts detailed monitoring
of aquatic and marine fauna on
an ongoing basis. We recognise
the results of this monitoring and
testing is of particular interest to
the community of Borroloola.

Located within the mine site is a
haul road bridge that crosses over a
section of Barney Creek. The haul
road bridge is used to transport
material from the mine pit to the
overburden emplacement facility.

For the period October 2013
to September 2014 the IM
noted the following:

There is evidence of lead in some
small non-eating fish at this location
in the middle of the mine site
where the haul road bridge crosses
Barney Creek. It should be noted
that Barney Creek does not flow
all year round and water levels vary
throughout the year.

•

Outside of the Barney Creek
Haul Road Bridge, which is
located deep within the mine
site, there is no conclusive
evidence of mine-derived
metals in fish in the
McArthur River

•

Expanding the aquatic
biota monitoring program in
Surprise and Barney Creeks

•

Sawfish and other marine
migrant species have
been shown to pass
through the McArthur River
diversion channel

•

A very small number of fish
outside of the mine site were
found to contain metals above
guideline levels, however,
analysis show this is likely
to be from natural sources
rather than mine operations.

For the period October 2013 to
September 2014 the IM noted
the works underway to manage
sediment runoff, including:

•

Installation of a temporary dam
in the creek including pumping
out contaminated water

•

A new dust and soil monitoring
site in addition to existing
monitoring regime

•

Sediment and silt traps to
capture runoff and reduce
contaminated sediment
entering the creek.

Since the IM reporting
period MRM has made further
improvements including;
•

Mechanical excavation to
directly remove sediment

•

Application of dust suppressant
to the approaches of the
Haul Road Bridge.

Cattle
MRM is completely surrounded
by the McArthur River Station, an
8,000 square kilometre working
cattle station that is also owned
by Glencore. Sometimes donkeys,
feral animals and cattle from the
property break through fences and
on to the mining lease.
For the period October 2013
to September 2014 the IM noted
the following:
•

•

Considerable efforts undertaken
by MRM to exclude cattle and
other animals from the mine site
including repeatedly repairing
cattle exclusion fencing around
the mine
Animals grazing on site can be
exposed to metals from dust
on grasses.

Since the IM reporting
period MRM has made further
improvements including:
•

MRM has developed a
cattle management plan
in conjunction with the
Department of Primary Industry
and Fisheries that includes:
–	Strengthening all fences
around the perimeter of
the mining lease
–	Regular musters of all
cattle found within the site
–	All cattle that come off the
mine lease are held on
McArthur River station,
and are re-tested after
12 months to ensure they
meet food standards.

A rainbow fish
from the haul
road crossing.
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Sea Rangers take
delivery of new vessel
The li-Anthawirriyarra Sea
Ranger Unit has taken
delivery of its new sea-going
vessel, which was funded
by the MRM Community
Benefits Trust.
The new vessel, a-Walamakamaka,
was custom built by Darwin-based
Custom Works NT and launched
at a ceremony at Jawuma
(Black Rock Landing) on 15 April.

The new boat on its maiden voyage in the McArthur River.

The 7.2m vessel will help the
sea rangers build their growing
tourism business in the Gulf.
The li-Anthawirriyarra Sea Ranger
Unit’s tourism businesses support
its environmental work by giving
visitors with a unique opportunity
to learn about conservation work.
In addition to supporting on
country operations, the new
vessel will also be used to transport
clients to Barranyi National Park,
Maabayj annual turtle camp and
other select island sites.

The ranger unit employees
19 staff and believe the new vessel
will further enhance employment
opportunities for local people
wishing to work on country.
The $215,000 vessel is funded by
the CBT Community Benefits
Trust and is complemented by
$250,000 in related infrastructure
funded through other sources.
Rangers travelled to Darwin in
early April to familiarise themselves
with the craft before it was trucked
by road to Jawuma, near King Ash
Bay, for the official launch.

MRM General Manager Sam Strohmayr hands over the keys for the new vessel.

Report confirms low risk from fish
MRM has welcomed the
release of a new study
showing that people can
safely catch and eat fish
in the McArthur River.
The independent report,
‘Bioaccumulation of heavy metals
in McArthur River and tributaries:
Investigation and Assessment of
Potential Impacts’, was completed
by Hydrobiology Pty Ltd for
the Department of Mines and
Energy and confirms there is a
low risk to human health from
the consumption of fish from the
McArthur River system.
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MRM General Manager Sam
Strohmayr said the release of the
report would give confidence to
members of the local community
who relied on the McArthur River to
supplement their diet.
“Fishing on the McArthur River is
great at this time of the year and
it’s reassuring that scientific testing
has confirmed people can safely
continue to catch and eat local fish,”
Sam said.
The Hydrobiology report has found:
“Based on the data reviewed and
people consulted for this study,
the risk to human health posed
by consumption of fish from
the McArthur River system was
considered to be low.

This was particularly true when the
likely consumption patterns from our
early consultation works across the
study area were taken into account.
Certainly, the calculations of
theoretical maximum daily
consumption rates indicated
that even the most ardent local
fisherperson would not to breach
the tolerable intake of any particular
contaminant in the study area”.
Hydrobiology has recommended
some augmentation of MRM’s
existing monitoring program to
collect more data for analysis and
the mine is already looking at how
the recommendations can be
incorporated.

Data shows air quality is good
Data captured at air quality
monitoring stations installed
at Borroloola and Devil Springs
have shown no exceedances
in sulphur dioxide (SO2)
at either site since their
installation early last year.
The stations were installed by MRM
in May and June last year. They
monitor air quality at both locations
and specifically target sulphur
dioxide to compare concentration
levels against national air quality
standards. They provide real-time
monitoring data on a 24/7 basis.
MRM has engaged the services of
independent air quality monitoring
professionals to produce monthly
reports. Their role is to validate,

analyse and interpret data on wind
speed, direction and temperature
and to compare the ambient
concentration level of SO2 recorded
against the National Environment
Protection Measure standards,
which are the national standards for
air pollutants in Australia.
The reports have been available
on our website since July 2015 and
show no exceedances of SO2.
Sulphur dioxide has previously
been emitted from our waste rock
dump under certain conditions.
MRM committed to install the
air quality monitoring stations
to provide real time data on SO2
emissions to the community.
Devil Springs is the closest
community to the mine site while

SO2 24 Hour Averages MRM Devil Springs Station
January 2016

It is worth noting that there
are numerous sources for SO2
emissions that may contribute
to data readings at Devil Springs
and Borroloola. These include fuel
combustion from nearby vehicles,
fires and dust.
Monthly reports as well
as the real time data are
available on our website at
www.mcarthurrivermine.com.au
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The stations capture data every
five minutes on SO2 in the
surrounding ambient air. They also
record information on wind direction
and speed in order to determine
from which direction any elevated
levels could be coming from.

SO2 24 Hour Averages MRM Borroloola Station
January 2016
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Saving lives through
Healthy Living
MRM’s Healthy Living
initiative may have saved
its first life.
Operator Robert “Bluey” Towns is
happy to promote the advantages
of the initiative after a close call
with a deadly melanoma.
As he tells in a promotional poster
for Skin Patrol, a simple skin check
conducted during last year’s visit to
the mine led him to seek medical
assessment of a spot on his leg.
“I knew I had a couple of spots
on my skin that were a bit dodgy.
So when Skin Patrol came to
MRM I thought I better get them
checked out,” Bluey said.
“The doctor looked right over
me and even checked my feet.
He said this was what Bob Marley
died of and you had to look
everywhere, not just the skin
that is exposed to the sun.
“It made me much more aware
of what I needed to watch out for,
so about six months ago when
I noticed something on my leg,
I went straight to the doctor.

“It turned out to be the most
aggressive form of melanoma
you can have. If I hadn’t noticed
it and got treated straight away,
I wouldn’t be here now.
“I’m one of the lucky ones.
Now I want to get the message
through to the younger blokes
that the damage you are doing to
your skin now can come back as
skin cancer later.

“Skin Patrol saved
my life”

“

I knew I had a
coupl
my skin that were e of spots on
a bit dodgy. So
when Skin Patrol
came to MRM
I
thought I better
get them check
ed
out.

The doctor looked
right over me and
even checked my
feet. He said this
was what Bob
Marley died of
and
you had to look
everywhere, not
just
the skin that is
exposed to the
sun.
It made me much
more aware of
what I needed
to watch out for,
so
about six month
s ago when I notice
something on my
d
leg, I went straig
to the doctor.
ht

It turned out to
be the most
aggressive form
of melanoma you
can have. If I hadn’
t noticed it andgo
treated straight
t
away, I wouldn’t
be
here now.
I’m one of the lucky
ones. Now I
want to get the
message throug
h to
the younger blokes
that the damage
you are doing
to your skin now
can
come back as skin
cancer later.
I urge everyone
to visit Skin Patrol
and learn about
skin cancers.
It might just save
your life.
Robert “Bluey”
Towns
Operator at MRM

”

“I urge everyone to visit Skin Patrol
and learn about skin cancers.
It might just save your life.”
The MRM Healthy Living initiative
has been running since January
2014 with the aim of encouraging
our community to take better
care of themselves. It includes
awareness campaigns on a range
of health and fitness issues as well
as screening programs.
Skin Patrol is Australia’s leading
mobile skin cancer education
specialists. The team visited MRM
and Borroloola in March 2014
and came back again in June
2015 as part of the Healthy
Living initiative.

Skin Patrol is
coming to MRM
.
Wednesday 10
and Thursday
11 June.
For more infor
mation, contact
Eric Tamo
8975 7416 or Eric.
Tamo@glencore.co
m.au

“

I urge everyone to
visit Skin Patrol and
learn about skin
cancers. It might
just save your life.

”

Trust welcomes new board members
The MRM Community Benefits
Trust has welcomed two new
independent directors.
Mr Mike Reed has been appointed
the NT Government independent
director while Hon Paul Henderson
has been appointed the MRM
independent director.

Chief Minister. He has a good
understanding of the needs of
rural and remote communities as
Chair of the Regional Development
Australia Northern Territory
Committee. Mr Henderson was
Chief Minister from 2007 to 2012
and a senior minister from 2001.

Both Mr Reed and Mr Henderson
have had long careers in Territory
politics. Mr Reed was the Member
for Katherine from 1997 to 2003
and served in various ministerial
portfolios including as Deputy
Mike Reed
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Paul Henderson

Community Benefits Trust
Board Members
Chair:
Greg Ashe (Glencore)
Members:
John De Koning

Samuel Evans

Paul Henderson

Tony Jack

Mike Reed

Alan Baker

David Harvey

Stan Allen

Citizen Science projects are
scientifically valid programs
that are deliberately designed
to include the local community:
combining the robust scientific
techniques of researchers with
the enthusiasm and resources of
the community ensures projects
address conservation themes of
interest to both parties.
The aim of the Borroloola citizen
science program is to provide data
on the local barramundi population
across a wider geographic range
than fish surveying can normally

reach. The range for the study is for
barramundi caught between the
Limmen Bight to the west and the
Queensland border to the east.
Anglers are being asked to
donate their unwanted barramundi
frames with head and gut intact,
and to provide some basic
information about where they
caught the fish: but they don’t
have to give the exact location,
so their secret hot spot is safe!
Indo-Pacific Environmental will
conduct a range of tests on the
cheek flesh and livers of the
fish, vastly increasing scientific
knowledge about barramundi
across a number of river systems.
Freezers have been placed at
Li-Anthawirriyarra Sea Ranger
office, Northern Land Council
office and Gulf Mini Mart in
Borroloola, and at King Ash Bay,
to collect fish skeletons. Bags

collecting don
skeletons to asse
ations of barram
ss metal concen
undi
tration values
between sites.

Fish can come
from any fresh
between Limme
or
n Bight and the marine area
border. If you
Queensland
would like to
contribute to
project, pleas
this
e:
• Make sure
the

fish is a legal
size!
• Leave the guts
in if possible
• Leave the head
on the frame (see
picture)
• Keep the fish
as clean as possib
le when filleting
• After filleting
, place in bag,
keep cold and
freeze ASAP
• Fill in the record
card
• IPE will take
a tissue sample
from the head
and liver

Indo-Pacific Enviro
nmental

• Provide sample
bags and
information tags
for samples
• Send the sample
s to an
independent labora
tory
• Pass informa
tion back to
community

will:

of Infofish

Indo-Pacific Environmental
and McArthur River Mine
have joined forces with
local businesses and
the Gulf Community to
establish a citizen science
project in Borroloola.

CITIZEN SC
FISH ASSESSM IENCE
ENT PROJECT
Indo-Pacific Env
ironmental are

Image courtesy

Gulf residents become
Citizen Scientists

INDOPACIFIC

Environmental

McArthur River
Mine will:

• Provide freezer
s for sample
collection

• Provide informa
tion to people
wanting to join
the project

Freezers are locate
d at:

• King Ash Bay

• Gulf Mini Mart
• Li-Anthawirriy
arra Sea Ranger
office
• Northern Land
Council office

For more inform
ation, please
contact MRM
Rebecca Gentl
Senior Comm
e on (08) 8975
unity
8216 or email
rebecca.gentle@ Relations Advisor
glencore.com.au
This project proudly

supported by

and tags for the samples are also
available from these locations.
The program complements
MRM’s own sampling program,
which surveys fish from a number
of sites along the McArthur River
and Bing Bong Loading Facility,
and promotes local people
contributing to, and learning
from, scientific research.
Indo-Pacific will provide feedback
to individual anglers where possible,
as well as the whole community,
so our citizen scientists know the
analysis results.

Animations bring mine to life
A new series of animations
are helping to demystify
operations at MRM.
The short videos are being used
to explain how the waste rock
pile is constructed, MRM’s cattle
management plan and the latest
fish surveys.

MRM General Manager Sam
Strohmayr said the animations
helped bring complex issues to life.
“The whole idea is to make
information more accessible
to the community,” he said.
Three animations are available on
the MRM website and MRM

Community app and more will be
added as they become available.
Senior Community Relations
Advisors Rebecca Gentle and
Chrissy Joll also have the videos
on iPads for local community
members to view.
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Your village questions answered
MRM Finance Manager
Brett Wright answers
your questions about
MRM’s villages.

(MST) looks after all the
maintenance including electrical,
plumbing, gardening and odd jobs.
MST also looks after these services
on the mine site.
Does it get noisy with so many
people in one place?

Why does MRM have its
own village?
MRM actually has two villages –
one at the mine site and another
at Bing Bong. All employees and
contractors stay in the village when
they are working – even if they live in
Borroloola or other Gulf communities.
This minimises travel time and the
risks associated with fatigue.
What types of rooms are provided?
The village consists mostly of selfcontained rooms with en-suites.
Each room has a bed, desk and
chair, small refrigerator, television
and wardrobe while en-suites have a
shower, toilet and small vanity unit. A
small number of rooms are barrack
style with shared ablution facilities.
Do people have to pay to stay in
the rooms?
No. Accommodation is provided
free of charge to employees,
contractors and official visitors.
I’ve heard the food is really
good at MRM. Is this true?
MRM is well known for its great
food. Our professional chefs and
kitchen staff make a big effort
to ensure everyone eats healthy.
Breakfast includes cereals, toast,
bacon, eggs and assorted sides
such as baked beans, mushrooms
and tomatoes. Everyone packs their
own lunch from the salad bar and
there are hot options available that
can be reheated in the lunchrooms.
Dinner is always a full cooked
meal with plenty of options. We
cater to a range of special dietary
requirements including vegetarian
and gluten free. Food labeling
encourages people to make healthy
choices about what they eat.
Weekly menus are available on the
MRM Community App. On special
occasions, the kitchen prepares
special food, such as Anzac Day,
Australia Day, NAIDOC Week and
Christmas in July (pictured).
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Does wildlife ever get into
the village?
Wallabies are a familiar sight
throughout the villages. People
on site are reminded not the feed
or approach them so they do not
become aggressive. Snakes are also
seen on site. Although many are not
venomous, some can be dangerous.
Employees and contractors are told
to give snakes a wide berth and
immediately report any sightings to
one of our trained snake handlers so
they can be removed. Although cattle
can sometimes get on site, they are
removed through regular mustering.
How many people stay in
the villages?
Not all people are on site at the
same time. At any one time, there
are around 450 people living on site,
although this can swell to as many
as 600 during busy periods, such
as maintenance shut downs.
At Bing Bong, there are generally
around 25 people staying in
the village.
Who looks after the village?
ESS is contracted to look after
accommodation allocation,
cleaning, operation of the wet mess
and to prepare all our meals. Our
own Maintenance Services Team

While we want people to enjoy
their stay at work, it’s important
to remember that MRM is a 24/7
operation. People are working both
day and night shifts and everyone
wants to get enough sleep. Any
noisy maintenance can only be
carried out at certain times in the
morning and afternoon when
everyone is likely to be awake.
The village is designed so that
the mess and sporting areas are
away from accommodation rooms
and a Village Code of Conduct
encourages responsible behaviour.
What facilities are available?
The mine village has a swimming
pool, gym, tennis and basketball
courts, volleyball court, indoor
cricket facilities, covered BBQ area,
theatre room, a golf driving range, a
clay target range and walking tracks.
Our gym is available 24 hours a
day with a full range of cardio and
weight facilities. The wet mess
includes a shop with essential
supplies, televisions, a pool table
and a darts board.
Healthy living is encouraged with
a range of sporting events and
health-focused activities.
Is there a bar?
A wet mess, or bar, is open for
limited hours and operates to a
Responsible Service of Alcohol
Policy. People tend to do the right
thing – particularly when they know
they have to blow zero when they
start their next shift.

MRM celebrates two years
with no lost-time injuries
“The Glencore SafeWork program
MRM has celebrated two
really focuses everyone’s attention
years with no lost time injuries on going home safely at the end
across its mine site and
of their swing. It’s great to see all
our employees and contractors
loading facility at Bing Bong.

“MRM’s disabling injury frequency
rate has been sitting at zero
since August last year, another
sign that staff and contractors
are serious about safety”

The achievement was reached in
early April and represents 3.5 million
hours of work.

SafeWork is a global program
focusing on changing attitudes
towards safety to bring about
sustainable long-term change
across all Glencore operations.

MRM General Manager Sam
Strohmayr said the milestone was
testament to company’s renewed
focus on safety under the Glencore
SafeWork program.
“Our people have really embraced
the culture of zero harm,” Sam said.

making a commitment to keeping
themselves and their colleagues safe.

“The safety of our workforce is the
single most important aspect of
managing our daily operations.
“The nature of our industry involves
hazards and risks and while we
cannot entirely eliminate them,
our goal is to apply sound risk
management principles to continue
to reduce serious injuries.

The program revolves around
12 principal hazards identified
at Glencore operations, and
implements life-saving behaviours
and protocols developed to
target these hazards. Group-wide
implementation started in 2014.

Life-saving behaviours
Glencore’s SafeWork program is about nine Life-Saving Behaviours that will keep our people safe.
These are underpinned by 12 Fatal Hazard Protocols. Together they form a powerful tool to help
change people’s attitudes to safety in the workplace.

DO YOU KNOW THE
LIFE SAVING BEHAVIOURS?
1 Always come to
work drug and alcohol
free.

2 Always use or wear
critical safety
equipment.

3 Always wear
appropriate fall
protection equipment
when working above
two metres.

4 Only operate
equipment if trained
and authorised.

5 Always isolate and
'test for dead' prior to
working on energy
sources.

6 Never modify or
over-ride critical
safety equipment
without approval.

7 Always seek and
obtain clear approval
before entering
mobile equipment
operating zones.

8 Never enter
Danger Zones.

9 Always report
injuries and HPRIs.
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MRM hosts community leaders

AFANT’s Tristan Sloan with Dr Dean Thorburn at the
McArthur River channel.

MRM’s Chris Chung, Janice Warren, Greg Bicknell, Sam Strohmayr and Kevin Peters at the Overburden
Emplacement Facility.

McArthur River Mine has
played host to business and
community leaders from
across the Territory as part
of its open communication
with stakeholders.
MRM General Manager Sam
Strohmayr said a number of
stakeholders have been brought to
site to see progress for themselves.
“It’s one thing for us to tell people
what’s going on, but it’s quite
another when they get on the
ground and see it first hand,”
Sam said.

“We’ve been very open about
getting people onsite so they are
well informed about our operations.”
In November, Amateur Fishermen’s
Association of the Northern Territory
CEO Tristan Sloan visited site and
King Ash Bay to find out more
about fish in the local area. He
also had a chance to be briefed
by fish expert Dr Dean Thorburn
from Indo-Pacific Environmental,
who conducts MRM’s independent
fish surveys, and meet with
Scott Hallett, Vice-President of
King Ash Bay Fishing Club.
In December MRM hosted a
visit by a group of business
leaders including NT Chamber of

Member for Barkly Gerry McCarthy at the Haul Road
Bridge on site.

Commerce CEO Greg Bicknell, NT
Industry Capability Network CEO
Kevin Peters and Minerals Council
of Australia (NT) CEO Drew Wagner
and research officer Janice Warren.
Later in December Member for
Barkly Gerry McCarthy paid a
visit during a tour of the Borroloola
region which also took in the
Borroloola Kids Christmas party.

Sustainability head visits MRM
Glencore’s Global Head of
Sustainability Dr Michael
Farhbach had the chance
to meet with community
members in Borroloola during
a visit to MRM in September.
Dr Farhbach visited the mine
as part of an Australian tour
to examine Glencore’s health,
safety, environment and
community performance.
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During his visit, he took time to
travel to Borroloola and Devil
Springs, where he inspected MRM’s
new air quality monitoring stations.
He visited Billy Coolibah’s family at
Campbell Springs where he had a
chance to share stories about rough
riding with the Pluto boys. He even
fixed the chain on a child’s bike.
MRM General Manager Sam Strohmayr,
Glencore Global Head of Sustainability
Michael Farhbach, Chief Operating
Officer of Zinc Assets in Australia
Greg Ashe and Senior Community
Relations Advisor Chrissy Joll.

In Borroloola Dr Farhbach visited
Johnny Davey and Miriam Charlie.
He commented on how clean and
quiet the McArthur River was –
although he didn’t want a swim after
seeing the crocodile trap.

Borroloola
Cleans Up
Roper Gulf Shire, Mabunji and
MRM joined forces for the
annual Clean Up Australia Day
event at Borroloola in March.
More than 40 volunteers turned out
to help with the clean-up including
21 from McArthur River Mine.
It was great to see Council workers
Dawn Baker, Robbie Collins and
Jerry Anderson out and about
giving a hand alongside Mabunji’s
CEO Greg Crofts, HR Manager
Burton Willis and Admin Finance
Officer Sommer Meadows.

More than 140 bags of rubbish
were picked up. As most of the
bags were 240litre bags, this
equated to around 180 household
size bags of rubbish.
Areas targeted were Robinson
Road from the Council office to
the CBD, the Subdivision, Garawa
Street, Searcy Street all the way
to the cemetery and Family Tree
over the river at Garawa Camp.
MRM provided the BBQ and drinks
for all the volunteers following the
clean up.

MRM staff raised $2,500 for the
Borroloola Safe House through a series of
fund-raising activities on site. The activities
included a “Make a Change” night on the
mine site, raising awareness about domestic
violence. Led by our mining B-Crew, the
drive also held raffles and competitions
during State of Origin Rugby League Games.
Pictured are Karen Homan, Ann Waaka and
Kerry Burden handing over the proceeds to
representatives of the Borroloola Safe House.
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MRM’s Sam Seib wins
Women in Resources award
Borroloola woman and
McArthur River Mine (MRM)
supervisor Sam Seib has taken
out a major award for women
in resources.
The MRM employee of 19 years took
out the Outstanding Tradeswoman,
Operator or Technician category in
the awards announced on Saturday
in Darwin. She now goes on to
represent the Northern Territory at
the national finals later this year.
Sam is a Borroloola woman
who began her MRM career as
a laboratory technician in 1997.
She completed her carpentry
apprenticeship while working at
the mine and now supervises a
team of seven male tradesmen.
At home in Borroloola she is
a supporter of fishing club
competitions, Borroloola Show,
Borroloola rodeo, emergency
services and local women’s events.
You will also often see her catching
and relocating local problem
snakes, a skill she learned as part
of her work duties at MRM.
Sam said the opening of MRM
gave her the opportunity to have
a career while still living in her
home community in the remote
Gulf of Carpentaria. But working
in a male-dominated industry was
not always easy.

Sam Seib (centre) with her mum Val and MRM
General Manager Sam Strohmayr.
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“When I first started, there were no
other women in the department.
There were few in mining and no
other female tradespeople onsite,”
she said.
Sam was one of four MRM finalists
in the Northern Territory Women
in Resources Awards. Others
were environmental technician
Casey Hucks, production
supervisor Ann Waaka and acting
human resources and training
superintendent Carina Graham.
MRM General Manager Sam
Strohmayr said he was proud of

the company’s record of creating
opportunities for women, and
particularly for residents in the
local Borroloola community.
“Our female workforce balance is
among the best in the industry,”
Sam said.
“Sam is a great role model not
only for other women but also for
young people in Borroloola looking
to have a career close to home.”
The national Women in Resources
Award winners will be announced in
Sydney in September.

MRM’s Karen Heazlewood, Casey Hucks, Sam Seib, Carina Graham and Ann Waaka.
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Message from
the General
Manager
The dry season is a time when
community events ramp up.
Over the past few months we
have seen the BorroloolaShow
and Rodeo, King Ash Bay Easter
Fishing Competition, Women in
Resources Awards, NT Training
Awards and the Young Achiever
Awards all take place.
It has been a pleasure to be able
to attend most of these events and
catch up with so many people in
the community.
The dry season is also a time on
the mine site as we prepare for the
coming wet season. The single
most-important task is to reduce
water levels across site, particularly
at our tailings dam. We now see
water levels across site at their lowest
ever, which has been helped by the
relatively poor wet seasons over the
past couple of years.

This dry season we have made a
number of improvements to our
water management controls on site
including an additional water dam to
the west of the waste rock pile and
early works for a water treatment
plant. I am confident we can meet
the coming wet season safe in the
knowledge that the environment
will be protected.
Over the coming months we will see
more community consultation take
place for the Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) for the long-term
management of our waste rock. We
have now spent more than two years
on assessments and studies for this
project and are looking forward to
lodging our EIS in the first quarter of
2017. You can read more about the
EIS in this edition of Memorandum.

usually lags 12 months behind
the period that is being reported
on, meaning many of the
recommendations typically have
been implemented by the time the
report comes out.
The role of the Independent Monitor
is an important one, because it opens
MRM to a higher level of scrutiny
than most mines in Australia. The
process is open and transparent
and provides the community with a
high degree of confidence about our
operations.

In November, the Independent
Monitor is due to release its report
into the operations of MRM for the
period October 2014 to September
2015. The release of the report
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Pull out poster

Memorandum is a quarterly publication
of McArthur River Mining. To submit
stories or subscribe to our mailing list,
email rebecca.gentle@glencore.com.au

Turn to pages 8 and 9 for a special pullout
poster showing the mining process at MRM.

Our cover
MRM has teamed up with the Northern
Territory Government and TIO to promote
road safety throughout the Gulf region.
In June we hosted a visit by Hector the
Road Safety Cat to come to Borroloola and
talk to local school kids as well as put in a
special appearance at the Borroloola Show.
He was back again in August for the Rodeo
and also spread the road safety message
to workers on site. We hosted the TIO
Party Safe program to visit the Rodeo as
well, helping people to make good choices
about getting home after drinking alcohol.

Finally, I want to congratulate Sam
Seib, a Borroloola woman and
member of the MRM team for the
past 19 years. Sam recently won the
Northern Territory Tradesperson of
the Year in the Women in Resources
Awards. On 1 September, she again
did the Territory proud, being named
the runner-up in her category in the
national awards.
Well done Sam.

Stay in touch
Website: Our website is full of information
about our operations, our environment
and our community, as well as our latest
career opportunities and publications.
Go to www.mcarthurrivermine.com.au
MRM Community App: Stay in
touch with everything happening at
MRM through our community app.
To download the app, search for MRM
community in iTunes, Google Play or
Amazon Appstore.
Phone: Call our toll free number on 1800 211 573
Email: mrmprojenq@glencore.com.au

Sam Strohmayr
General Manager

CONSULTATION ON EIS
PROGRESSING WELL
Consultation on the
Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) for the
long-term management
of waste rock at MRM is
progressing well.
The EIS, which will guide the future
development of the mine and
particularly how waste rock is stored,
involves multiple scientific studies
and tests.
One of the important aspects of
shaping the EIS is talking to the
community and other stakeholders
about how they would like to see the
mine develop as well as what happens
at the site once mining has finished.
To the end of August we consulted with
311 individuals about the EIS, getting
their views about our future proposals
and integrating them into our plans.

“A lot of the feedback we’ve received
from the community has been
about employment opportunities
both now and into the future.”
Consultations to date have included:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

MRM Environmental Projects
Manager Gary Taylor said
community consultation formed an
important part of the EIS process.
“The input from community members
and stakeholders around closure
objectives has been great,” Gary said.
“We’ve heard that people want to be
involved in the long-term rehabilitation
of the site and they are interested in
how they can prepare for the future.

•
•

Two public meetings in Borroloola
(100+ attendees)
Stands at the Borroloola Show
in June and the Borroloola
Rodeo in August
Presentation to Roper Gulf Local
Authority in Borroloola
One-on-one and group
meetings with individuals who
have expressed an interest in the
project
A public meeting at King Ash Bay
Meetings with Traditional Owners
and their families
Workshops with Government
agencies including the Northern
Territory Environment Protection
Authority, Department of Mines
and Energy, Department of
the Chief Minister, Department
of Primary Industry and Fisheries,
Department of Health,
Department of Treasury and
Finance, Department of Land
Resource Management and
NT Worksafe; Parks and
Wildlfie, Commonwealth Dept of
Environment
Site visits
Meetings with a number of non-

Government organisations
including AFANT and the NT
Cattleman’s Assoication.
Consultation will continue
throughout the remainder of 2016
with two more community meetings
planned as well as consultations
with a number of interested
community members.

We’ve already
consulted with 311
people about the
EIS and we’ll keep
on listening.
“We will also keep on talking to the
community, Government agencies
and others so they have a very clear
picture about our proposals for the
future and have had the opportunity
to provide input along the way,”
Gary said.
A key consideration in framing the
EIS is how the country will look once
mining has finished. At present,
MRM plans to operate the mine
until 2037. See pages 4 and 5 for a
detailed look at the current thinking
on eventual mine closure.

Gurdanji and other families visit the
MRM site as part of the community
consultation for the EIS.
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Long-term

closure in focus

What will happen at McArthur “We can’t wait until a few years
before the end of mine life to think
River Mine once mining has
about what happens to the site in
finished in 20 to 30 years?
the long term,” Gary said.
That’s the question MRM is
“We need to have the discussions
asking as we consider how
now so everyone knows what to
expect in 20 or 30 years time.”
to develop the mine in
coming years.
The key considerations for the
Closure plans not only guide
the development of the current
Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) on waste rock, they also
contribute to planning for how
we mine now.
MRM Environmental Projects
Manager Gary Taylor said there
had been a major change in
thinking in recent years, and
mines could now expect to remain
responsible for their sites for
decades after mining finishes.

TAILINGS DAM
The ore from the McArthur
River open cut mine passes
through the processing plant,
where the rock is crushed
and ground up, allowing most
of the valuable metals to be
extracted in concentrates.
Most of the waste forms a
slurry, called tailings.

eventual closure of MRM include
the Tailings Storage Facility, the
Waste Rock Pile and the Open
Cut domain.

The tailings are piped to the tailings
dam. The solids are deposited
on the surface, then most of the
water is recycled back to the
processing plant.

“There is also the need to consider
what infrastructure should be left
for the community to use,”
Gary said.

At the end of mining, our current
plan is to remove all tailings from
this area and place them in the
open cut.

“Our airport is a valuable asset and
there may be uses for it related to
tourism or some other industry.”

Once the tailings are gone, the
whole area will be rehabilitated so
it can be returned to pasture or put
to another use. This will need to
be monitored and cared
for over many years.

Consultation on closure has been
taking place since 2015.

WASTE ROCK
Only a small proportion of
what we mine from the pit is
ore. The rest is waste, which
goes to the waste rock pile to
be stored safely.
Waste is not processed and some
of it can react with air and water
once it is removed from the ground.
This is why the waste rock pile is
covered with clay and clean rock
and shaped for rehabilitation.
We originally planned to build waste
rock piles to the south and east of
the open cut. Instead, we now plan
to take most of this waste to the
main waste rock pile to the north.
So as the mine develops, this will
need to get bigger.

As this happens, it can either go
higher or it can stay lower but cover
more land. The lower option would
cover about 865 ha, including the
dams. This means more clearing
of land, more dams are required to
catch water run off and more clean
rock and clay needed for cover
purposes.
The higher option would cover about
640 ha of land, not much more
than it does now. This means less
clearing of land, less dams to catch
water run off and less clay and
clean material for cover purposes.
We are undertaking consultation
and studies to determine the best
option.
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Diagram shows the proposed “high” waste
rock pile footprint (light brown) compared to
what is in place now.

Whichever option is chosen, it is
proposed to leave operational waste
within the open cut during the last
six years of mining. Once we start
leaving waste in the open cut, we
can start completely capping the
waste rock pile and rehabilitating
the area, leaving behind a hill.

OPEN CUT
The open cut is from where
the ore is mined. When mining
has finished, it will be about
420 m deep, 1.95 km long and
1.55 km wide.

175m deep. The water stops
air getting into the materials
underneath, so no reactions can
take place. This type of pit lake is
a common and successful method
used in rehab and closure of mines
around the world.

Off to the side of the pit is the
Woyzbun quarry. This is a source for
clean rock which will be used later
for capping and rehabilitation of the
waste rock pile.

The pit lake will be monitored
and tested over many years to
manage the water quality. Only
when the water quality is right, the
downstream flood protection levee
may be breached in a controlled
A side on view of the pit lake, showing tailings and waste
deposited on the floor.
way, allowing the McArthur River to
Diagram shows the proposed “high” waste rock pile footprint (light brown)
backfill into the pit lake during
compared toflood.
what is in place now.
This will deposit more sediment into
the lake, adding another layer of
protection.

As we get towards the end of mining,
we are hoping to be able leave
some of the waste within a mined
out portion of the open cut. We
can’t do it earlier in the mine life,
because it would not be safe for
people to keep working in the base.
However, during the last six years of
mining, we would like to leave waste
in the open cut, creating a layer at
the bottom. Further studies will tell
us if this will be possible.
Tailings and waste rock would form
layers in the base on the open cut.
Finally, the open cut will be filled
with water, creating a lake about

This is again monitored for many
years. Only when we are sure the
water quality is right, the upstream
levee wall can be breached.
Once this happens, the McArthur
River can flow through both courses.
It will probably follow the new
channel most of the time but also
through the pit lake during times
of flood.

Diagram showing the final pit lake.

Locals likely to be involved
in long-term monitoring
Local people are likely to be
involved in the long-term
monitoring of McArthur River Mine.
MRM Environmental Projects
Manager Gary Taylor said MRM
would continue to be on site for
decades after mining has finished
to monitor and rehabilitate the
area and undertake adaptive
management strategies.
“I think it’s important to have local
people helping to look after the
country,” he said.

“That’s the feedback we’ve received
from local people and now we are
looking at how we are going to
make that work.”
Gary said it was important to think
about this now so people had time
to train and get the skills to become
environmental monitors in the future.
“Things like the school water monitoring
program is a good way to get people to
start.” (See our full story on page 7).

It’s important
to have local
people helping
to look after
country.
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Local
projects
benefit
from Trust
funding
The last financial year has
been a busy one for the MRM
Community Benefits Trust with
a large number of projects
being approved.
The largest single grant has
been almost $1 million for the
Mabunji Creche. The first soil
was turned on the project in May
and the crèche is scheduled for
completion in December.
The new crèche building
will provide vastly improved
facilities for local children and
their families.

Other 2015-2016
projects funded
$98,000 to Parks and Wildlife
– Limmen National Park
protection of rock art sites:
Extending on from the successful
project undertaken in 2015, this
project will focus on rock-art
site protection, training and
recording, and will also include
minor archaeological works in the
Limmen National Park.

$53,204.54 to MAWA – Robinson
River Historical Project: This
project will collate ancestral
knowledge and history passed on
to the current Garrawa community
to use for sharing of knowledge and
history and potential tourist interest
in the Robinson River Community.
$60,000 to the National Trust –
Upgrade of Old Police Station:
Upgrade of the facility for the
upcoming anniversary to create a
space for events and displays.
$117,600 to Borroloola School –
School Bus: A new 4x4 school bus
for Borroloola School to provide
transport for students who are
otherwise unable to come to school
during the wet season.
$92,000 to The Smith Family –
Training and Mentoring: This grant
provides Li-ardubirri Playgroup with
the funds for training of local staff
in Certificate III in Early Childhood
Education and Care while providing
intensive on-the-job training and
mentoring.
$81,818 to Borroloola School
Council – School Breakfast
Program: A further three year
funded Breakfast Program
providing a nutritious start to the
day for students aimed at improved
attendance and engagement
at school.
$15,000 to Kiana School – School
Breakfast Program: – A further
three-year funded Breakfast
Program providing a nutritious
start to the day for students aimed
at improved attendance and
engagement at school.

$91,300 to Artback NT –
Borroloola Cultural Events & Arts
Engagement Officer Mentoring
& Support: This grant will provide
the funding to continue to
employ Marlene Timothy in the
role of Cultural Events & Arts
Engagement Officer. This grant
extends on the previous 3
year grant to enable the
coordination of activities
in the community
to continue.
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$18,982 to NT Industry Training
Board – Youthworx Careers Expo:
Facilitation of a Careers Expo held
in Borroloola in October 2015 which
was open to school students and
the public.
$194,891 to Mabunji – Sea Ranger
Vessel: Purchase of a custom
built vessel for the Sea Ranger
unit to support their economic
development and tourism activities.
$197,690 to Menzies School of
Health Research – Planning for
Better Health Outcomes Phase
1: The aim of this project is to assist
the community to develop a long
term Health Action and Investment
Plan. The project will use a creative
and participatory approach, to
facilitate discussion about health
and well-being and identify priorities
areas for investment and action
informed by Indigenous knowledge
and western scientific evidence.
$150,000 to Gulf Health Services
– Gulf Health AFL: Continuing on
from the first 12 month grant, this
new grant has been provided for
the ongoing operational activities to
support a local competition.
$130,000 to Borroloola School
Council – School Shade Structure:
Provision of shade to areas
adjacent to the undercover area
of the new playground.
$6,627 to Cancer Council Northern
Territory – Cancer Education:
This program provided essential
information about what cancer
is, how to reduce the risks, how to
detect possible cancers and what to
do about a cancer diagnosis.

Students help to monitor water quality

Casey shows local students how to use the water quality monitor.

Borroloola School students
will be become part of
McArthur River Mine’s (MRM)
environmental monitoring team
with the donation of a water
quality monitor to the school.
The professional standard monitor will
be used by senior school students
to sample water quality in local rivers
and creeks.
The program will not only teach
students new skills, but the data
collected will be added to the
extensive water monitoring already
undertaken by MRM.
The $10,000 professional system
can measure physical and chemical
characteristics including temperature,
dissolved oxygen, conductivity, salinity

The fact that I can have a
career helping the local
environment while staying
here in Borroloola is a bonus.
and PH, which give a good indication
of the health of the water.
MRM General Manager Sam
Strohmayr said the monitoring
system was similar to those used
by MRM’s own environmental
monitoring team.
“It’s part of our commitment to
better involve the community in
understanding the environmental
health of the region,” Sam said.
“The data they collect will be included
with our other monitoring to give
us a greater picture of the health

Terrence Miller gets hands on experience with help
from Casey.

of local waterways. It’s also a great
way for local students to learn about
the potential for jobs in mining in
the future.”
As part of the program, MRM has
offered students the opportunity to
take part in monthly water quality
monitoring in Borroloola.
MRM Environmental Technician
Casey Hucks was at the handover to
show students the correct way to use
the monitor to get accurate results.
Casey, who grew up and still
lives in Borroloola, said she
hoped the program would inspire
students to think about a job in
environmental monitoring.
“It’s a great job, and the fact that I
can have a career helping the local
environment while staying here in
Borroloola is a bonus,” she said.

WATER QUALITY UPDATE
2nd quarter 2016
Our Waste Discharge Licence
approved by the Environmental
Protection Agency outlines the
allowable levels of metals and
other materials in the water at a
compliance point downstream
from the mine to protect the
McArthur River.

The top figures are the allowable
concentrations under our Waste
Discharge Licence, set by the
Environment Protection Authority.

The bottom figures are the average
concentrations over the second
quarter of 2016 at our compliance
point on the McArthur River
downstream from the mine.
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THE MINING PROCESS
Waste rock is sent to the rock
pile, which is then shaped for
later rehabilitation.

The ore is crushed down to just 9mm
through three stages of crushing.
Low-grade ore goes through the Heavy
Medium Plant, which uses a gravity system
to separate the ore further.

The ore is taken to the
crusher ready for processing.

All of the ore then moves through
ing mills, which reduce it down to
microns – just big enough for the
eye to see.
Excavators scoop the
broken down rock into the
trucks.

The ore is mixed with water to form a slurry and moves
into large tanks where reagents are added. Some of the
reagents attach themselves to the minerals, which then
float to the surface as a froth, allowing the valuable
metal to be extracted.

The final stage is to put the con
a pressure filter, which squee
the water out to crea

Rock is drilled then packed with explosives.
The blast breaks the ore and waste rock into
a smaller size that can be loaded into trucks.

Turning the ore from rock into finished products is a
complex process. First, geologists and surveyors mark
out where the ore is located in the pit. They can tell
the difference between the ore and the waste rock.
They also make sure the pit is developed in a way that
is safe.

Start here
Located in the Gulf Region of the NT is the McArthur
River Mine, the second largest lead and zinc deposit
in the world.
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m
So what we do at MRM becomes part of
your everyday life.

h the grindo just 45
e human

The concentrate is pumped into thickening tanks.
Heavier materials settle to the bottom, allowing
much of the water to be skimmed off the top.

Zinc and lead are manufactured into
products that we use every day, such
as metal alloys, batteries, weather
proofing, fertilizers, mobile phones and
even vitamins.

ncentrate through
ezes virtually all of
ate a fine powder.

This is then stored in a shed on the mine site ready for transport. Road
trains with four trailers each are loaded inside the concentrate shed at
the mine site. The trailers are covered to stop the dust getting into the
surrounding air. The road trains travel 130km to the Bing Bong loading
facility for storage in another shed.

From the shed, a covered conveyor belt loads the concentrate
on to the MV Aburri barge. The barge takes the concentrate up
to 15 nautical miles, or 28 km, out to sea.

From there the concentrate is shipped
around the world, where smelters will
turn it into lead and zinc metals.

It is then loaded on to an ocean-going
vessel by covered conveyors.
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A competitor puts on a good mark out for the judges.

RODEO SPECIAL
There were plenty of thrills and
spills at the annual Borroloola
Rodeo held from 19 to 21
August. McArthur River Mine
is a major sponsor of the
rodeo, the largest event held in
the region each year.

The key theme of the MRM stand
was a display of how the mining
process works. This was developed
following feedback at a community
meeting in Borroloola in June, where
community members said they
were interested in learning more
about the mining process.

MRM hosted a number of stalls at
the event talking to people about
how the mine works and the EIS
currently underway.

Samples of ore at various stages
of the operation were on display
along with some of the finished
products produced from lead and
zinc. See our special pull-out poster
on pages 8 and 9 of this edition of
Memorandum for more information.

We also sponsored displays by the
MRM Community Benefits Trust,
Road Safety, Party Safe and IndoPacific Environmental, who were
talking to people about fish studies
in the area.

There was a look of concentration from this young competitor in the gymkhana.
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McArthur River
Mine is a major
sponsor of the
rodeo, the largest
event held in the
region each year.

MRM sponsored the TIO Party Safe team to come to the rodeo. Party Safe provides
education about drink driving and offers free breath tests so people can find out if it
is safe to drive or ride.

Horse and rider work seamlessly in the barrel racing.
Photo by Toni Cutler.

Everyone was dressed and

ready for the action.

Justin Pluto tried
his

hand at quoits at
the Party Safe sta
nd.
Photo by Toni Cu
tler.

MRM Community Benefits Trust project officers Jason Elsegood and
Wendy Moulds at the rodeo. Photo by Toni Cutler.
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KEEPING KIDS
SAFE IN CARS
Access to child restraints is a real issue for people in remote areas,
and Borroloola is no different.
That’s why MRM has teamed
up with Mabunji and the NT
Government’s Transport Safety
Branch to help make more child
restraints available in the town and
surrounding areas.
Forty child restraints were given
away at the Borroloola Show in the
first part of what could become an
ongoing campaign.
Showgoers needed to complete a
survey on whether they had child
restraints available for their children,
grandchildren and other relatives.
A large percentage of children do
not have a proper car seat available
when travelling. As shown on the
graph, almost two thirds of children
aged eight and under did not have a
child restraint.

MRM Senior Community Relations
Advisor Chrissy Joll said the idea
came from a visit by Transport
Safety staff the week before
the show.
“This is a real partnership between
the community, business and
Government to help kids stay safe
in cars,” Chrissy said.
“Mabunji received a grant from road
safety to purchase 40 child restraints,
MRM had them transported to
Borroloola and Transport Safety
came out to the Show to help
educate people about their use.
“The 40 car seats were given away
at the Show and people were
really happy to know they could
get them fitted and protect their
kids and grandkids.”

Special visit by Hector
the Road Safety Cat
Hector the Road Safety Cat
made a special visit to Borroloola
and Robinson River in June
as part of a road safety push
sponsored by MRM.
Hector visited local schools,
workplaces and the crèche
to spread the road safety
message as well as appear at the
Borroloola Show.

MRM has supported a number
of road safety initiatives over
the past three years including
visits by the TIO Party Safe
team, which promotes anti drink
driving messages.
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Car seat winner Shonada Anderson with
Hector the Road Safety Cat, Elice Crisp
from Transport Safety and Chrissy Joll.

YES
35%
NO
65%

Percentage of children with
child restraints
The survey conducted at the Show
found even when children had the
correct seat in their family car, they
often travelled with friends and
relatives who may not have car
seats available.
MRM is currently exploring a
partnership for an ongoing program
to provide child restraints into the
local area.

This is a real
partnership between
the community,
business and
Government to help
kids stay safe in cars.

Local artists shine

in MRM art competition

Road safety was the
theme for this year’s MRM
art competition at the
Borroloola Show.

The winners of each section were:

Children and adults put in a near
record number of entries in both the
art and colouring in competitions.

13-16 years: 1st – Jake Keighran.
2nd – Lesteisha Timothy.

The MRM stand had information
about the mine, the Environmental
Impact Statement currently
underway and Trust projects.
But it was the art competition that
drew the most interest as local
children and adults vied for prizes
that included a fridge, washing
machine, children’s games and
sporting equipment.

7 and under – Colouring-in: Payton
Shadforth. Poster: Patrick Retchford.
8-12 years: 1st – Delta Anderson.
2nd – Noreena Sam.

Adult: 1st – Noela Anderson. 2nd –
Joyce Dirdi.
A special thanks to Officemax in
Darwin for their donation of crayons
and paper.
Featured posters on this page were
submitted by (clockwise from top
right) Noela Anderson, Joyce Dirdi,
Jake Keighran, Lesteisha Timothy,
Noreena Sam and Delta Anderson.
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Safety leadership program
delivering results

MRM PLANT WINS
INTERNATIONAL
MEDAL
MRM has won an international medal
for energy efficiency in mining.
The Coalition for Energy Efficient
Comminution medal recognises
excellence in processing technologies
to reduce ore particle sizes through
crushing, grinding and other processes.
These processes are particularly
important for MRM due to fine
particle size of our ore.

Corey’s metallurgy crew have embraced the PB5 concept.

Safety is not about protecting Corey said PB5 gives you a reason to
stay safe as well as keep others safe.
you FROM something,
“When you see someone doing
it is about protecting you
something wrong it’s no longer just
FOR something.
‘Gus is being an idiot’. You’re now
That’s the message that MRM
supervisors, superintendents and
managers are spreading as Glencore’s
Sentis Safety Leadership program
rolls out.
The leadership program isdesigned
to help people make better decisions
about the safety of themselves and
their workmates.
Metallurgy Production Superintendent
Corey Reynolds is one of those who
has been through the program and he
has seen a major shift in thinking.
“It really focuses on the attitudes that
are important,” Corey said.
“Production doesn’t come first, safety
does. The excuse that you don’t have
time to do a job safely isn’t there
anymore. It doesn’t exist.”
One of the successful tools used in the
program is the “Personal Big Five”, or
PB5. These are the five reasons people
want to stay safe.

thinking about his family and other
things in his PB5,” he said.
Metallurgy Operations Supervisor
Mick McCormack has been running
his team through a few of the things
that he has learned in the program,
including “Red &amp; Green”, which
helps to demonstrate the value of
teamwork and collaboration.
Maintenance supervisor Steven
Drawater has been running his crew
through some of the concepts and said
“I’ve really enjoyed trying some new
things with my team in how we work
together.” Similarly, Mining
Supervisor Ann Waaka has engaged
her team on a “Personal Big 5” project,
with mining team members sharing
their big 5 reasons to keep safe.
With the leadership component of
the program complete, it is planned to
roll out a two-day program across the
whole workforce in 2017.

MRM General Manager Sam
Strohmayr pictured during
construction of the Heavy
Medium Plant
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The Heavy Medium Plant was
commissioned in August 2012 and
separates ore from waste rock using
gravity, reducing both power and
reagent consumption.
It also improves the quality of the ore,
with zinc concentrate increasing
from around 10.5% to 12% during the
process.
Construction of the plant included
a large number Borroloola and
Northern Territory-based businesses.
Pre-assembled modules were trucked
almost 1,000km from Darwin to site.
The facility was chosen over an
upgrade to the existing concentrator
due to the heavy medium plant’s
better construction time, lower
electricity requirements and improved
metallurgical performance.
In awarding the 2016 medal to MRM,
the Coalition for Energy Efficient
Comminution’s Technical Review
Committee assessed the project
on its potential to improve energy
efficiency, the ability for concepts
to be readily adopted by others, the
robustness of the result and the clarity
of communication.
Twelve papers were shortlisted for
selection and two projects were
chosen as medal winners – MRM’s
Heavy Medium Plant and a
paper from the Institute of Mining
Engineering, Vancouver, Canada.

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATING
IN FISH STUDIES
McArthur River Mine has
expanded its fish-monitoring
program and community
consultation following the
release of the Hydrobiology
Report that found there was a
low risk from eating fish in the
Gulf Region.
Consultant Indo-Pacific
Environmental has been
undertaking extensive consultation
in the region to determine how fish
are caught and eaten. In addition
to visiting communities and talking
with people, the team had a stand
at the Borroloola Show in June and
Borroloola Rodeo in August.
They have been asking people:
•
•
•
•
•

Where and when people go fishing
What types of fish are caught
and eaten
What parts of fish are eaten by
local people (flesh, liver, eyes, etc)
How often people eat fish
What other meats are eaten and
how often.

The results show most people eat
fish from local waterways well within
the Australian recommended limit of
three serves per week.
Among the most popular freshwater
species to eat are barramundi, sooty
grunter and archer fish.
Part of the expanded fish-monitoring
program is the Citizen Science
project. People catching fish locally
are encouraged to donate their fish
carcasses once fillets are removed to
be stored in freezers for later testing.
Dozens of fish frames have been
collected to date, adding to the data
on the health of local fish.
The Independent Monitor and
MRM’s own testing show that
there are slightly elevated levels
of minerals in fish in the region,
although levels are still well within
national food standards. Isotope
ratios show the most likely cause is
natural mineralisation of the area.
The Hydrobiology report,
independently commissioned by
the Northern Territory Government,
found it was safe to eat fish in
the region.

Borroloola resident Allan Baker completes the fish survey
with Dr Dean Thorburn from Indo-Pacific Environmental
at the Borroloola Show.

This is further supported by a
graph put together by Indo-Pacific
Environmental, which compared
the level of lead in fish to that in
commonly eaten foods, shown below.

* median concentrations derived from IndoPacific Environmental 2015 data
# median concentrations as reported in
23rd ARDS Appendix 10 table
A10.5 (FSANZ)
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Community bands together for
Robinson River water upgrade
The business community and
MRM banded together to
help Robinson River finally
gain access to a reliable water
supply.
The Power and Water Corporation
project to install new water tanks
came to a standstill in June when
equipment was unavailable to lift the
tank stands to their final position.
A crane could have been brought
in from Katherine at great expense,
but MRM offered to send one our
contractor cranes from Slingshot
Haulage to Robinson River to help.
It was a slow 200km journey along
sometimes corrugated roads to
reach the destination but the lift was
completed successfully in early July.
Durastand Managing Director Chris
Smythe, who had been contracted
to complete the work, said a series of
events including the death of a close
colleague had caused the delays.

The crane lifts the tank stands into position.

“The guys were fantastic and a credit
to the mine,” Chris said. “They were
experienced, patient and knew their
job well.
“I realise that McArthur River Mine
made their crane available for the
benefit of the community and
because of this I would like to donate
funds to the value of what the
Katherine crane would have cost to the
Mungoorbada Aboriginal Corporation
for the benefit of the community.”

MRM KEEPS PROMISE ON
COMMUNITY MEETINGS
MRM has kept its promise to
hold more open community
meetings as part of its
quarterly Community
Reference Group (CRG)
presentations.
A meeting held in June followed
an earlier community session in
March, where Borroloola residents
expressed their desire to become
part of the CRG process.

about a range of issues including
mangroves, employment, mine
production, closure and the
environment.
One of the suggestions from several
people at the meeting was to
develop a display about the mine
itself and how it works.
A small version of that display was
developed and put on exhibit at the
Borroloola Rodeo in August.

More than 50 people attended
the second meeting and talked
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MRM General Manager Sam Strohmayr chats to
community members at the meeting.
Gurdanji Jungai Ronnie Raggett
and Stan Allen.

The guys were
fantastic and
a credit to
the mine.

Community meetings
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SO2 monitoring – Devil Springs – July 2016
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5

Diagram of what the mine looks like now.

6

Red area shows waste rock piles that will no longer be built.
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Diagrams

7

Low option for waste rock pile.

8

High option for waste rock pile
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Diagrams

9

High option for waste rock pile with existing footprint in dark colour.

10

The final open cut area shown from side on.
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Diagrams

11

Stage 1 – Open downstream section for water to backfill lake.

12

Stage 2 – Open upstream section to allow river to flow through.
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13

Diagram of how the site might look after closure.
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